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Ab stract

Advances in miniaturization and computi ng power have set the scene for the erner

gence of powerful wearable computer system s capab le of active computer vision. A

lightweight miniature mult imedia compute r can be worn by a user, receive input from

a camera to sense the local environment, present virtual annotat ions on a heads up

display, and network with others through a wireless modem. Applications include

field repai r, on site te le-medlclne, and augmented tour ism. The very notion of such a

wearable, networked, augmented reality system has an inherent appeal, as it liberates

computi ng from the desktop and integrates compu ting with everyday acti vities.

The object ive of th is research is to demonst rate that augmented reality interfaces

can be achieved using basic I-D or 2-D imaging methods. The notion of "Personal

Contex t" is int roduced to address informat ion overload in augmented realit y hy taking

a user-cent ric model in gat hering awareness and context informat ion. Two functional

personal conte xt pro totypes were built and discussed, showing potenti al for piano and

dance applicati ons. Balanci ng the body-cent ric focus of personal context , the idea of

mosaici ng as a world model for augmented real ity registr ation and telecclleboreticn

is also present ed , and realized in another working proof-of-concept syste m. Finally,

a systematic stu dy on accuracy, reliab ility, and speed of existing and new mosaicing

methods (including the method used in the mosaicing pro to type) was conducted ,

identi fying the ir st rengths and weaknesses as eng ines for augmented reality world

modelling.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motiva t ion

Today, handheld and wort! devices like pagers, cell phones, and penonal digi tal assi,..

tants (PDAs) are acceptable in everyd ay activity. Easily consulted for timely calen

dar , personal correspondence, and ne"'. notifications, they illustrate the drive ~'Uds

technology that can be worn by the persoo -on the go· . Besides ongoing hardware

challenges like miDi&turi~tion , processing speed, and power consumption , designm

of these devitel5 must st f\lggle 'A"it b humaa-cociputer-iuterface issues . Th ese issues

include entering full-text data. with numeric keypW an d presenting relevant. perscnal

data OIIto tiny lcw-resol uaioa displays.

Doe W iLY to a.ddressthe limitati ons of m all handheld displays is to integrate the

display with the user ', field of vision. Th is can be accomplished tod ay by off-the- shelf

hardware. Th e visual. are pro vided by a m iniature see-th rough com puter display worn

like a pair of glasses and a lightweight multimedia computer smaller t han a wallet.

Some data input and outpu t options include a tiny eciu-eleed head-mounted camera.

sensor, microphone and earphone, wirelessmodem, and a.one-banded keyboard. Such

a. portable and nomadic ,y,tem can act as a. platfonn for augmented reality, which

eehences the user's re.I world experience witb computer geueraied information. Tbi,
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information can be sensitive to what the user is experiencing a t th e mom ent , and it

can be associated with relevant portion s of the environment [11).

Such a "wearable computer" system offers greate r funct ionality than today's PDAs,

laptops, or cell phones, yet combines their strengt hs [2271.The porta ble na ture of the

system allows it to be taken almost anywhere, like a PDA. Laptop compu ting power

afforded by t he computer and at tached devices allow the system to actively sense the

user 's environment , and overlay graphical and audio data . A doctor using such a

syste m could access pati ent records at the bedside, and have interns around th e world

watching through the worn camera . A techn ician can carry out inst ruct ions, drawn

on the displa y and described by remote experts. A tourist can enter a histo rical site ,

consult with a virtual tour guide, and record the visit on video. A hiker can explore a

park , bring up the latest weather report , consult a map, and use GPS to navigate, set

virt ual landmarks, and annotate the journey with personal voice and video entries .

Behind all of these diverse applicat ions, the potenti al of this wearable, augmented

reality computer system lies in its ability to liberate the user from the confines of the

desktop , and integrate itself invisibly with th e user 's daily rout ine.

While the hardware and applications behind the augmented reality wearab le com

puter platform can be defined dearly, the human-computer interface issues remain

unsolved. Such a platform differs from tr adit ional PDAs and laptops with its aware

ness of the environment , which is used to enhance the wearer's interaction in t he

contex t of current activity, and to facilit ate collaborat ion with remote colleagues.

This research attempts to address how environmental awareness can provide an inter

face for wearable computing devices. A fundamen tal underlying research problem is

image registration. It drives the graphical information overlay in augmented reality,

making the overlay consistent to head orient at ion, and relevant to what is being seen.

Be it a series of instruc tions, a diagram , a 3-D model, or a map , the virtual overlay

may be at tached to an object in the real world scene, and the computer system must

maintain this "lock" as the user moves around by using informat ion from th e camera

or other senson .
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1.2 Research Objectives

The objective of this research is to investigate how augment ed reality interfaces can

be achieved using basic I·D or 2-D image registration to form a world model and

efficient visual processing methods.

The Motivation section describes the wearable augmented reality computer plat

form envisaged in this research. In essence, it is a miniature multimedia computer _

as small as a PDA, but as powerful as a high end laptop. The system is equipped

with a see-through display to provide visual based augmented reality, earphone, and

microphone to provide audio output and input , a camera to provide visual input for

registrat ion, and a wireless modem to interface with other wearable or desktop com

puters. This platform is considered wearable due to its lightweight and unobtrusive

nature , i.e. it can be worn comfortably and used during everyday tasks like walking

and sitt ing. The platform is considered an augmented reality system due to its ability

to augment the wearer's real-world experience with graphical overlays provided by

the display, and by audio annotation from the earphone.

On t his platform, this research proposes to build working proof-of-concept wear

able augmented reality interfaces, incorporating environmental awareness, and collab

oration with remote colleagues. The platform , built from a minimal set of low cost,

off-the-shelf hardware , must operate at a fast frame rate and provide fast respon

siveness to user interaction . The system employs image registration to ascertain the

user's head orientat ion from the head-mounted camera's video data, and to provide

real-time and relevant graphical overlays.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis presents four major contributions:
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Penland Ccnlu1

I int roduce the notion of "~al context" in thi s werk, wbere • wear&ble

computer system 's awanness eed timely present . t ion of contextual inform. tion i.!

.chieved solely from the intenction bet ween the user 's body a.nd the environment ,

from the use r's point of view. The app roach.is softw~bued, relying only on camera

inpu t , and using simple and b.st I-D a.nd 2-D vision algor ithms. Th is introspective

view of 1'1IvironmentaJ awareness exploits the constan t presence of the wearab le com

puter user in changin g dynam ic surroun dings. I built two working proof-of-concept

applicat ions to demon st rate "personal context" in compute r aided learn ing in music

and dance.

The},f osaic is /he lnterfaa

An image mosaic combines individual snapshots from a camera into a single viewof

a scene through interframe alignment t ransformations . In effect , ma.ny low resolut ion

snapshots tak en at different viewpoints in a scene integrate into one, high resolut ion

composite, with a field of view wider than any single snapshot. Thu s, image mcsaicing

ca.n present a.n integrated visual of a remote environment,'" wellas 1Iomechanism for

image registr ation for augmented reality 00 "..euable computen. I presen t 1Io..u king

system that uses mosaicing not only for the computer 's convenience in registn tion a.nd

remote display, but ...:Iso as a plat form for remote collabon tion bet ...een the human

deskto p user and "'earable com pute r user. The image mosaic becomes a sketch pad

inte rface for humans to draw annotations that are embedded into the augmented

reality of the wearable compute r user.

Syst emati c Compa rison of World Modelling Methods

Although thi s research uses image mosaicing as tbe engine for registering virtual

overlays onto the wearable com pute r's augmented world , and a big window for the

remote collaborator , I employ only one of ma.ny possible monicing techniques. To
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invest igate the poten tial of other mosaicing met hods for augme nted reality world mod

elling, I conducted a comparative study of research and commercial image mosaicing

algorit hms against criteria relevant to wearable computer applications .

Softwa~ Infrastructu re

I created a C+ + software infrastructure, MCLGaller y, to enable the creation of

the prototypes and evaluation systems listed in t he above contr ibutions. The software

infrastru cture provides a single environment for image algorithms , graphics rendering,

networking, and rapid prototypi ng, while building on top of the best libru ies available

at the tim e. With several updates, MCLGallery was also used by fellow researchers

for other projects in the same lab over the span of four years.

1.4 Const raints and Assumption s

The focus on wearable computing imposes const raints and assumptions for the final

system implementat ion tha t are more st ringent than a workstat ion based solution.

The hardware requirements of this research are as follows:

Porlab/e whi/e ~rational

The final system must function perfectly while the user is moving or standing still .

Power Efficient

The final system must operat e on bat teries for at least a major portion of the

user 's working day.

Wireless Networking

Th e final system must be capable of connect ing with a LAN wlrelessly, at least

withi n t he same building, and at a data rate th at can at least support two-way video

and audio t ransmiss ion.
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Outdoors Capability

The final system must be rugged enough to opera te ou tdoors for a brief duration

under mild weather conditions.

Activ e Video Sensing

The final syst em must use a video came ra (mounted on the user's body) to ac

t ively sense its enviro nment dur ing operat ion because this research is interested in

investigating image processing techn iques for reg istrat ion.

While mos t of the hardware requirement s are derived from th e wearable com

put er aspect of the problem statement, tbe software req uiremen ts , whicb const rain

the underlying algori thm s to be determined by th is research, are determined by the

augmented reality aspect. Specifically these software requirements are:

Active Gen eral RegUtration

From the live video provided by the camera, th e system must perform gene ral

registrat ion. That is, the system must at least ascertain t he camera's orientation

based on the live video informat ion.

Graphical Annotation Overlay

Using the registration information, the system must present virt ual annota tions

(be it text , drawings, or other multimedia) with a graphical representation, overlaid

and locked on the annotated real-world object .

1.5 Cr iteria for Success

In addition to meeting the const raints demanded by the previous section, this re

search must be measured against several criteria. to assess the usefulness of the final

algorithm:
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Best Accuracy

The regist rat ion algorithm must assess the user 's orientation and lock virtual an

nota t ions on targe ts as accurately as possible. Objec ts farther away from the user

suffer from a greater potent ial error (as small angular discrepancies can add up to

large displacement s), thus the effective range of the system must be deter mined when

measuring system accuracy.

Maximum R eliability

Despite all the efforts that can be made to tune the algorith m' s accuracy, there is

bound to be a margin for error. Small or large, the error must be compensated for

as gracefully as possible by the algorithm . Violations of the algorithm's a.ssumption

should not meet with catastrophi c results .

Real-time

In order to be used in the field and maintain virtual annotations in the real world,

the algorit hm must be real-tim e. The algorit hm must continuously function from

a live video feed, producing orientation information and rendering the appropriate

overlays as quickly as possible.

1.6 Th esis Organi zati on

This thesis documen t presents the motivation, goals, background, methods, and find

ings from my research into wearable augmented reality interfaces. The chapter by

chapter breakdown of the thesis is as follows:

Chapte r 1 (thi s chapter) int roduces the general motivat ion and goals of this work.

Chapter 2 covers the background behind wearable computers and augmented re

ality, the two major domains related to this research. The spect rum of research is
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highlighted and thet1fO major areas of act.iveresearch, registr ation a1Jd context aware

ness are discussed. A broad, general SUl"\'ey is LakeD. to familiuae the reader with

tnmi noiogiesand technologies used in these rese&Uh areas. However, b&ckground rna

tnial end related work that are very specific to top ics covered in subsequeD.tchapters

are present ed in the context. of the respective later chapter..

Chapte r 3 establishes the common hardware, software, and algoritb.mic foundat ion

behind the subsequent chapters. The hardware acd ~ftwa.re components and infras

truc ture forming the wearable computer testbed used in the research are described,

with the reasoning behind the design decisions.

Chapter 4 introduces the ecnoe of Personal Context as a model for human/wearab le

compute r interac t ion and its dist inguishing charac teristics versus context awareness

and augment ed reality. The computer tak e an att ent ive but peripheral. role, only

providing information when it senses the ~'s immediate need. The design and

"",orkings of two proof-of-coacept Personal Context systems are documented .

Chapter 5 shows how im&@:e IIlC:l5&icing C&Il power augmented reality image regis

tr at ion for a ~ara.ble computer , and how it enables enhanced remote user/wearable

user coUabor a.tion. The design and workings of t he final system built to demonstrate

mosaicing as an interface is presented .

Chapter 6 follows up Chapter S's invest iga.t.ioninto mosa.icing with a detai led

eVlliuationof Chapter 5" mosaicing algorit hm against other techn iques. This eheptee

surveys a variety of image mosaicing algorit hms as engines for augmented realit y

registratio n for wearable systems. Th e experimen ts, challenges, and results compar ing

these method s are discussed. In t he data analy sis, I examine the relat ionship between

accuracy, reliability, and speed. Ultimate ly, I show what t rade offs make a suita ble

algorithm for wearable augmented reality applica t ions.

Chapter 7 concludes with a summ ary of results from the previous chapters , dis

cusses t he overall rammifications of the research , and directions for future work.
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Background t o Wearable

Augmented R eality

The contents of a twenty·first century professional'. pockets reveals a collection of

too ls different from earlier yean. The pen and paper .ed.... caJcula.ton, and even

laptop computers are replaced with tiny, networked f;Ornputicgdevices . Devices like

mob ile phones and personal dipt&l assistants (PDAs) come pWted with featW"eS like

wireless internet &cus:s, email and insta.Dt messaging, Seognphic po5itioll ing, full

mot ion colour video, and amen attachments .

Instead of going to the office, tod ay'. -on. the-go· professionals CUT)' t heir office.

Rather than read ing the latest newspaper and printed memos, readen bring them out

of their pockets. Transact ioDSthrough the office assistant or the desktop telephone

give way to spoken voice commands at t he press of a but ton.

But th is "brave new world" of pervasive devices has itt challenges. How does the

rich media offered by a deskt op envi ronm ent get packaged and presented in a.fast and

mobile environm ent? Can context cues like locat ion, ti me, and act ivity be harnessed

to sift through piles of data to give relevant user feedback? What will we find in

people's pockets in th e next decade? Perha ps nothing at all. Instead , th ey may wear

their office in a wearable augmented reality tomp uter .)'lItem .
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This chapter lays out the relevant domains touched by th is thesis by introducing

the notions of wearable computers, augmented reality , and their intersection, wear

ab le augmented reality. The ir terminologi es, general applications, Current work, and

relation ships to today 's pervas ive mobi le technolog ies are su rveyed. Subsequent chap

ters go into furth er detail abou t closely related work and alternate approaches to my

work. The following sect ions identify the open areas for research in these domain s.

2 .1 Wearable Computers

2.1.1 Defini ti ons

Personal desktop computers, while more powerful than ever , remain on the desk, and

thu s chain user -computer interaction on the desktop. Today 's notebook compu ters

car ry almost as much capabil ity as their desk-bound brethren, but inherit the same

old stati c usage model from desktops and typewriters: sit and stare , point (on a

keyboard or screen ) and click. Wearab le compu ting breaks from this tradi tion. The

wearable computing user paradigm envisages a personal computer to be trul y personal :

to be worn like glasses or clothing. With heads-up displays, discreet input devices,

wireless networking , head-mounted cameras, and other min iature sensors and tools,

a wearable computer is aware of its surroundings and acts intell igent ly based on the

curr ent environmental context. like a second set of eyes, ears , and even brain 186].

This vision, along with increas ing computing capacity in smal ler , lighter , and more

power-efficient compon ents, is behind recent growth in wearable compu ting research .

Recent developm ents in consum er personal handhe ld devices like digital assistants,

wireless email pagers, and mobile phones share some of wearable computing's phi

losophy. For example, Palm and PocketPC P DAs offer email, voice recording, and

digital photo modules. On the other hand, handhe1ds still demand user attention and

input around a display like desktop and laptop computers. What defines a wearable

compu ter , and distinguishes it from the current generation of hand held devices, is
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summari zed by the following requirements [87]:

Portab/! whi/! op!ratio ncl

11

Unlike desktop or lapt op computers, wearable comp uters should be usable while

the user is moving around. Tbis also implies a degree of ruggedness in the design,

i.e. the wearable computer must function perfectly in th e environment th rough which

the user is moving. And this implies a person can operate the wearable computer

effectively while moving. Extreme examples of t his are the WetPC , a wearable com

puter designed for underwa ter use [174], the Weara ble Fire Fighting Ensemble, an

advanced fire fighti ng suit with a wearab le information suppo rt system for U.S. Navy

fire fighters (251j, and a wearable system for arctic search and rescue [196J.

Hcnds-j rf.! US!

Wearable computers should minimize the use of t he user 's hands. Devices that

accomplish this include one-handed chording keyboard s like the Twiddler 148], ring

devices (78] and voice recognit ion. Consumer handhelds like a Palm Pilot or a Black

berry pager require two-handed operation for pen-in put or thumb-operated keyboard.

Hands-free use is an import ant requirement for various indust rial and military appli

cations where the user's hands may be busy in a tas k. Wearable interfaces also must

take special considera tions to minimize at tenti on and effort. For instance, a wearable

email system may want to use a query-response or easy selectabl e voice menu user

inter face (240].

Wearable compute rs should use at tached cam eras, microphones, wirdes s conunu

nications, GPS, etc. to enable environment al awareness , as well as deliver and store

locat ion-relevant information.

"A Hm tion-g! Hing"
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Wearab~ compu ters should aim t he user of important informat ion even when the

system is not being used (like u. alum clock or a ~lephooe) .

Wearable computers should be operating, stIlsing , &IJd responding tc thei r envi 

rcem enr conti nuously, unlike PD As which are only act ivated for specific tasks .

Man)' of these requirements match Mark Weiser 's vision of ubiquitou s computers

(257). Ubiquitou s computers are similar to wearable computers, as they are environ

men tally sensitive, but differ in that ub iquitous computers are meant to be embedded

throughou t the environ ment rath er tban solely on the user , But weara ble comput ers

can work toget ber with ubiqu itous comput ers , such as to provide internal building

locat ion and multimed ia annotations on the real world using the MIT Locust Swarm

system 12261. There is overlap in t hese requirements with mobile phones and high

end PDAs. Mobile phooes and lower-end PDAs still lack the computational power

for wean.ble compu t ing's environmental and contextual awareness .

2 .1.2 Ap plications

Weanblecomputen have begun to appear in reports from thepres:s (119] [10411541(232],

and commercial ven.don are start ing up. Strategic al.Ii&IJces for devdopmeIl.t and

commer cializat ion are being Cormed, such as between Sony and Xyhem aut Cor'J>O'"

rat ion (172). While not in widespread or very act ive use at present , wearable com

pute r systems have been reccgaieed by industry, the commercial sector , and the mil

it"lY[2 45][29j.

Exampleofweuable compu ters and related technologies can be seen in Figure 2.1.

Poten t ial app lications of weacable com puters include:
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(01 (h) (I)

Figure 2.1: Examples of Wearable Computers and Related Technol ogies

(a) Xonin's miniatu re medical diagnostic device 1169},(b) IB~I Research ' s Linux com

purer in a watc h with wireless connectivi ty [2001, (c) MicroOpt ical' s eyeglass dis

play (49}, (d) Ml'lv s MITIII UL wearable vest design (133], (e) Xybern ali t' s wear ab le

system used in home inspection (55), (f) Xyberuau t's wearable system used for reo

pair (M). (g) The WetP C underwater wearable compu ter {l73], (h) G eorgiaTech's

chicken inspection system [85], (i) ViA's wearab le for mobile airline age1lts (104)
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Wearable computers can be used in the field by inspectors to input voice data,

consult multimedia reference mat erial, gat her new data, and make decisions on the

spot. For example, NASA is investigat ing the use of wearables to assist the lengthy

and arduous inspection of the space shuttle t iles and engines after landing (18J and

Georgia Tech is prototyping and evaluating a voice input system for food inspect ion

workers on the processing plant floor [1621 [163]. BOC Gases, which sells nitrogen,

oxygen, and carbon dioxide fee manufacturing, h&$ their inspectors use wearables

running troubleshooting and validation software to inspect and validate customers '

sensor systems used for temperature control on site [4]. Bath Iron Works, an advanced

naval ship designer and builder firm, equip t heir inspector liaisons with wearables

to record trouble spot s during ship inspect ions and get remote advice via wireless

connections to databases and expert s at the main office [250]. The close integrat ion

of the wearable with the user's body is cited as a. key advantage for home inspection

using wearable compute rs [252].

Mc intenance and Repa ir

Wearable computers can be used on the field by teclmicians to perform com

puter assisted maint enance and repa.ir tasks. The wearable computer can act as a

hands-free multimedia reference manual , use wireless networking to access data bases

and maintenance logs, and transmit video from the field to an expert for consul

ta tion . For example , Boeing, Honeywell, Carnegi e Mellon University, and Virtual

Vision Inc. have developed prototype systems to assist in aircraft mainten ance [159],

and Carnegie Mellon University and McDonnell Douglas Aerospace developed wear

able computers for military vehicle maintenance [220] [57J. NASA is investigat ing the

use of a bands free wearable computer to assist ast ronauts performing hand- intensive

work in space [18]. Kraut evaluated the use of on-site video consultation to comple

ment a technician' s work 1128]. Xybemaue Corpo ration has customer case studies

featuring their wearable systems used by technici ans for manufacturing plant , field

service, vehicle fleet, and power utilities maint enance tasks [5). NorthWest Airlines
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bas deployed ViA wearab le comp uters for their tech nical mainU1lance personnel to

increase hands-free tasb and elimina te paper from repair and inspectioa work (249].

MMical oriented 'A"earablecompu ters can assist medical users in diagnosi s by pro

viding virtu al heads-up sty le read~uts [e.g, ECGsl, pa t ient records, and 'A·ireless

access to da tab ases and references. 'Ielemed icine can be app liM as well, by mounting

video and audio inputs on the user and t ransmitt ing informat ion to remote experts

for teleconsultat ion (wireless comm unicat ion may be desirab le for simplicity of in

stal lation). The patient could also be wearing a simple wearable compu te r , record

ing and tran smit ting vital signs to the visit ing physician 's weara ble computer , or

to th e bospital 's network. MediC&! ap plications of wearable computers, partic ularly

for on-site emergencies, have been discussed in the Uaiveralt y of Oregon's MediWear

project [20]. ViA reported t rials with medical wearable compu ters [104]. Although

not actual wearable compu te", f&mily doctors are start ing to use miniat ure diagnost ic

and treat ment tools, and such devices could possibly be interlaced with 'Ae&table eem

puters [81). Some ol thee miniature medieal diagnost ic technologies are alread y beina:

investigated in conjunctio n with wearable computing to create com puters responsive

to human emotional and med icalttues 11901.

Irn/ffito"} Collection

The wearable comp uter can &<:t as a hands-free assistan t in catalogui ng and per

formin g inventory check•. Inventory can be made -sman- by planti ng ubiquitous

comput ing devices on the m, which would be iet erfeced by a wearable compute r.

FedEx ident ified the pote nti al benefit of wearable computers to enable couriers to

monitor and track parcels effect ively [2451.

On-Site Emergency lind Field Servicu

Wearable compu ters can provide emergency worken immediate up to dat e in-
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formation [e.g. overall situat ion status, weather reports, location specific data) via

wireless communications, while they perform their tasks. Coupled with sensors such

as a camera , a wearabl e computet at an emergency site CM transmit valuable data

for relief effort planning, teleconsultation , news, and insurance purposes [104J.

Northwest Airlines' Portab le Agellt Worksta t ion uses a wearable system to assist

mobile airline agents in providing fast ticketin g and information services to custom ers

on the move, and to expedi te the wait ing process in long lines 1248J.

Computer Aided Instruction

In conjunction with th e maintenance and repair , as well as the medical applica

t iona, wearable compute rs can provide on site computer aided instruc tion through

present ing multimedia and exploiting situation-awareness throug h sensors. Par t of

the work at Boeing and t he militar y is oriented to this appl ication [159J [57]. There

is also potent ial for teach ing students in a laboratory setting (e.g. have sensors in

an experiment communicate with th e student's wearable computer to provide the

student immediate readings; have a hands-free; multimedia tutorial given via the

wearable computer ; t ransm it video taken by the student' s wearable to the inst ructor

forevaiuation).

Surveying, Mapping and Navigation

By making them aware of their environmen t through the use of sensors, such

as GPS sensors, wearable comput ers can be valuable tools in surveying, mapping ,

and navigation. For the surveyor and geogra.pher, a wearable computer can log user

specified positional and geographi cal data, and possibly present the user with a virtual

map of what has been mapped already [233]. Farmers can couple GPS and personal

notes with crop, climate, and soil conditions on th e field [246J. Surveyors benefit from

integrated GPS and surveying software running on a rugged, long-lasting, wearable

computer system [247]. For the t raveller, location-context sensiti ve information and

directions can be provided by a wearable computer [226] [84] (IJ. Coupled with a
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video camera, a navigation savvy wearable computer can act as a guide for blind

Personal Commllni~tion and Knowledge

Wearable computers have been heavily used as mobile terminals to browse the web

and check email [227][240] [144], acting as a personal communications appliance (like

PDAs). They can act also as knowledge appliances , where the user can enter notes

and appointmen ts, and use sensors and software to provide a supplement to human

memory (e.g. use a video camera to do face recognition ) [148J [222]. Wearable cern

puters can overcome personal disabilities (147Jand facilita te communication between

the user and the environment, such as through a wearable sign language-to-speech

translator {2271. Novel designs for personal use include an all-audio based wearable

computer for personal work [193] [206]. The mult imedia data-gathering and data

recall capabili ties of a wearable can combine a photographer 's and reporter's role for

journal ism [53].

2. 1.3 Resear ch Issues and Benefits

As seen in the previous section, wearable computer s cover a broad spectrum of useful

applications, and much research is underway. An area in constant development is in

hardware design - specifically in power consumpt ion, architectures for more compact

and lighte r designs, and portable displays [87}. For instance, MicroOptical demon

strated a 320 pixel by 240 pixel resolution display that unobstrusively fits in a pair of

eyeglasses [49J. Beaming a high resolution image directly onto the retina, the virtual

retinal.display, proposed io [121],is now available in a wearable head-piece format for

military and business partners [SIJ.

Some research work introduces design methodo logies, prlaclples, and architectures

for wearable computers [15J [75J [162J[163J,and assesses the effectivenessof using
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wearable computers [163] [I71J. Also, research work tha t involve novel sensor technolo

gies, such as galvanic skin response, blood pressure, respirat ion, to create wearables

responsive to huma n emotional and physical sta tes are being investigated [190].

But the key theme in the wearables vision is redefining human-computer inter

action beyond desktop paradigms . A barrie r to commonplace adopt ion of wearable

technologies, in addition to the above hardware issues and manu facturing costs, is the

user experience. A challenge lies in software that leverages th e hard ware and sensors

to enhance the wearer 's awareness and experience far beyond conventional handhel d

devices. The cited examples do provide some added benefit , but in narrow niche appli

cations . The following sections on augmented reality and context awareness address

this human/ wear able computer interface problem.

2.2 Wearable Augm ented R eality

2.2.1 Definit io ns

"Augmented reality (AR) is a variation of virtual environm ents (VEl,

or virtual reality ... VE technologies completely immerse a user inside a

synthetic environme nt. While immersed, th e user cannot see the world

around him. In contrast, AR allows the user to see th e real world, with

virt ual objects superimposed upon or composited wit h the real world ."

Ronald A ruma, A Survey of Augmented Reality [II)

Observing th at spectacles augmented the human sense of sight, t he scientis t Robert

Hooke imagined that other devices could be developed to augment the other human

senses [2021[94]. Augmented reality is the domain thiU realizes this, enhancing what

the human senses in the real world with virt ual informatio n, be it graphical, audio,

tactile,etc.
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With the recent developments in real-time high resolut ion computer gr&phics for

virt ual rea.lity, computer games , and the media (notab ly in television a.nd film ). there

hu beenI. large focus on visually based augmented reality system •• alt hough other

modalit ies beve begun to be studied [e.g. 3-D audio). Abo . the visual sense is one of

the most import ant senses, as DlOlIt of our daily act ivit ies depend on it. So it is only

natural to have an emphasis on the visual sense in th is background chapter. ea d in

thi s research.

The potenti al of augmented reality systems lies in providing a powerful mean s

of information visualization &lid sensory fusion. By merging the real world with the

virtu al, augmented real ity vividly presents how the abstr act end the invisible are

related to reality. Typically, the augmented reality visual display would be head

mounted and so the information i. readily combined with the user' . field of view.

Therefore, the user does not need to consult a monitor or a hand-he ld device for the

augmented informat ion.

Augmented realit y offen lUI unrestrictive and Mat tent ioa_gett ing" ioteri'ac.e for

_arable computing aystems. An unrestricti~ interface allow. one to do othe r thingJ

while doing computing or experjenci~ the environment . Its ability to everley the

virtu&!on the real i. a powerful way to present an enhanced view of reellty, Wear 

able computer systems typiully use • see-t~~IIP di.play that is also used

in lOme augmented realit y week, A we.a.rable, augmeoted reality computer syste m

empowers the user to step outside the laboratory and explore the real world in a

hands-on manner .

As specified by Azuma Ill]. ll..lI augmented reality system haa the following three

charact eristics:

Combine' reaIand virtual

This characte risti c distinguishes an augmented reality system from . virt ual reality

sy.te m. Whereas viJ1ual reality immerses the user in I. ne" • •ynthetic computer
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gene rated environ ment, augmented reality leaves the user in reality, and incorporates

computer generated information ioto this reality.

ls interacti ve in realtime

The user should be able to interact ....ith reality and the victual information in real

time. Also, th e virtual information should be able to upda te itself in real tim e. Oth 

er wise, the lack of real t ime inte ract ion with the virtual data will crea te a noticeable

discrepancy between the virtual information and the real world.

Is registered in three dimens ions

Regist ra tion involves the "locking" of virtual information to th e associated real

world object, regardless of the user's curre nt positi on and orientatio n (e.g. maintain

ing a virtual wirefra.me mesh around a moving, rotating real object). To an augmented

reality user , virtual objects tha t ace registered in three dimensions ap pear to have th e

same opt ical cha.racter istics as their real counterparts. This can be accomplished

by several means , including rendering virtual information in the same dept h plane

as targeted objects in the scene [151]. and by correl ating head-tracking sensor data

against environmental sensors or a predetermin ed model of real objects to generate a

3-D virtual object rendered with respect to viewing angle and perspect ive depth [111.

Three dimensional registrat ion is specified to distinguish augmented reality systems

from the two dimensional regist ration that can occur with in movie productions mix

ing real life with traditional anima tion, video edit ing and "blue-screening" techniq ues.

This characteristic dist ingu ishes augmented real it y from some wearable comp ute r sys

tems. A wearabl e compu ter might employ display hard ware similar to an augmented

reality system [e.g. a see-through head moun ted display), but does not necessarily re

quire regist ration . For instance , wearable computers are often used {or reading email

or ret rieving text data, which do not require any regist rat ion, whi le th e user is on

the move. However , three dimensional regist ration does not necessaril y require full

three-di mens ional analysis of the real wo rld scene and foreground/ background object
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analysis. Without a considerable amount of hardware infrast ructu re, it is difficult to

do full th ree-dimensional scene analysis for registration, and most method s described

in the following sections assume few foreground objects of interest, litt le or no object

manipulation and occlusion effects, and in some cases,a Bat background merged with

most of the foreground objects.

2.2.2 Au gm ented R eality R esear ch an d Application s

There are a number of recent applications and developments in augmented reality

systems Ill]. as illustr ated in Figure 2.2 (explanations of each of the examples in

this figure follow). These appllcariona overlap with wearable comput er applications,

but focus on visualization issues as opposed to mobility benefits (e.g. in medical

applications, the feature of wearable compute rs lies in their porta bility, whereas aug

mented reality provides a new means of seeing the environment). In ot her instances

of apparent overlap, the augmented reality implementation leans more towards a

non-wearable computer solution (e.g. t he entertainment applications of augmented

reality lend themse lves towards a specially equipped room as opposed to a portab le

computer).

Medical Vislla{izati()n

Augmented reality systems have been used as an aid for visualizat ion and training

for surgery. For instance, by incorporating sensor and video data, they can overlay

graphical infonnation to assist minimally invasivesurgical techniques (where normally

it is difficult to view the very small operating region). An augmented visual overlay

displaying readouts of medical sensor instruments can provide the surgeon useful in

formation without the need to look up from the patient . By overlaying and locking

graphical instructions (tex t and diagrammatic information] on practice cadavers and

body par ts, augmented rea.lity can provide a computer-assisted hands-on environment

for tr aining doctors in new procedures. Examples of current W01'ks in th ese areas in-
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figure 2.2: Examples of Augmented Reality

"2

(a) Ivan Sut herland's original augmented reality display [231], (b) Boe ing's AH air

craft wiring assembly AR [28],(c) The KARMA augmented printe r appli cat ion 172],

(d) The Magicljook AR-enhanced book [24} [25], (e) University of Columbia's AH

const ruct ion application 1731, (f) The Studierst ube collaborat ive AR system [77), (g)

The AquaGauntlet AR game (103J, (h) AR-enhancffi surgery at th e Walla ce-Kett er-ing

Xeuroscience Inst itute (90], (i) The U.S. Navy's Batt lefield AR System (165J
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elude \;NC Chapd Hill'. work on an augmented reality uh ruound .ynem, which

effectively give the IDe!" "X-ray· vision on a.D. ultrlUOWldpatient [II J, research into

augmented surgical procedures and traini ng at the MIT AI lab (83] (191182], a vir

tual ECG readout for augmented realily at Univnsity of Wl.$hingto n (115], and a..o

augmented reality syst.em to rehabi litate Parkinson.'. patientl suffering from motor

problem. [256J. Several.ystems talce imagery from video, CT iK&IlS, a.ad microscope

pictures to eoast ruer enhanced models for diagnosis and preparation (S), ecd recently ,

foractua.l procedures 1901.

Manufa cturi ng and Repair Rejt!T'ence and ITIS/ruction

Augmented rea.lity ' Yltenu can enhance manufacturing and repair work. By over

laying virtual infonn at ion on th e worker'. field of view, II.D augmen ted reality syst em

can ad iLS a hil.lJds free tool or mult imedia reference manual . Through registration,

tbe information provided to the Il5t!f remains fixed011 th e relevant part regardless of

sbe worker's orienta tion , providing iI location-aware app lication. An example of work

in this application area includes Feiner 's KARMA system at Columbia University

(Figure 2.2(c» , which it an augmented reality system to enable users to maintain

a~ printer (72). Another augmented reality system at Columbi a University i. a

system to MS.istconstruction of Ipa.te frames 173]. Boeing also bioihu combined aug

mented reality with "''earabie computers to assist workers to build wiring harnesses for

airuaft electrical . ystems jl59). A consortium of local and international companies

in Genn a.D.y, including AUDI, Volkswagen, Siemens, Ford, and Daimler-Chrysler are

proceeding on a four year proj ect to develop AR technologies to enba.nc.e assembly,

production , end manufactur ing [461.

Annotalion and Vilu alization

Augmented reality haa the potential of annotating and visualizing the real world

with overlaid, virtu al infonn at ion. Such capab ilities provide t imely inform"ion on

the current situ ation, aa realized by the t radit ional heads up di.play s used for mill-
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ury pilots and illfAllt ry. Annot. t ion ilJIdvisuali u t ion could be as simple as a virt ual

"post-it~ note attubed to a real world object , or as complex as. wire mesh graphi c

with detailed label s and hyperlinks . Examp les include Feiner 's ~Wjnoo...s on the

World " system , where X Windows can be incorporated into the real world or at 

tached to people [69). Columbia Universit)·'s Augmented Architec ture system allows

civil engineers and ar<:hitects to visualize hidden prcpertles of actual buildings for in

spection and assessment [741 [255). Fitzma ur ice's work demon stra tes an augmented

enncration system for . real map (76J. Linking the real world with the web with

virtual hyperlinks and multimedia information are discussed in [148J [2231. Stam er

et al. present ano ther examp le with annotat ing feat ures in the environment under

human supervisio n or by face recognition (mimicking an "augmented memory ") [148J.

lWbot Path Plann ing

In nee-reel t ime robotic contro l [e.g. teleoper et ioe of robou over long distan ces

such llli on other plllllets ), augmented reality can provide .. melllll for • user to plan

out .. robot' s t ra jectory . The user can operate. virt ual vnsion of the robo t ic system,

the motions of which an overlaid on the a.etual image of the robot in the real world.

Sy viewing the virtual robot with respect to the real world image, the user an judg e ..

proper pa th for the rcbct. An example of such a system is the Univenity of Toronto 's

ARGOS and ARTEMIS s)'1'tems (197] (67).

Art ondEnttt1ainmtl11

Augmented reality has the pote nti al to enhance the entertainment indust ry. 'Iredi

tionally done omine , virt ual sets, props, and actors could be incorporated in real-t ime

via an appropriate augmented real ity system. Although the computing power to pro

duce thi s in real-t ime at studio qualit y is far off, " current augmented system may

be useful in early proto typing and concep tual work. For the gaming market , an aug

meeted version of -laser tag- can be achieved(simil ar to the virtual t raining facilit ies
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for U.S. infan tr y). For the toy market, augment ed systems could provide to children a

virtual playpen or virtual sets and virt ual charac ters, for their real world toys (akin to

the blending of reality and fantasy from director Robert Zemeckis' 1988 movie "Who

Framed Roger Rabb it ?" ). The ALIVE project at MIT demonstrates the incorpora

tion of responsive, compute r animated characters in the real world (1451. Mann has

spent years explo ring how alter ing reality can be, among oth er thi ngs, a new form of

photographic ar t , collaborative visual ar twork , paint ball games using light painti ngs,

and a form of film docum entary commenting on privacy violations [151J.

2.2.3 C urrent Wear abl e Au gm ented Reality R esearch

Researchers have begun developing and studying augmented reality on wearabl e com

puting platforms. A few examples are noted below.

Schmalsti eg et al l77J present a shared, collabora t ive augmented reality space, with

each user viewing 3-D models on a bead-mounted display. Wbile their init ial work is

tethered to a lab server, recent results demonstra te thei r system operating for multi ple

users, multiple devices, and for in-situ and telecollaboration contexts [211J. Computer

supported collaborative ....vr k (CSCW) using augmented reality is dist inguished by t he

use of virt ual grap hical models, augmentation of the real world, cooperat ion between

in-situ and remote users, and independent viewpoint control and viewing perspec tive

for each user .

Billlnghur st et al [23] examine the interface issues for a wearable augment ed reality

system, and uses a 3-D user-centered cylindrical space to present spatially organized

information without overwhelming th e user. His recent work( 11141 [25]) mar ries

Ishii's idea of ta.ngible comput ing devices [110J with augmented reality. Specially

marked books and deskt op spaces t rigger interact ive augmented realit y a.nd virtual

reality environmen ts . A wearable augmented reality computer user can view graph ical

characters an d buildings attach ed to the books and spaces, move th em arou nd with a
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rnJ physical \001, and become fully immersed in a virtual reality version of the same

Feiner et al (1121 discuss the need to present only the most rel~t overlays to

give a concise and manageab le augmented reali ty interface . This prevents infonnation

overload and helps present a system aware ofits surroun dings as well as 5ensitive to t he

user's needs. Feiner et al [i DI summarize wearable augmen ted reality systems Feiner's

group built to provide graphical annotations on buildings for a user ..,ander ing around

a cam pus and as st ructural visua lizations for archi tec t . and constru ction workers.

MacIntyre and Kooper [144] demo nstr ate the beginn ings of a 3-D wearable com

puter web browser. Web information is presented on real world surrounding, and is

used to alert the user . Th is ie similar to Spohrer and Stein'. idea of "informat ion in

place." (225].

Mann observes that augmenta tion leads to informati no overload , since the com

puter now has the ability to clut ter the real world with too many dist racting over

lays. Thus, he proposes the DOvel not ion of dim.injshing reality to cope with inform...

tion overload (151). His ~ediated reality" ....eeee ble computer system allows him to

hide undesirab le and dist racting advertisi ng from his v~ (152]. Using only a head

mounted cam era and vision alZorithms , he can rep lace the wallp'-per no real-world

....alls ...·ith computer termin al windOll>"I [l SOJ. Besides diminishi ng reality, Mann ' .

"mediated reali ty" allows him to control how reali ty itself is experienced. For exam

ple, real ity can be slowed down to allow a user to see hidden details too fast for the

human eye; optical manipulat ion can be app lied to give the user different fields of

view. Thus, his work encompasses augmentation, diminishmen t , and manipul at ion of

reality. The reader is referred to Mann's book for fur ther det ails in this advancem ent

beyond augmen ted reality [Hil] .

Th e work above , as well as many others, use AR as a medium to paint informat ion

around a mobile wearable computer user through a. see-through head mounted dis

play. The most compelling upea of AR's superpos it ion of virtuality on reaJ.i.ty is the
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-registering in 3 dimens ions" char-aerist ic.. Th is ha.s a powerful effect a.sa wearable

computer user movn around: teener)' remain labelled and virtual objects reveal.their

three-dimensional nature . However, the registntion ofvinual OVC1'lays in augmented

rea1ityisa difficult problem.

2.3 Regi stration

2.3 .1 The P r oblem

Unlike the domain of interface research, the regist ration problem is well defined and

focused, but lacking any easy answers. In essence, the problem is to have a computer

esta blish and maintain a lock on moving targe ts, as well as dete rmine its own orien

tation in the environment using a limited set of senson (usually oll1y one camera].

Typically the registration i. graphicall y represented u text or line graphics at tach ed

to the curre nt image eeene taken by a video came ra. The informat ion remains at

tached rqardless of the camera motion, and the presentat ion remains consisten t wit h

the geometry of the scene [e.g. a wireframe grap hic rota tes with ita rotati ng target ).

Although this problem is simllar to target trading, the registntion problem must a150

consider the distance and orient at ion of the viewer with respect to the environment .

For exam ple, a wirefreme may be attach ed to the ent ire room (including the walls),

and must follow the camera'. panning and t ilting. This requires estima tion of the

sensor's orientat ion with respect to th e environment , which i. known as the "general·

registra t ion problem. The focus of this research is solving the general registrat ion

problem using an implementa tion based on a wearable compu ter platfonn.

A number of papers, all cited in [Ill, suggest tha t it may be impossible to achieve

real-time registrat ion with hardware t racking alone. Hardware track ing includes mag

netic, ult rasonic, and mechanical tr ading schemes, each of which have their limita

t ions and stren gths (magne tic t racking is non-line of l ight but .uff~ from metalli c

interferen ce, ultrasonic t racking i. reliable but requires line of . ight, and mechani·
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cal tracking offers precision and robust ness but has limited range) . A vast range of

vision based registratio n schemes have been investigated [30J, but require signific:a.nt

processing time on a mobile computi ng platform.

2.3.2 Approaches

An example of an effective hardware-based solution for registration is Bajura and Neu

mann's closed loop feedback system , which provides very accurate registration [14J.

Their system makes use of a magnetic head mounted tracker to provide general ori

entation data, and images from a head mounted video camera as a reference for

computing differences between the registration model and reality. The differences are

used to correct the virt ual overlay presented by the augmented reality display. The

display is an immersive head mounted display, which lets the system synchronize the

rendering of corrected images with the presentation of live video to the user. Because

the system is immersive, there is only a small amount of overall lag in presenting the

video. This lag, however, would be readily noticeable in a see-through display, since

the system cannot synchronize corrected information with what is seen in reality.

Another limita tion is that the system relies on LEOs to allow the video camera to

quickly obtain scene information.

Another hardware-based. registration method is presented. by Azuma and Bishop.

Their method relies on inertial sensors to provide prediction informat ion to assist

registration, and depends on an array of ceiling-mounted. LEDs to determine head

orientation accurately [9J. [10} demonstrates a bulky registration system based en

tirely on gyros, GPS , an orientation sensor, and specialized computing hardware to

provide fast and accurate outdoor registration. [211] uses magnetic head mounted

trackers and an instrumented pad for mult i-user augmented collaboration with virtual

3-D models.

A network of devices transmitting position codes via infra-red can provide an

approximate indoor positioning reference system to help AR, such as {226J and [341 .
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An ultrasonic-based system deployed over an office is discussed in [91].
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Instead of using hardware such as trackers and LEDs to assist regist rat ion, hard

ware could be used to assist computational speed of regist ration algorithms . An

exampl e of thi s is Uenohara and Keced e's system , which use specialized digital sig

nal proces sing and video capture board s to achieve registration at 30 frames per

second [24IJ. Their method uses template match ing to find feature points for regis

trat ion. Althou gh the results are fast and accurate, the template images of the object

to register and sam ple feature points on the target objec t must he known beforehand .

In cont rast, t he registra tion methods of Seeliski and Coughlan, and Mellor are

examples of purely software based registration techn iques , requir ing no a pr iori in

formati on , and producing notable accuracy [235] [155]. The Szeliski and Coughlan

method parallels later work done by Shum and Szellski, and Mann and Picard, in

image mcsai cing [2I9J [153]. The method is a hierarchical scheme, applying a form of

opti cal flow analysis on smaller , lower-resolution video frames , to provide init ial reg

istration est ima tes, and then iterativel y improve these estimates by analy:z:inghigher

resolution versions of the video frames . The results appear to be robust and accurate,

but the computation requirements are complex , and can incu r a noticeable processing

delay. Neumann and You [167] can derive 3-D est imates slowly from long video cu t

door sequenc es with minimal intra-frame differences via optical flow analysis. Simon

et al [221) exploit planar surfaces in the scene to concentrate automa tic extraction

of cont rol point s for somewhat quicker video fram e motion estimation, although th is

met hod requires initial manual identificat ion of a planar surface .

As op posed to the pixel-by-pixel opt ical flow approach taken by Szeliski and

Cough lan, Mellor uses circular fiducials to achieve registration. Mellor' s algorithm,

simi lar to the BSC Virtual Studio work in [2381 , active ly searches the current scene

for distin ct ive circular markers, and computes correspondences between the mark

en in the current scene with the previous to find general registration information.

Although the algorithm for this is very simple and reasonably fast to comp ute , it re-
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quires placement of distinctive fiducials into the scene, and does not address problems

such as occluded fiducials, and fiducials outs ide the current field of view. [166]has

experimented .....ith different shaped and coloured circula r fiducials to register virtual

annotations. Billinghurst et al use multiple rectangular fiducials to achieve robust

3-0 object registration 1114].

Considerable current work is attempting to implement hybrid schemes, merging

the speed of bard.....are with the accuracy of software [ll] [243] (139][166J. Outdoor

positioning infrast ructure, such as GPS, can be combined with computer vision to

provide accurate terrain registration [17]. Thomas et al [237] use fiducials, sensors,

and GPS to obtain position and orientation, and a commercial game 3-0 graphics

engine to provide AR graphics.

In any case, the search for a real-t ime regist ration scheme that robustly operates

under general condit ions (e.g. outdoors as well as indoors) continues.

2 .3.3 Metrics

Besides tackling the registration problem. AR researchers also consider methods to

evaluate registra tion. Evaluation schemes are closely related to calibration, where

measurements from different sources (often from a magnetic tracker and a vision

system) are evaluated, compared, and used to refine the registration model. AR reg

istration work has largely focused on head motion and body position, and so metr ics

concentrate on head pose angle and distan ce.

For instance, Hoff and Vincent analyze bead pose in detai l from a variety of head

tra.ck.ing sensors [93]. Hoff and Azuma show a minimal calibration algorithm to im

prove accuracy of a magnetic compass for outd oor augmented reality registrati on {92].

Tuceryan and Navab [239] show how to calibrate a magnetic head tracker quickly

with only one reference point. MacIntyre and Coelho use registration error models to

help warn the user of the amount of error, and trigger different registration algorithm s
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depending on proximity to targ et objects [143J. Wagner et el [2531 compare a complex

visual registration scheme to find 3-D correspondences versus gyro-sensors.

A shortcoming in existing evaluation methodologies is the use of intern al param

eters to perform measurements . This rest ricts the available set of registration tech

niques for evaluat ion. In pure hardware registra.t ion schemes, the analogy is trying to

take advantage of internal readings from software drivers, or take direct measurements

from the registration devices themselves, if the experimenter knows where to look and

bow to extract the data. Similarly, in software methods, evaluators would face the

challenges of understa nding opened source code to derive the needed measurements,

or relying on whatever user interface the software can provide for experimental data,

the latt er being especially the case for closed commercial products .

In circumstances where an experimenter wants a wide breadth of techniques to

evaluate, and still wants a standardized set of tests, a "black box" approach is pre

ferred to deriving measurements from registration methods. Chapte r 6 goes into detail

about a.black box evaluation met hodology for software based mcealclng registration

algorithms.

2.4 Context Awareness

2.4.1 Definition

Whereas augmented reality is mostly focused on the presentation of an enhanced

view of the real world, context awareness concentrates on gathering data from the

realworld to fuel the presenta tion. This data is context , i.e. according to Dey and

Abowd [66]:

"Context is any information that can be used to character ize the situation

of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered
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relevant to the interaction between a user and an application including

the user and applications themselves"
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Contex t-awareness systems tak e a user's sur rou nding context and evaluate whether

if it can help provide relevant information and services to help the user's current task.

Critical types of context include location, identity, activity , and t ime [66] [181]. These

types can be measured in the environment by physical and logical (t.e. deductiv e

software) sensors. The measurement s can be composed into a vector describing the

current situation around a user and trigger scrip ted responses sensitive to immed iate

act ivity (212]. The selected context types and system design are derived from careful

study of the desired task to enhance [214]. This allows a wearable computer to give

timely and useful assistance to the user through an augmented reality inte rface.

2.4.2 Prev ious Research and Appli cations

Research and application in context awareness can be divided by the different types of

context , namely location , identity , activity, and time . A few examples are illustrated

in Figure 2.3.

Location and identit y are often mixed toget her. Indoor positioning systems like

th e Acti ve Badge [254], BAT (91), Cricket [194], Locust [226], RADAR [13] and

IRRE AL [34] use some hardware infrastru ctu re to provide a location reference sys

tem. The cited systems use infrare d (Active Badge, IRR EAL, Locust), triangul a ted

ultr asonic signals (BAT), and triangulat ed measure ment s of radio signal st rength

(RADAR ) technologies for poeltloning. Then each individual carries a device to ac

cess th e infrastructure, like a badge [254], personal BAT t ag [91], an ult rasonic and

RF receiver [194], a wearable computer with special receiver [226], a wireless network

card {13] or a PDA [341. Some systems broadcas t personal identity and location like

with Active Badges, 802.11 wireless cards (via the network card's unique hardw are

address), and the BAT awareness, and others like Cricket, Locust , and IRREAL use
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Figure 2.3: Exampl es of Context-Awar eness Applications

(a) AT&T Cambridge Lab's Sent ient Computing syst em showing a 3-D visualizati on

of user locat ions and the por table UAT locator device [1321, (b) FieldNote for the

Pockerl'C screenshots showing automatic C PS and t ime entr ies (7)
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location to drive location-specific informat ion services like personal annotations or

map data towards the device.

Identity can be established by encoding a user code onto the computing device

itself (e.g. authent icating a user after entering a usememe and password), whether

it is a wearable computer , badge, tag, or PDA, and can be transmitte d wirelessly to

others via infrared or wireless internet . In Europe, users can embed IV chips into

their mobile phones to authent icate their transactions. Thus they can buy services

and goods via phone, or, combined with infrared or Bluetooth wireless technology, do

transactions in-person with the merchant . Also cellular phone providers can pinpoint

their subscribers within their service area , and companies are investigating how to

providegeolocation services for identified users [68111601. Face and person recognition,

usually based entirely on computer vision, is an active area, but requires significant

processing power and need considerable robustness for a dynamic , mobile context .

Despite these challenges, research in wearable computing face and person recognizers

include [227]and [187]

There are also computer vision methods for indoor positioning. Aoki et al [6]use

a computer vision solution for indoor position awareness, relying on colour histogram

footprint for each location of interest . An omnidirectional video camera can grab a

360 degree snapshot to characteriz e map location (207). Clarkson et al [43]construct

a position signature from low-grade camera and audio.

Outdoor location is often derived using GPS or cellular networks to provide location

specific services. Automated tour guides around a city or campus are common research

cases [1771 171][258] [38]. Burrell and Gay [31] and Persson et al [189Juse local area

wireless networks to position and situat e individual notes based on location. Physical

orientation as well as outdoor location can be embedded within digital imagery [351

and zoological field study records (1801 , providing addit ional context over timestamps

on everyday video cameras. A company, "Information in Place," offers location-based

software and services for handhelds and augmented reality for the U.S. Coast Guard,
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museums, outdoor learning events, and a jazz festival [100].
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Ways to sense activity include monitoring the user's own vital signs, and envi

ronmental sensors and computer vision recognitlon. Personal body st atist ics, such

as galvanic skin response, heart rate, blood pressure, etc. can help measure a user's

physical act ivity, and medical status. For instance, a wearable ECG monitor like in

[154] could sense if t he patient is in danger and auto matically alert doctors. Picard

and Healey [190] use body st atistics to help computers become aware of their users'

emotional state and adjust user interaction in response to mood. An examp le of th is

is the StartleCa m, which takes memorable photos when the user is surp rised [191].

Gesture and physical activity recognition through vision and sensors is being pursued

in work like [185] [212]. Starne r et al l228] demonstrate activity recognitio n on a wear

able platform, where in one case, a user's gestures are analyzed for sign language, and

another example uses gestures to interface wlth an augmented reality game.

While not as "exotic" as location, identity.end activity, context awareness ent irely

based on time is already a mainstream application. Calendar-based. reminders are a

heavily used and expected feature in desktop, PDA, Mid mobile phone based personal

information management systems [e.g. Microsoft Outlook, Palm Desktop), particu

larly for t he enterprise. And calendars and time give context for note-taking. PDA

calendars like those offered on Palm as and Microsoft PocketP C platforms allow users

to jot notes in their calendars. Dey et al [65]use schedules to enable multi ple users

to take notes, share their comments, and identify general areas of interest during a

conference. Sttfelman et al [229] map time Mid audio with physical pen strokes to

create a.nenhanced notepad that lets users navigate through notes in time or in space

(touching parts of the tr anscript recalls the audio at the time the touched part WaI;

written down). Dey and Abowd [64J and Pascoe 1180j combine time , position and

activity information to create timely reminders and notes.
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2.5 Wearable Contex t Aware Augmented Reali ty

This chapter gives a general survey of current research in wearable computing and

augmented reality. Considerable applications exist in these domains, some commer

cial, but most still in the research phase. Besides hardware platform issues, the

outs tandin g research areas include context awareness and registration.

A major theme in wearable computing is the user experience, often depicted as a

visually enhanced viewport of the world as the user moves around. Context awareness

helps identify what characteristic s of the curren t sit uation, such as location, identity,

activity , and time, are important to the user's current task. The wearable computer

system identifies the user's cur rent task and finds the appropriate information for the

current context . A visually registered augmented reality overlay is presented to the

user's head-mounted display, showingthe current relevant cues and informat ion based

on context.

The big problems in these domain are twofold: hardware challenges and interface

challenges. Technological advances in the computing industry, driven by the demand

for general purpose computin g devices, will address issues like power consumption,

display, processing speed, etc. However, to realize the dream of an environmental ly

aware and seamless computer-enhanced interface, researchers still must achieve fast

and accurate augmented reality registration, and rich context awareness. My research

in the subsequent chapters explores registratio n and context awareness to provide col

laborative and informative interfacesfor wearable computers enabled with augmented

reality.



Chapter 3

System Fundamentals

To conduct the exploration into wearable augmen ted reality as proposed in the first

chapter of th is work, a testbed platform needs to be defined . This chapter describes

the base hardware and software used as a wearable computer testbed in the later

chapters. Motivating the hardware and software are a general architec tu re and target

platform , which are described .

3.1 System Architecture

The general da ta flow encompassing the hardware and software for the wearable aug

mented reality system is presen ted in Figure 3.1.

System inputs include a video stream from the worn camer a, audio from the

microphone, user input from some input device (e .g. a mous e, a miniature hand-hel d

keyboard) , and external data transmitted from the networ k via the wireless modem .

System outputs include gra phics (that form the virtual overlay ), audio feedback, and

data to be transmitt ed back to th e network via wireless modem. The key modules of

the system are the wNTtlble computer fromework, the image registTtltion module, and

the augmented rNlity virtual overlay module.

37
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Figure 3.1: General Data Flow in the Weara ble Augmented Reality Testbed
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The wearable comput er fram ework processes all system inputs from the real-world

and outputs to the user. This frameworkembodies the actual hardware of the wearable

computer and the software tha t directly interfa ces with the hardware. The framework

acts as a convenient foundation to prototype and test the actual algorithms to be used

for the registrat ion research problem.

The image registrati on module represents the core of the research, as its purpose is

to perform image registration . Taking video from the wearable computer frame work

module, the image registration module must comput e the registration param eters

of the video stream in real-time. Three basic steps need to be performed. in this

module: each video frame is image processed [e.g. to remove noise, to enhance the

image for subsequent analysis), distinct feat ures in t he frame are identified, and the

tran sformations necessary to register with the video stream are calculated.

The augmented reality overlay module presents the actual results of the real-tim e

registration to the user. It is responsible for constructing the virt ual overlay by com

bining user inputs and external data sent from the network through the use of the

results generated by the image registration module. User input is needed to allow

the user to identify objects to register and to customize the format of presentation.

External data from the network allow ot her users to present and overlay additional

information on the virtual overlay, making the wearable computer system a collabora

tive environment. The image registration module provides the information needed to

register the user input s and external dat a with respect to the video camera 's view of

the real world environment . A scene modeler submodule merges the information to

gether, making use of addi tional data stored about the parameters of the environment

via a world model , which updates itself from the image registration output.
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3.2 Target Platform
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The wearable computer framework consists of a hardware layer, which defines the

wearable computer itself, and a software interface layer, which interfaces the hardware

with the image registrat ion and virtual overlaymodules. Development of the wearable

computer framework, specifically the software interface layer, is one of the first tasks

in the research, because it provides the foundation for prototyping the other two

modules in the architectu re.

The first step take n in developing the wearable computer framework was to specify

the target platform. The target platform is the vision of the final system's hardware

and software at a general level. The target platform was envisaged to consist of:

• see through display headset

• miniature microphone and earphone

• miniat ure computer

• wearable video camera device

• wireless network connection

With regards to software, the desired underlying operat ing system running on the

target platform was chosen to be Microsoft Windows 95/98 . The chief reason for

selecting Windows 95{98 is strong prevalence of Windows 95/ 98 based computers,

including those available to the author. Windows %{98 based laptops dominate in

the general computer market , and development of smaller and faster miniature pro

cessors for these machines is still active. Also, there is an abundance of programmin g

tools for Windo....rs 95/98 {e.g . Microsoft's Visual C++, Borland C+ +, etc.], and

the ava.i.lability of free application programming interfaces (APIs) for fast graphics,

video, and networking (provided by the Microsoft Direct X and Video for Windows

software development kits [156]). The end result is a software framework that would
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be commerc ially viable, with support on a fast miniatu re platform such as wearable

compute r, and suppo rted by a rich programming environme nt . Note tha t Windows

NT provides similar advan tages to Windows 95, with th e additional benefit of bet ter

stabili ty. However, Windows NT is not as prevalent as Windows 95 in th e general

marke t, and support is lacking for the current version of Direct X.

Alterna tive operat ing system environments were also considered. The MIT Wear

abIes Group (and a good portion of th e academic wearable compu ter community ) do

most of their work using th e Llnux operating system [87]1176]. Linux is more com

pact, efficient, flexible, and robust than Windows offerings, and has a sizeable user

base in the wearable computer community. However, support for the lat est hard ware

devices, such as cameras , is not guarant eed by the manufacture r (if not available, the

driver would have to be custom written , or sought out from the wearable community),

and Windows has a greater availability of stan dardized, supported development kits

which is desirable for rapid prototyping. Also, Linux is not as widespread as Windows

in the general market, limiting the audience for commercial applications.

Another option was to forego a specific operat ing system and use the Java pro

grammi ng language [157]since Java has the prom ise of "write-once, run everywhere",

l.e. platform independence. It also has net working and some mult imedia capabilities

built in the language itself. However, Ja va is curren t ly limited in terms of speed when

compared to platform specific solutions. Although Java is touted for porta ble com

munications devices, only a handful of such computing devices are act ually available

in the commercial market. In the long term , when Java has matured sufficiently, it

may be wise to invest in a Java based solut ion, but this is beyond the scope of this

research.

Instead of a general purpose operatin g system or scheme like Windows, Linux,

or Ja va, a specialized environment could be used. Environments like Windows CE

(50] exist, tailored for portab le commun ication devices like PDAs. Real-time oper

at ing systems specialized for industr ial, embedded applications like Qnx (141] may
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be approp riat e. However, such environme nts lack the divers ity of tools for a gen

eral wearable computer, often requir e proprietary (i.e. costly) development tools, are

limit ed in popularity [l.e. the actu al market for such environments is very specific),

and may lack the flexibility or processor power found in more general purpose envi

ronment s (e.g. Windows CE lacks real-t ime video suppo rt and is currently based on

processors far less capable than curren t generation Pentiu me].

3.3 H ardware

Off-the-shelf, commercially available hardware was chosen for th is research. This is

to focus work on rapid prototyp ing of soft.....are and inte rfaces. The hardware pieces

selected for the wearable testbed are listed as follows (as shown in Figure 3.2);

see through display hwdset : J·Glass es

Miniat ure LCD technology Las advanced considerably and eyeglasses displays like

[491 have been promised for general purchase for years. However, there is st ill only

a handful of see-through displays available , at an affordab le price for a researcher.

J·Glasses (971, a 32Ox240colour see-thro ugh display offered the best trade-off in te rms

of resolut ion, colour, and price, compared to displays like the TekGear M· I and M·

2 {236] and the Sony Glasstro n (1951.

wearable video camera device: PC·5 9XS Cam era, QuickClip USB

Numerous CCO and CMOS cameras are available, not ably as JOW-«X'lt webcems.

Their bulk y bousing and integrated circuit boards make them difficult to repackage

in a wearable form factor [i.e. nonob trusive and comforta ble enough to be worn on

t he head) without t ime and expertise. The Supercircuits PC-53XS CMOS Camera

was chosen because of its comple te coin-sized form factor and affordable price [230).

The entire camera array can be mounted inobstrus ively, with external wires for power
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Figure 3.2: Wearable Augmented Reality Testbed Hardware Componen ts
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and NTSC video out. NTSC video was connected to a Connec tix (now Logitee.h)

QuickClip video digit izer 1140) that feeds a computer's USB port .

miniatllre computer : IBM ThinkpaJ 295

Reference designs for wearable computers exist online, such as [861. With the

choice of Windows 95/98 , and considering time, simplicity of developmen t, focus

on software rath er t han hardware work, a subnotebook comput er was chosen. The

IBM Tbinkpad 235 (also known as the Ricoh Magio) offered a comple te Pentium 233

multimedia comput er in a very lightweight and compact package [2421 (2.75 1bs, 9.2

by 6.8 by 1.3 inches). Its battery-life, however, was limited to abou t 1.5 hours using

the standard batteries.

Audio can be supplied directly from the Magio's sound ports and built-in sound.

Net working is supported by a PCMCIA network card, although this was tethered to

a long RJ-45 line. Very lat e in the research , 802.11 wireless networking was made

available.

3.4 M CLGalIer y : Software Interface Lay er

The chief goal of the software interface layer was to facilitate rapi d prototyping of

research results under Windows 95/98 , and to offer a wide variety of services for

the multimedia communications activities, while still harnessing the best capabilities

availab le to the operat ing system. The resulting product was a C++ class library

called MCLGallery.

3.4.1 Motivation a nd Ca pa bilit ies

MCLGallery (where "MCL" stands for Multimedi a Communicati ons Laboratory) ,

was developed by me as a suite of classes built on top of several powerful Microsoft
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Windows multimedia APIs. Designed to be used in a rapid application develop

ment (RADl programming environmen t (in this case, using PowersoCt 's Power+ + ,

formerly known as Optima+ + , RAD C+ + compiler), MCLGailery at tempts to hide

the complexity of the Windows APIs , and provided simplified but powerful program

ming interfaces and customizable components. The RAD programming environment

helped development further , by providing a graphical means of constructing user in

terfaces and placing custom izable componen t controls built from MCLGailery classes.

MCLGailery made use of curren tly available (and free) programm ing APIs that are

standards for graphics, networking, and mult imedia , namely Microsoft Direct X (pro

viding graph ics and networking ) and Video for Windows (providing video support).

MCLGallery also addressed th e need for a basic softwa.re framework for otber

projects developed in my research lab. The goal of rapid protot yping to final imple

mentation is desirable because demonstra t ion projects can be presented and updated

(via supervisor and indus trial par tner feedback) on an ongoing basis. Hiding or ab

stracting th e complexit ies of Windows programming means researchers using MCL

Gallery can concentrate on coding in C+ + Cor areas like face t racking, te1ewri t ing,

augmented reality, telemedicine, face recognit ion, and image coding. Although the

range of research interests in my group was diverse , there were characte ristics common

in my work and the rest , which MCLGallery suppor ted, e.g.:

• Manipulate colour and greyscale images

• Captur e images from live video

• Transmit data across a network or via modem

• Perform all operations approaching real-time

• Customize the graphical user interface to the needs of the applicat ion

The key capabilities provided by MCLGailery, which address what is demanded

by the system architectur e diagram in Figure 3.1, are:
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• real-time video captu re

• image processing

• image storage and retrieval

• audio capture and playback
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• data transmission and reception via networking (on phone, serial link, TCP / JP,

or IPX)

• vector and bitmap graphics rendering

3.4.2 Ima ge P ro ce ssing and Compute r Visi on Fr am ewor ks

My research group's work, as weJl as my OI',n, t ie closely with the domains of im

age processing and compu ter vision. Frameworks in these fields can be classified as

programming libraries, visual tools, and component libraries .

Programming librar ies conveniently provide prepackaged routines for the researcher.

But one problem is to find t he appropriat e library that can meet the needs of the ap

plication, if any [44]. There are also issues of proprietary code and licensing (th is

issue is also common in the other approaches as well). Non-proprietary public do

main libraries do exist , such as CVIPtools [262], and Vista 11921. But these libraries

are not suitable , as many target non-Windows plat forms like Unix (at the time of

MCLGallery's initial development), do not support live video capture or networking,

and are oriented at pure research and courseware as opposed to rapid protctyping

and product development .

Another general problem with pure programming libraries is the learning curve

to fully exploit the capabiliti es of the library. Too many functions and classes could

overwhelm the researcher. A graphical user interlace (GUl) "shell" to contain all

the library's capabili ties, and extensive documentation may remedy this [euch as the

GUls and Unix "man" pages found in CVIPtoois and Vista) . However, GUl shells
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fix the researcher to a specific user interface, and cannot be readily customized to

the needs of a final product, and the sheer size of documentation itself could become

intimidating to the reader . Matl ab [1021features a powerful shell using a proprietary

language, with toolkits for GUI design and C language exporting, but has a rest ricted

licensing and an enterprise- level price model.

Often built on top of programming libraries, visual design tools reduce the re

searcher's load in learning a library, and use visual icons and visual interconnections

to formulate algorithms. Examples of such systems are Ad Oculos [98] and the Co

bra/WiT package [44]. Although this is a very powerful medium to develop research

algorithm s, these systems are often commercial and require licensing, or they are

locked to specific image hardware configurations (e.g. Cobra/W iT). Finally, these

systems often do not produce actual source code for a st andalone applicat ion with a

custom user interface.

Imaging component libraries have seen great growth recently (136]. Unlike pre>

gramming libraries, software components can be plugged into an application with

minimal linking and compilation effort , and often feature visual contro ls to help set

their paramet ers through Rapid Application Development (RAD) environments like

Microsoft Visual Basic and Borland C++ Builder. An example of a powerful com

ponent library for video and imaging is Matrox's Active MiL library [136], although

this library was specifically for Matrox hardware at the time of MCLGallery's devel

opment (and is still largely biased to Matrox equipment today). Despite the benefits

in code reuse and application development times from components [2591, develop

ers fear the inability to modify components to fit them to the precise needs of their

applications [116].

MCLGallery at tempts to harness the strengths of each of these three framework

classifications, by providing three levels of programming interface to the researcher.

These are bound together in an integrated programming environment. The three levels

are; the user inter face level, the object level, and the data level. At t he user interface
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level, the researcher prototypes a graphical user interface and deploys MCLGaiJery

components with a RAD tool. At the object level, the researcher programs in C+ +

with a class library, featuring abstractions of bitmaps, video streams, matrices, etc.

At the data level, the researcher manipulates any multimedia information provided by

the MCLGailery classes at the byte scale (e.g. for data compression or encryption ).

3.4.3 Components a nd Component Templat es

MCLGailery features specialized imaging and networking component templates to

encourage rapid development of prototypes. These templates take advantage of the

chosen development environment' s features , for better integrat ion with the environ

ment and ease of use. Before going to the specifics of MCLGailery component tem

plates , this section explains t he development environment and its component template

featu re.

For work on the user interface level, Powersoft 's Power+ + was chosen for use with

MCLGailery. It has a strong opt imizing C++ compiler (based on Watcom C++), and

a comprehensive, easy to use RAD environment . Although this restr icts development

to a specific programming environment , the main goal of MCLGailery is not to be a

universal cross-platform , cross-compiler solution. Rather, MCLGailery is to meet the

immediate needs of the lab researchers by harnessing the programming environment 's

specific strengths . The specific strength s of Power+ + are enhanced drag-and-drop

programming and easy authoring of collections of components, which are known as

component templates .

In most RAD environments , such as Visual Basicand Borland C++ Builder, drag

end-drop programming involves the programmer placing a component visually, and

setting its general properties via an object inspector window. But the actu al un

derlying code to operate the component is just a bare skeleton for the programmer

to fill in. This requires some a priori knowledge of the component application pro

gramming interface (API) used by the RAD environment. Power+ + overcomes th is
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by generating the underlyi ng code auto mat ically throug h visual associations be tween

components. The programmer drags a visual com ponent and drops it into the ac

tual source code of another component that will be calling the dropped component.

Power+ + then shows a list of C++ methods that th e programmer can perform with

the dropped compo nent , as wellas local variables the programmer can use. By select

ing a few choices from a list, the unde rlying code is automatically inserted. Unlike

using a "wizard" , any combination of components can be dragged and dropped in any

order into the source code . Hence, th is parad igm is somewha t analogous to having a

context sensitiv e class reference guide available at all ti mes, and reduces the learning

time needed to writ e user interface source code.

Component aut horing allows the rap id prototyping, creation, and extension of vi

sual controls availab le to MCLGaliery users . Alth ough componen t au thoring is not

unique to Power++, compone nt temp late authoring is. Compone nts are hard to

customize without ext ensive reprogrammi ng [ll6 ]. Also crea ting components still re

quires some knowledge of the component API used by the programming environment .

For instance, ....-riring an Act iveX compo nent requ ires some knowledge of the complex

Microsoft COM (Component Object Model). Component templates address both of

these problems, by working with a collection of com ponents.

Compon ent templates are similar to the idea of software frameworks, as ment ioned

in Ill 6]. The y are essent ially a collection of visual comp onents with working under ly

ing source code . Effective component tem plates can be dropped into any programmi ng

project, and withou t any additio nal coding, they can run immediat ely. Component

templ ates combine the strengths of programming libraries , visual too ls, compon ents ,

and the paradi gm of programming by example . They harness the capahilit ies of an

underlying programm ing library via the prewrit ten source code, as opposed to requ ir

ing the program mer to fill in all the underlying code. Component templa tes use the

idea of visual associat ion from visual tools, by presen ting a collection of related visual

components in the workspace. Th ey can be integrated into a program easily by a

mouse click, just like a visual component in a RAD tool.
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Compo nent template authoring involves select ing a group of components and then

telling the programming enviro nment to create a com ponent template from th is group.

The select ed components and all of thei r underlying source code form the component

template, and the template is added to a common template palette in the program 

ming environment for others to use. To use a component template, the programmer

selects the appropriate template from the palet te , and clicks the mouse to drop it

into th e projec t . The program can run immediately with the template as-is, or the

researche r can modify the underlying source code like any other part of the program

to meet the needs of his or her project . Th us, using compon ent templates is similar

to "copying and pasting " source code .

3.4.4 MCLGaller y Component Temp lates

MCLGalier y provides com pone nt templates for manip ulating images, networking,

capturing video, and dra wing line graphs. Each component template embodies several

components and has working source code for common research tasks such as load ing

and saving a bitmap , runni ng a video, or performing matrix operati ons on an image

in real t ime. These visual controls can be selected at design t ime by the research er ,

and their internals can be customized to meet specific application needs. Note that

component temp lates are not related to C+ + templates or the Standard Templ ate Li

brary. lnstea.d of being stri ct language constructs, component temp lates are II. mixed

collection of controls with associated source code tha.t are easily copied and pas ted .

Th rough the RAD environment, the researcher can rearrange or modify (inte rnally

or visually ) the componen ts acco rding to the needs of the applicat ion. MCLGallery

component templates ease the learn ing curve on the unde rlying programmi ng librar y.

Because the source code behind a componen t tem plate is immediat ely ecceeible and

fully commented, the researche r can learn how to use specific classes and methods hy

examp le. Commented code is alec provided to demons trate how compone nt templates

can be intercon nected (e.g. connecting video to process bitmaps], This can build up
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practice in using the programming library and can lead to writing source code from

scratch.

For example , one of MCLGa.11ery's component templates is the MCLBitmap Con

trol (see Figure 3.3 (a)). This control allows a researcher to load, save, copy and

paste, scale, scroll, and zoom images from a variety of formats (.BMP, .GIF, .J PG,

.PGM, and .PPM). Also, it features two examples of how to perform a typical image

processing operation [blurring] on the loaded image - a simple method using matr i

ces, and a faster method using pointers and a linear frame buffer. All the source code

necessary for these tasks can be immediately viewed and modified if the researcher

desires it . Thus , the blurr ing operations could be changed to another algorithm, like

edge detection, for instance.

3.4 .5 T he M CLGallery Class Librar y

Underlying the components and component templates is a class library (whose basic

hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.3 (b)) that comprises the object level of MCLGailery.

Classes include bitmap , video, text , net working, line drawing, and matrix math. The

researcher can use the classes through component templates or by direct programming.

These classes make use of, but hide the complexities of several powerful (yet free)

multimedia APb, namely Microsoft' s Direct X and Video for Windows [1561, and

SciTech'sMG L [2131.

A standar d for games, Direct X is used by MCLGallery to provide networking

support (via Microsoft's DirectPla y API). Video for Windows is a widely supported

API for Windows video devices. MGL is a powerful API for graphics, used in many

high-speed games, and interoperates with Direct X, while offering an easier low-level

programming interface than Microsoft's DirectDraw. MCLGallery's internal routines

access these APls to provide fast image and video operat ions. MCLGallery's class

library is programmed using the Win32 API, and th us could be ported to another

Windows compatible compiling environment if necessary. Implemented as a DLL,
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(b)

Figure 3.3: !\tCLGallery Components and Class Hierarchy
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(a) Th e l\ICLBitmap Comp onent Template, (b) .\ICLGaller y Class Hierarchy (class

names have comm on prefix "!\te L"; arrows point from parent classes point to derived

classes)
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MCLGallery can be easily updated without recompilation of application s.

sa

In the data level of MCLGallery, multimedia classes (e.g. bitmaps ) can be bro

ken down into byte buffers, which can be used for t ransmission across a network.

Implemented through Direct X, MCLGallery networking can be done via TCP /J P,

IPX , or modem connect ion. Th e data level is represented as base byte buffer class,

acting as the parent to the MCLGailery multimedia classes. Besides easing network

tr ansmission, a base data class providing byte buffer access helps the development of

mult imedia classes for reading and writing different image formats [e.g. JP EG, GIF) .

Underneath all of the classes of MCLGailery is the MCLError base class. MCLEr

ror addresses the difficult task of debugging real-time video/i mage programs in Win

dows. It features the ability to log messages to file (which remains int;u;t even after

the typical Windows catas trophic crash ), t iming sect ions of code, and sending mes

sages to a "console window" independen t of the Power+ + programm ing environment .

The programmer ean writ e console messages for his or her personal reference. Since

they are derived from MCLError, all MCLGailery classes output diagnostic messages

to t he console window when they encounter problems, such as invalid input parame

ters to class methods. In addition, all MCLGailery classes have a common method ,

~GetInfoO"' which displays t he current status and general conte nts of the class on

t he console window. This met hod can help the programme r assess the current state

of an object .

It should be noted that the classes in MCLGallery do not provide a comprehen sive

library for image processing or computer vision. Rather , they provide a baseline

frame work for researchers to build image processing and computer vision routines (or

port existing algorithms ). Such image processing and computer vision routines could

be built through component templates {which would be ext ended and exchanged by

researchers) as opposed to modifying th e actual class library itself.
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3.4. 6 Re cent Developments

Outside thi s thesis , MCLGallery has been used in a number of graduate and senior

undergraduate studen t project s in the Multimed ia Communications Lab at Memorial

University. Examples of work done with MCLGailery include: telemedici ne imaging

across phone lines, an eye tracking study, a telewriting system, image composi ting and

mosalclng, image enhancement for the visually impaired , colour based face tracking,

face warping and error reduction, a card based storytell ing demo, a desk enhanced with

projections over sheet documents, background reconstruc tion research using image

differences, a telemedicine patie nt record system. and a networked sketch based image

coding demo.

Since its init ial development in late December 1996, MCLGa.llery continued to

evolve dur ing the development of th is thesi s. With each new revision of Microsoft's

Direct X, MCLGa.llery was updated to exploit new functiona.lity, notably in Direct

Play, which provides networking support . Upon SciTecb's MGL library public domain

release [213], MCLGailery' s image blitting routines were changed to use MGL's more

efficient and easier-to-interface routines . MCLGailery added support for the Intel Im

age Process ing library, which is speed optimized for Pentium processors on Windows

platforms [1051.

Oth er publicly available software toolkits have since appeared , or appeared around

the t imeof MCLGailery' s development . These toolk its provide support for augmented

realit y, computer vision and image processing, or context-awareness on wearable com

puting platform s. For example, Sulawesi and Context Toolkit are Java-based frame

works for context awareness [168] [210}. The OpenCV Computer Vision Librar y offers

a suite of Pentium optimized computer vision related functions [106]. Microsoft Re

search has a Vision Software Development Kit [201]. ARToolkit provides a platform

for augmented reality using Open GL 3-D graphics and fiducial registration [26].

While these recent toolkits offer a greater depth of features in th eir specialty area

(e.g. OpenCV for compu ter vision, ARTooikit for AR), MCLGailery offers classes in
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a broad range of areas in a single environment . Thu s, a developer wouldhave to incor

porate separate image management, networking, and computer vision libraries from

diverse sources to build a complete networkable applica t ion. MCLGailery has classes

for all of thes e and more in the same place, under a common level of abstrac t ion.
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P ersonal Context

As described in Chapter 2, wearable compu ters employing augmented reality (AR )

allow thei r users to move fr~ly in the enviro nment ead inter.ct with virtu al infor

mation associated with K'al world objects. Augmentation an pothe r and act upon

sensor ~adings of t he wearable compute r user 's environment UId personal activi ty,

thu s building an a,.-areaess of the user's context . Context-awareness is an important

Ieat ure for weaabJe cccipcter user interfaces , where computer inteTactiOll is enabled

only when relevant to the eurreer task [2281.

Context-aware ....-earable &J>plicatioo s presen t ing visual displa ys an use AR regi s

tration to anchor virt ual informatioD with respect to the user ', lurroundings. Rat her

than have information moving with the user, such applicatiooa have inform ation spa

tially crgaaieed according to the environment. Th is enable. the .. bole Kent u a

canvas for user inte ract ioD. For instan ce, [150] uses w&1lJ throughout physical space

to distr ibute a multit ude of terminal windows.

From the point of view of a wearable 's display overlay, the user's body part s seem

no different than any other object in the environment all potential AR regist rat ion

targets. But unlike any arbit rary object , th ey are under the user' , intimate control,

and can always be assumed to beanilable to the wearable. Thi, chapter explores the

not ion of using the user', body part. &II anchors for virtual informatio n, l.e. personal
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context, and exploits their distinction from other objects in the environment. Also,

I describe the two working personal context proof-of-concept systems that I built

(HANDEL and Footprint) .

4.1 Defining P ersonal Context

Sensing when it is relevant to enable interaction can be a challenge. This typical ly

involves analysis of the user's overall environment . Context sensing faces more compli

cations as the wearable computer user moves around , varying the amount of available

environmental computing infrastructure to enable sensing (e.g. no wireless network

ing coverage, going indoors with no CPS information, no "smart room" inst rumented

with beacons and sensors, etc ). But even in the complete absence of environmen

tal support, there remains one physical object available to mediate interaction: the

user's own body. To exploit this to enhance a wearable computer user' s experience , I

introduce "personal context", first as a theoretical thought experiment in the section

below, and then as a concrete definition in the subsequent section.

4.1.1 Human-Attentive Computer Inter action and P ersonal

Context Interacti on

This section presents" thought experiment regarding a subsection of human-compu ter

interaction, namely human interaction with attentive computer interfaces. This sets a

framework where I situate context awareness for a wearable augmented reality system,

and from which personal context can be derived. This process sets a theoretical

motivation for personal context, and establishes its relationship in the hierarc hy of

human-computer interaction .

As described in Chapter 2's survey, recent research in wearable and ubiquito us

computing have focused on a new parad igm of human-eompute r interaction. Whereas
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trad it ional desktop interfaces demand conscious user attention and interaction with

the computer to accomplish tasks, wearable and ubiquitous computing delegates the

computer to the periphery, be it somewhere on the body or in the environment .

Inst ead of graphical interfaces immersin g the user on a desktop, the user is free to

conduct tasks in the real world , while being alerted only occasionally of relevant

informat ion by the computer in the periphery. Relevancy can be determined from

tbe user's conscious or subsconscious needs and interests . Such a system is said to be

"att enti ve" 12251. Desktop human-computer interact ion requires a two-way exchange

of attention between the user and computer. An att ent ive compu ter in the periphery

has a Bow of at tent ion largely biased away from the computer towards the user. For

the purposes of this thesis, I would like to focus specifically on the presentation of

information to the user in an attentive computer system .

An at tent ive system approach allows the user to focus on other tasks at hand , and

is very suit able for 8- wearable augmented reality computer interface. Context aware

ness and augmented reality now become prominent tools in this att ent ive interface .

Because of minimal flow of attention from the user to the computer , an attentive sys

tem requires circumstant ial data to deduce the user' s need for information . Context

awarenes s uses sensors like CP S, clocks, and video, as well as knowledge provided

consciously (e.g. a personal profile), or subconsciously (e.g. past usage history and

calendarin g information), by the user to gather inputs, and correlates them together

to deduce a. user' s need. These data sources can focus on the user, or can be pulled

from other sources like online servers, environmental infrastructure, etc. Augmented

reality renders the messages from the computer to the use r, incorporat ing virtual in

formation into the user's real world view. Augmented reality is more than a graphics

driver, however. Its use of registra tion allows association of information with objects

in the scene, strengthening the sense of information relevancy to the user.

Even with powerful tools like context awareness and augmented reality, the atten

t ive system faces a number of challenges . The major danger is information overload:

the attentive system can drive the user bade into a desktop-like two-way exchange
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of atten tion, if too much information is presented. Augmented reality only magni

fies this problem, by allowing excess information to be registered with everything in

the real world, much like excess lit ter on the street. While context awareness fil

ters incoming information, it too can cause problems, where useful information could

be accumulated into an unmanageable pile of data over long periods of time . Al

lowing the computer to diminish reality selectively and augment only the desirable

aspects (i.e, mediated reality) , as pioneered by Mann [151]. suggests a possible so

lution. This begs the question : how does the computer know what to diminish and

what to augment? Directing t he computer manually leads to an attention-demanding

user interface. Errors made over diminishing and augmenting aspects could result

in a "deceptive" system, replacing the "information overloading" problem with aD

"information misleading" problem.

To deal with this overload problem, the attent ivesystem requires deeper knowledge

of tbe user's immediate task and long term goals. Once tasks are identi fied and

prioritized, the system can choose what information to present at what time, and what

information to retire when no longer needed. Longer term goals could be determined

from a user's profile informatio n, or analysis of past history data.

A wearable augmented reality system has a difficult t ime identifying the user's

immediate task, where the user is interacting with the real world, and the computer

system has limited access to the user's intentions about the task, despite a live feed

on all real world informat ion.

A context awareness approach can be employed, taking sensor data from the imme

diate surroundings around the user to deduce the immediate task. Wearable systems

complicate the data gathering because the mobile user could be moving from place

to place, performing an unpredictable set of tasks in any possible environment. De

spite this problem, there are notab le characteristics of mobile human activity. They

include a guarantee of the wearable computer user's presence and a body language

for physical activity.
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A user's presence is guaranteed in a wearable system: since by definition the wear

able is at tach ed to the user's body. Th is differs from instrumented rooms and vehicles,

where users can come and go in those spaces. This simple assumption suggests that

an atten tive interface should be specially tuned to its user's characteristics, such as

physical and mental (e.g. personal preferences) parameters . Physical parameters are

easier to obtain in a wearable system, where sensors can gat her body end environ

menta.1sta tus.

The user's task in the real world is accompanied by some body language: often

manifesting as some body part interactin g with a real world, along with some kind of

focus of the user 's attent ion. The focus of user attention in the environment is a cue

to an important event , /UJd combined with a body gesture, produces a possible task

of interest for the att entive system to augment. This does not encompass all possible

tasks (e.g. thinking, daydreaming), but suggests an interesting set of application s for

study.

In a general situa tion where a mobile, wearable augmented reality user is in con

stant motion and act ivity in changing environments , the att entive interface has the

user's presence and the user's body language as constant data sources. It is here I

propose the use for personal context . While context awareness /UJd augmented reality

cover a wide range of possible environmental and personal configurations, a subclass

of attentive interfaces can simply focus on personal presence and body language.

With regards to contextual information , personal presence infonnation can be

gathered by observing the immediate environment around the user, such as using

a head mounted video camera. Body language in the context of a task could be

rest ricted to actions involving a focus cue (i.e. looking at an object), accompanied

by a personal physical gesture. These can be derived by head motion and visual

focus from a head mounted camera, and body gesture detecti on given a priori tallk

information.

With regards to infonnation presentation , personal presence and body cues suggest
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a conven ient "last resort" rendering surface. Instead of registerin g objects that the

at tent ive system may know nothing about , the syste m could choose to render on the

user's body parts relevan t to the imm ediate task.

Given this foundat ion of hum an-computer interaction, I propose the not ion of

personal context in t he next section .

4.1.2 Definition and Scope

Personal context is the contextual awaren ess of th e user's own body - as a stimulus and

renderi ng surface for augmentat ion and mediation. While a general conte xt can be

der ived from the envi ronment , a personal context can be der ived from an awareness of

the user's own body parts with respect to the tas k at hand (e.g , recognizing a physical

procedure from natu ral hand gestures). P lus, the user 's tasks often center around the

act ive body parts, which suggest a natural focus for any virtual informati on presented

(e.g. showing inst ruct ions near the hands in a manual task) .

Thus a user-cent ered wearab le computer syst em can always rely on the presence of

the user body. Direct sensor meas urements or a combinat ion of sensors and pattern

recogniti on can de rive personal conte xt from the user 's body. Then virtual informat ion

can augment the user 's first-p erson expe rience through a beads-up display, audio,

projection, etc., but only enabled (or mediated ) by the relevance to the user 's t ask at

hand .

For this thesis, int eractio n is rest ricted to th e hands and feet . Focusing on the

hands end feet can be ap plied to man y other hand and feet oriented physical tasks:

physical rehabili t atio n and therapy, choreograph y, mapping and pathfin ding, sports

t raining (e.g. mar t ial arts, tennis, soccer , etc ). Also virt ual annota t ions and com

mands can be defined , moved, sized, stuck, or kicked ont o real world object s by hand

and feet gestures. For example , frami ng a shot for video or a photo can be triggered

by a two-handed "frame~ gesture, where th e size and locat ion of the fram ing gestu re
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defines the paramet ers of the snapshot (this can also define the placement of a virtual

annota tion window in 3-D, like in Mann 's realit y window manager [ISOI).

It should be noted that act ions with hands and feet need the context of the current

task and environment. For instance . the han d alone does not suggest outpu t to a

comput er. Meanwhile in the real world, th e hand does act as a context for output

for a wide variety of compu ter and non-compu ter based information. People use their

bands to hold and control personal data assistants (PDAs), as well as paper notepads

to view email, addresses, phone numbers, etc . Close to the band, the wristwatch also

provides another data display surface and control interface. Also, people sometimes

tie st rings on their fingers as reminders, and writ e directly on their hands to quickly

jot down a phone number or the answers to the weekly quiz. The hands even act as

a visual medium for entertainment applications such as finger puppets and casting

shadows of animals and other creatures . In each of these cases, the hands provide

a convenient interface : they require little or no add-on hardware. they can be used

covertly, and are available to display information on an as-needed basis.

4 .1.3 Distinguishing Pe rs onal Context from Other Attentive

Int erfaces

Given the definit ion and framework in the previous sections , I now discuss how per

sonal context compares with earlier appr oaches to other information managem ent

schemes related to wearable augmented realit y, like context awareness. The discus

sion emphasizes personal context 's distincti ve features in comparison to other work.

Context awareness covers a greater span of contexts than personal context . As

detailed in Chapter 2, contex t awareness uses t ime, identity, place, and activi ty as

t riggers and distinc t ive signatures for wearable inter action [1801 . Affective comput

ing [190Jdrives a compu ter 's response to a user 's emotional state, which may, or may

not be derived from physical activity. In contrast, per sonal context centers around

t he acti vity of the user' s body parts only.
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Augment ed rea lity systems also overlay virt ual information onto the real world,

including first -person applications using head-mounted displays and environ mental

sensor cues to register the information onto approp riate objects to help direct a user

in a task, like servicing a printer in [72] or reading an enhanced book [25]. Persona l

context is a niche augmented reality application, relying enti rely on the user 's body

parts' interaction with objects and the environment to t rigger virtual overlays . So a

personal contex t approach to a printe r servicing applicat ion or an augmented book

would rely on the user 's gaze with respect to the hands, rather than bui lding an

ultrasonic tracki ng infra.st ructure, as in [72], or using specially mar ked book pages , es

in [25].

Gaze det ectio n and eye t racking systems in research and the commercial arena

share personal context's interest in finding the user's focus to enhance user interfaces .

Unlike a wearable AR system powering a personal contex t application, such systems

have the ir sensors and came ras at fixed locations. Th e sensor array is typically around

a large monitor to enabl e cont rol of a deskto p applica tion and assumes a user sit ting in

place staring straight at the screen. The work of Selker et al 1215] is an except ion, using

emitters and imaging sensors embed ded in glasses to measur e eye gaze from infrared

beam reflect ion off the eye. While this solution could be an interes t ing platform

for accurate gaze tracking in futu re research, the HANDEL and Footprint systems

presented here accomp lish user focus detectio n with a single off-the-shelf camera.

To combat virt ual overlay clutt er on an augmented reality display, Julier et al (112]

introd uce "information filtering." This idea is a knowledge-d riven means to cull out

irrelevant and unnecessary information and highlight relevant and prioriti zed infor

mation for AR displays . Information filtering uses a weight ing funct ion constructed

from measuring d ifferen t criteria based on a priori specificatio ns of the augmen ted

reality task. While reported to be effective, this scheme requir es a very detai led task

and scene object analysis, and function tuning before actual opera t ion of the sys

tem . Mann and Fung's Reality Media tor [152] also seeks to eliminat e clut ter, bu t

not only the virtu al. Th e Reality Mediat or erases or replaces undesirable informa-
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tion in the environment with virtual overlays of the user's choosing. Personal context

shares the goalof minimizing virtual overlays by concentr ating only on the user's body

part s as the main foci and triggers for interaction rather than the entire environment .

However, personal context' s emphasis on body part s gives a more limited source of

analysis than ta king the entire task and environment in hand for information filtering

and Reality Mediator 's not ion of "diminished reality" . On the other hand, personal

context has to know less about the task and the users' high level intentions. Thus

a personal context has greater flexibility across different tasks and domains (albeit

with less in-depth awareness about the t asks and inten tions), and can deal with new,

unpredictable situations.

Personal context also relies on the user's body as a rendering surface. This does not

imply a body-stabilized interface (like a cylindrical or spherical overlay surrounding

the user in [21]), but rather an object-centric interface, where the objects are really

parts of the user's body, which appears world-stabilized to the user. Unlike a true

world-st abilized interface as described in 121], overlays are attac hed to body parts with

littl e or no attem pt to assess a complete world model. So overlay graphics may be

attached to the user's hands, but tracking can be done using simple 2-D techniques,

with no knowledge of user's physical location, head orienta tion, etc. Although a

complete world model is desirable, a simplified model makes available simple, fast ,

and perhaps robust, algorithms for tracking.

"Perceptual intelligence" [186) and "visual context" [61] have a broader scope

than personal context 's single user's experience (e.g. "smart rooms" monitoring and

responding to human activity [107]) and can focus on environmental or user-based

patt ern recognition. Pentland [186]identifies new opport unities for visual contextual

analysis from a first-person perspective. Specific applications include a sign-language

recognizer [2281 and an aid for hilliards [111]. Although hath cases employ body

mounted sensing to track body part s [i.e. hands gesturing or holding objects) , the

former lacks any augmented reality overlay and the latter also depends on some en

vironmental ewarenese. While personal context is interested in detecting body parts
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and recognizing gestures, it requires a minimal flowof attention from the user to the

computer. Although the computer may be hidden in a room or on the body itself,

systems like the sign-language recognition and body-based user interfaces that control

a projected display in a smar t room require the users to consciously spend att ent ion

on the comp uter interface , which is similar to the two-way exchange of atten t ion on a

desktop system (except keyboards and mice are replaced with hand gestures) . Smart

rooms can respond to subsconscious sti muli from its users, but the users must be

physically present with in the room, and very specific a prior i environmental infor

mat ion is needed (e.g. the archit ectur e of th e room is used), and perhaps a priori

informa t ion about the users as wel l (e.g. face temp lates , body measurements). With

its user presence characterist ic, Personal context can not assume a fixed environmental

mode l, and demand s a pr iori informa tion about the single user only (the wearer of

the personal context system ).

I created two systems, HANDEL and Footprint , as an initial investi gation into

personal context. Both systems infer the user's need for augmentat ion from perso nal

context, in specific domains: piano playing and privat e ballroom dance pract ice, re

spective ly.

4.2 HANDEL

HANDEL, a HAND based Enhancement for Learning piano music, is an example of

personal context to assist learning . It uses the hands to trigger an augmented reality

overlay onto the hands themselves in the context of piano playing , in essence creating

a "hands-up" display.

4.2.1 Hand-Based Personal Cont ext

Considerabl e researc h exists in hand-based user interfaces , as well as compute r vision

techniques used to locate and recognize han d and gest ures , such as [186J. Va.rdy et
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al [2441 explore using wrist-mounted camera to capture finger gestures input . Hard

ware such as Data Gloves, magnetic trackers, handheld keyboards , and opt ical sen

SOTS can be used. to obtain hand pose, orientation, and data entry. However, in these

cases, the hand acts solely as an input device. On the other hand, Krueger's work

has some examples with interactive graphics merged with hands [129], and Miyasato

places small displays on users' hands to ease interaction with a large screen virtual

environment [158], allowing the user to "see through" the hands.

Piano teaching tools already exist in the marketplace, including self-help computer

software showing keyboard and music layouts and electronic keyboards with lighted

keys to guide pianists. Modern acoustic player pianos like the Disklavier allow direct

playback on the keyboard from music files or from captured piano key action.

4 .2.2 Design and Implement at ion

HAKDEL attempts to help practicing pianists to memorizepiano music. In HANDEL,

the pianist , equipped with a wearable computer system, sits at a normal acoustic

piano with no sheet music. As the pianist attempts to playa piece from memory,

the pianist may look down at the hands. Focusing on the hands is the trigger for

HAt\ DEL to overlay music. Otherwise, the pianist sees nothi ng - no graph ics clutter

the practice session - and without sheet music, the pianist can concentrate on playing

from memory, as if in a real recital. When the pianist looks at t he right hand, only the

right hand 's part of the music is shown near the hand, at the current position in the

piece, and similarly for the left hand. Thus, HANDEL uses the hand as an input _ to

trigger when or when not to overlayvirtual sheet music to assist the pianist . Because

the music is presented near the relevant hand, the hand also acts as context-sensitive

display window for sheet music - i.e. present ing information only when needed by the

pianist.

Running the wearable testbed described in Chapter 3, HANDEL uses the head

mounted video camera to perform scene analysis, and overlay s graphics on the see-
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through head mounted display. Thus, t he pianist 's hands are total ly unencumbered

and free to interact normally with the piano. HANDEL uses FFT phase correlation

analysis (defined in Chapter 5 and {361Jon consecut ive video frames to determine

whether the piani st 's head is looking to the left or to the right . This is used to

assess whether pianist is looking at the right or left hand . A look-up table skin colour

detectio n method is used to detect whether a hand is in view or not (the skin colour

scheme is preset with a training set of skin colour beforehand) . Skin colour detection

is sufficient since it is assumed that the only thing, apart from hands , that the head

mounted camera will see is the piano (a non-skin coloured object).

Figure 4.1(a) illustrates HANDEL's general system data flow. On the 233 MHz

Pentium wearable platform as described in Chapte r 3, HANDEL runs at about 5

frames per second, which is sufficient for slow piano playing.

The practice session begins with the pianist loading the music score into t he HAN

DEL program. In the current implementation, a simple , custom music score language

was created.to store the music in a text file. Then the pianist dons the head mounted

display and sits in front of the piano. The pianist t hen gives a nod when starti ng

to play the memorized music. HANDEL uses FIT phase correlation to detect a

st rong vert ical displacement (the nod) to begin increment ing an internal counter to

keep track of the current position in the piece. In the current implementation, the

counter is incremented at a predetermined rate . A future improvement could have

the counter's rat e follow the actual piano playing through real-t ime audio analysis.

While the pianist plays the piece, nothing is overlaid on the pianist's heads up

display (Figure 4.l (b}-(d)) unt il skin colour is seen by the head mounted camera.

When skin is detected, the program assumes that the pianist is looking down at the

bands. A specific hand is chosen based whether the pianist is looking to the left

(Figure 4.1b) or to the right (Figure 4.1c), using FIT phase correlation (the same

method used to detect the nod at the beginning of the session). The musical score

at the current position, for the given hand , is displayed on tbe bead mounted display,
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Figure 4.1: HANDEL Dat a Flow and Results

(a) HANDEL data flow, (b)-(d) Views from t he head mount ed display: (b) not hing

overlaid when no hand is in view, (c) left han d part d isplayed for t he left hand , (d)

right hand part displayed for the right hand
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and continues to update itself while the pianist is playing. The score is rendered at a

fixed position on the left side of the display for the left hand, and likewise for the rigbt

hand (the score is not registered with the hand itself to avoid confusion from seeing

musical notes moving with a moving hand). T he virtual musical score disappears

whenever the hands fall out of view [i.e. when the pianist looks up from the keys).

4.3 Footprint

Footprint , my second personal context application, used the feet instead of the hands,

as the focus for computer assistance in a ballroom dancing application.

4 .3.1 Foot -b as ed P er sonal Con t ext

Previous work on foot-based user interfaces falls under har dware based and com

puter vision based implementat ions. Applicat ions for such interfaces include dance

performance and choreography, motion capt ure for 3-D animation, and interactive

entert ainment.

Hardware based schemes rely on either body-mounted miniature magnetic, ultra

sonic, or LED devices, often monitoring the motion of the whole body [63). Exceptions

include LED tracked slippers with vibrotactile feedback for games {218}, a pressure

sensitive carpet [59] to control video, and instrum ented dance shoes tha t control mu

sic and artis tic presentations [179, 41]. Hardware systems can quickly provide great

accuracy and a wealt h of data, but require infrastruc ture or worn equipment.

Computer vision systems make use of a camera or several cameras fixed in the

environment, monitoring a specific location for body motion, such as walking and

running. While some systems rely on body-placed markers to aid visual detect ion,

many analyze the scene with only an a priori model of the human body [175, 138].

These systems are more interested in entire body motion rather than just foot motion,
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however. An exception is the work by (137], which derives 3-D motion data from a

bicyclist's legs by analyzing specially textured shorts. Computer vision systems often

free the human from wearing any special devices but need good light ing conditions

and fast compute rs to process complex algorithms.

Numerous computer dance and choreography applications exist, mainly to em

power dancers to create or influence music in their dance performances [164]. Spe

cialized (and complicated) dance notations exist, such as the commonly used La

banotatson system [134), which enable an exact description of any kind of dance.

An interesting early example of using computers with dance notation for animat ion

is [127J. which translates Labanotation into a computer-readable representation and

then renders the dance score into 3-D graphics. Instead of a dance notat ion, a physical

model with joint angles and knowledge of human movement kinematics and geome

tries could be used to represent dance movement (188]. Dance notation and physical

model representations are oriented towards specialists rather than a naive user, how

ever. A somewhat more accessible representat ion specifically for naive users is a finite

state machine [56]. The arcade and console game, "Dance Dance Revolut ion", uses

scrolling combinations of left, right, up, and down arrows to direct players to make

proper steps on an instrumented mat in sync with popular music, although the game

emphasizes exact timing with predefined moves over personal expression (122].

4.3.2 Design and Implement ati on

Footprint operates on the same wearable computer testbed as described in Chapter 3.

A personal context is achieved by having the user's feet trigger computer interaction

when they are seen. Feet detection is accomplished by analyzing the frames capt ured

by the video camera and exploiting it. priori knowledge of the user's feet .

Footprint 's demonstration application is an aid for beginners to practice ballroom

dancing steps on their own. At present , the basic waltz steps are used. Figure 4.2

(a) shows Footp rint 's data flow. A practice session begins when the user. equipped
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Figure 4.2: Footprint 's Data Flow and Results

iI

(a) Footp rint 's data flow, (b) Dance step instructions as seen by the user 's head

mounted display
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with the wearable computer system, starts the application and loads the system set

tings and dance information. An internal timer is activated , allowing Footprint to

synchronize dance steps to time. The user then performs the dance to music supplied

by the computer. Whenever the user needs help, s/ he simply looks down at the feet .

Graphics and text indicating where the feet should move next are then presented on

the head-mounted display (see Figure 4.2 (b)) . This information disappears when the

user looks back up. As a consequence, looking down at the feet provides a natural

means to interact with the computer. Like in HANDEL, information is only shown

when needed, minimizing graphical clut ter on the limited-resolution head-mounted

display.

The feet detection algorithm assumes that the user is wearing dark shoes against a

fairly uniform floor. Thu s, t he algorithm applies a 3x3 Laplacian edge detection filter

onto the current video frame from the camera, followed by a 3x3 median filter . For a

uniform floor, such a process would yield a largely zero pixel image, with point noise

being filtered out by the median filter. Floors with some struc tured patterns mil.Y

yield some white edge pixels. whereas scenes with people, mot ion, objects, etc . would

appear as numerous white pixels. Thus, the algorithm compares the total number of

non-zero pixels against a threshold , and images below the t hreshold indicate the user

is looking at a uniform floor. Otherwise, Footprint assumes the user is not looking at

a uniform lloor, and will not perform any foot detection.

J( the current video frame passes the ' floor test ", then a predefined shoe template

is matched against a coarse grid on the current frame. To avoid false matches and

complications when feet overlap , the grid is set to the left half of the image to search

for the left foot . At each grid position, the local rectangular region to be compared

against the template is histogram equalized into black and white , and the number of

matched pixels (with respect to the template ), and local variances within the shoe

and outside the shoe area are calculated. J( the difference of variances between the

pels within the shoe area and outside the shoe fall below a th reshold (indicating the

textu re inside and outside the shoe are the same), or if the total difference within
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F igure 4.3: Foot Detection Unde r Various Conditions
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Footprint 's foot detect ion under different lighting and floor conditions, as seen by the

head -mounted camera. Detect ed feet ar e highlig hted by rectangles
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shoe area agil.inst the tem plate exceeds a threshold (indica ting the shoe &lU does not

hl.ve & dar k shoe), then no foot is detected. OtherAi se, a measu re proportional to the

match &gainst the templa te divided by the difference of var iances is computed. The

grid position ....i th the smallest measure th~ still falls under a threshold is classified

u a foo\ . The process then repeau itself to find the right foot , except the grid is set

to the right of th e discovered left foot posit ion. Figure 4.3 illustrates the output of the

foot detec tion algorithm under differen t lighting and floorcondit ions. On subseque nt

steps after t he first , the syste m eeeecbes aro und the lu t detec ted coordinates first

before perform ing a full coarse grid search.

The dance itself is represented as an XML text file, using custo m markups. As seen

in Figure 4.4, th e dan ce moves are clear ly represented, sufficient for a ballroom dancing

application. The dance steps ille given in sequence , using common ballroom dance step

speed denot ations ( ~quid:" , ~s1ow" et c). Text descriptions are provided with each

movement . This new ~da.nce markup language- is similar to SMIL, a markup language

for eynchroniaed multimedia (47}. AUthe pan.meten COIltrollingFoo\p rint are stored

in another XML text file. The XML representaaion is convenient for this particular

appliwion as opposed to a more general bu t complex dance notation system like

Labanotation.

Footprint runs ~ about of, frames per second on a Pent ium 233 laptop , which

includes all the image processing , video capt ure , and graphics rendering required by

the ballroom dancing task . It detects the feet well and run s effectively with the basic

walt:t.

4.4 D iscussion

HAXDEL was tested successfully by the author on an acoustic piano for a short

musical piece. While it proved to be very comfortable to use, there are numerou s

improvements that can be made : The virt ual music score should COlUUntly 3how the
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<dance>
<ti tle>Bas ic Waltz</ti t.Le>

<step name.. "advance" duration.."quick">
Smoothly go forward
<left f oot di rection="forward">Left first</left foot>

</step>

75

<step na me-sv r Lqht;" du r at.Lone vqu i,c k">
Sweep r ight
<rightfoot di r e c t i on="right" >Ri ght fi r s t </right f oo t >

</step>

<s tep name - "right wait" duxat.Lcnevqud c k">
Close
<leftfoot direction- "hold">Left arrive s late</ l e ft f oo t >

</step>

<step nameevback" duration="quick">
Step bac k
<rightfoot direction.. "b ack">R ight first</righ tfoot>

</step>

<step nameev Le f t " dura t.Lc n e vqu Lck">
Sweep left
<le f t foot direction=" lef t">Lef t first</le ftfoot>

</ste p>

<s t ep name -"Ieft wait" duration="quick">
Close
<right foot direction-"hold">Right a r r i ve s late</ right f oot>

</step>
</dance>

Figure 4.4: The Deece Markup File for the Basic Square-S tep Waltz
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current clef to remind the pianist if the score refers to the left or right hand , as well

as the current key signature. There is ambiguity .....hen both hands are visible, since

the system assumes only one hand will be in view at a tim e. This can be resolved

by counting the number of skin coloured blobs in view, and show ing t he music score

for both hands when two blobs (hands) are detec ted. The notes displayed on the

head mount ed display are large. Smaller notes, comparable to the size on real sheet

music, would be desirable, if the resolution of the head-mounted display permits.

Displaying prope r piano fingering, having the computer listen and adjust the music

to the pianist's playing and recording and playback of practice sessions would be

useful additional features .

HANDEL's FF T phase approach, combined with skin detection and the assump

tion of a seated pianist in a front of a nearby piano, is sufficient enough for distin

guishing left from right , and to detect a hand. A future improvement would be to

employ affine or proj ective based scene analysis (such as in th e work specific to wear

able came ra systems in [149]). With a prior i knowledge of a flat piano keyboard , this

could form a richer interface with a pseudo l- D world model, allowing for effects like

3-D text ure-mapped coloured keys responding to hand mot ion and different musical

visualizat ions while playing (e.g. a 3-D frequency analyzer plot) .

Footp rint can benefit from a fast er computer, foot pose recognition, and further

user tests to optimize the dance instruction presentation over more ty pes of dances.

Oth er modes for computer-assis ted teaching can be explored, such as having Foot

print measure the feet movements to assess a proper step. Extending the system to

recognize and coordinat e with a live partn er would also be desirable.

Foot detecti on can be impro ved by using multiple templates to account for varied

foot orientations. Combinin g the tem plate matching algorit hm with activ e contour

modelling may yield more accurate detect ion and foot poseest imation. The simplicity,

robustn ess, and efficiency of the foot detection algorithm demonstrat es the usefulness

of comput er vision for per sonal context user interf aces.
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The piano itself can be seen as a workspace for pianist or a composer, es the

desktop is for an office worker. Both environments use paper based documents. Thus,

Live Paper technologies [2041,which are being used.to enhance the desktop, could be

applied to the piano. T he piano and its sheet music could be augmented, either by R

head mounted display or RIl external project ion system coupled with a video camera.

Besides ballroom dancing, other foot-based personal context applications can be

developed, such as for various sports and martial arts , mapping and pathfinding,

physical exercise, and walking therapy for the injured and disabled, and performance

dance. In general, body-mounted cameras and a personalized model of the user's body

running on a wearable computer promise new opportunities and new approaches for

t raditional vision and image processing problems.

The use of an XML based dance step file to represent content and an XML con

figuration file as a "style sheet" casts Footp rint as a browser for a personal context

wearable computer interface. Because the dance markup language is a simpledescrip

tion of the needed dance steps, it can be interpreted for different purposes on other

platforms. For instance , another wearable comput er could create XMlrbased data on

the fly {rom streaming sensor data. A 3-D capab le XML desktop browsercould trans

late the dance step file into a dancing computer-generated charact er that could be

incorporated into a virt ual reality environment Of a comput er graphics movie. Online

XML database engines could index and catalogue the dance step file in a repository,

allowing for text-based searches for human gesture and motion. In general, context

aware applications can exploit XML as a foundat ion to create readable, portab le, and

indexable notations for human gesture, motion, and interaction with the real-world.

Since gesture, motion, and interaction vary over time and depend on different condi

tions, context-aware notations might adapt properti es and behaviours from script ing

languages and temporal-based notations (such as SMIL).
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The Mosaic is the Interface

In Chapter 4, I use the idea of Personal Context to crea te an interface (or a wear able

comp ute r that provides ti mely a.lId relevant inform ati on to the user . Timeliness is

achieved by having the wearab le compute r ~ a1waYI 00· (one of the key wearable

cbu acteristics in Chapter 2) and relevance is achie ved by sensing the activity user 's

body parts in the context of some assum ed tas k (e.g. playing pia.no or dancing, as in

Chapter 4) . Th e results ue presented through iWgmen ted reali t y, with directions from

an automated -expert " (really. preprogrammed set of instructions runnin g ~a.inn

.. t imer ) beingrqi. t.ered with the KeDC'.

In this chapter , I replace tb e "auto ma.ted expert" with . mnGte hum an expert.

T his impac h the wearable', sensing, an d req uires a new ill terf~ for th e remote

expe rt . I introduce th e not ion of ....he mosaic is the interf ace" as .. eolutjc n to thee

issues.

5.1 Wearable Tele collaboration

Te!ecollaboration i. a commonly cited use for wear able computers an d augmented

reality. Some exil.Illples iI.fe presen ted in StiiLnleret all227] and Azwn a Ill). A wear

able could be .. simple networked te rmin al , and the user could exchllllge infonn ati oo

78
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with remote colleagues by text messaging. Or a wearable could be a video ccnferenc

ing hub, running on a wireless networ k and using head mounted cam era with audio

to stream video with a. remote par t icipant. The weara ble user and remote user can

collaborate with a.virtual telepointer.

Field repair with remote help is the standard scenario for wearab le Aft teleccllabo

ration . The wearable computer user could be performing on-site repairs, while taking

advice from a rem ote expert via a wireless video connect ion (as in the collaborative

field repair of a bicycle in [79]). Such human-based task assistan ce can provide a rich

dynamic between the wearable user and remote expert , and offers bette r flexibility

against unforeseen complications than automated task centered solut ions (like the

print er assistant in [72]). This story can be recut into a scenario with a paramedic

with remote telemediclne, a search end rescue system guided by experts , and a means

for st rat egists to support soldiers or police in tbe midst of a crisis. Chapter 2 bes

more scenarios involving wearable computer and augment ed reality collaboration .

Fussell et al [79]and Bauer et al [161present detai led user stud ies on t he benefits of

audio-video in a shared visual collaboration. Fussell et al [791compar es results against

physical presence of th e expert and an audio-only remote link. Bauer et al [16] have

cases th at feature full video and audio, but measures performance of a telepoiate r and

Ireeee-Irame feature for the remote exper t. The freeze-frame feature allows the remote

expert to concentr ate on important views and deal with confusing head mot ion in the

video. Th e telepointer allows the remote expert to point and gesture at act ual objects

that can only be referenced indirectly in an audio-only collabora t ion.

'I'he testb eds used in both studies are similar to the wearabl e test bed in Chapter 3,

and t he studies features a repair task scenario with remote assistan ce. Fussell et all 791

conclude that shared visual collaborat ion using video take n from the wearable user's

point of view is beneficial , moreso than audio-only, although not quite as goodas a live

colocated colleague. The limit ations of t he video implementation include a limited

field of view, lad: of telepointe rs or means to indicat e gestu res from the remote user
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onto the video, and an inability to read the remote user's facial expressions. The last

limitation can be addressed easily by incorporating a standard "talking head" video

frame like in [221 . Bauer et al [16] present solutions for the other two limitations:

freeze-framing and a teJepointer. Although neither solution improved task completion

time significantly venus no solution at all, users overwhelminglypreferred using these

features over using voice alone.

5.2 Registration for Co llaboration

I am interested in going beyond the direct video oonferencing methods in [79) and

[161,to mediate the collaboration between the worker and the expert by leveragingAR

registration. The model of this collaboration, illustrated in Figure 5.1, is as follows.

Tbe field worker, wearing a system like the wearable testbed in Chapt er 3, looks at

something of interest. A digital camera mounted on the worker' s head captu res live

video of what the worker is looking at . The live video is captured by the wearable

computer, and transmitted to the remote expert 's desktop . The remote expert writes

or draws an annotation on one of the images in the video stream (e.g. circling and

labelling something of interest) . This annotatio n is sent to the field worker's wearable

computer, and overlaid as a graphic on the field worker's see-th rough head mounted

display. The graphic is anchored with respect to the part of the scene it was associated

with. Regardless of how the user moves or turns, the annotation remains registered

with the tagged part of the scene. This ability to draw onto the video will enable

remote users to gesture and type onto the scene and address one of the limitations in

[791·

There is a need for a video-based registrat ion algorithm for use in the above

collaborative augmented reality scenario. All registration algorit hms may be assessed

in terms of their precision, robustness and speed, but the relative importance of

these depends on the applicat ion. Traditionally, real-time operatio n (speed) has been

secondary to precision in applications such as remote sensing and medical image
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Figure 5.1: A Colla.borative Wearable Computer Scenario with Augmented Reality
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fusion. In the wearable computing context, speed is a top priority, precision (at least

in many applications) is not critical, and robustness can be handled cooperatively

between the computer and the user. Robustness refers to the registration algorithm's

reliability in the context of "unusual" scene conditions such as changing illumination,

motion that violates theoretical assumpt ions, etc.; while a degree of robustness is

important in wearable computing, the user can play an act ive role if errors are made,

and assist the algorithm in fast recovery.

Amongst the registration options presented in Chapt er 2.3.2(page 28), mosaic

ing is the most appealing choice. It elegantly combines registration with a user in

terface medium, i.e. "the mosaic is the interface". Mosaicing methods have been

used in a wide variety of areas. There are photoimagery applications like personal

panoramic photos from commercial packages like VideoBrush [52J and Apple Quick

lime Panorama Maker [451, and iMove [99J. Panoramic video shots can build worlds

for virtual reality such as [39J. Planetary photographs and weather maps are stitched

together from sequences of photos from satellites and spacecraft. Detailed mosaic

scans of the interior of the human body help doctors in medical visualization [1201.

Mosaicing techniques can provide super-resolution image enhancement {2611and video

indexing, compression, and 3-D scene reconstruction [135]. Chapter 6 surveys and

compares several mosaicing method s in detail.

An image mosaiccan be constructed automatically with knowledge about the scene

around the camera (see Section 6.1 for details). Thus, the set of transformations

used to generate a unified view from a series of individual snapshots can form the

coordinate system to register a remote user's telepointer and gestured drawings. The

single final image combining all the transformations and snapshots gives the remote

user a greater field of view into the wearable computer's surroundings than a normal

video conferencing link. A large mosaic can overcome video insta bility from constant

head motion. Unlike manually freezing one video frame in (I6J, incorporating a live

stream of video frames automatically in real-time ensures the remote user sees a single

montage of activity in the past and present , before any making future decisions. This
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feature addresses the field of view issue in [791.
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Using the wearable testbed in Chap ter 3, I built an augmented reality telecollab

oration system , AugR, as a working proof-of-concept prototype that uses mosalcing

for collaboratio n and registration.

5.2. 1 Related Work in Re gistration

Using image mosaics as in AugR is jus t one approach to the registra t ion problem.

For some app lications, other tech nologies are suitab le. For instance, Feiner et al

use GPS to obtain the user 's posit ion to register information with buildings at a

university campu s (71), and Feiner and MacIn tyre use ultrasonic sensors to obt ain po

sition/ orientat ion for a laser printe r maintenance example (721. However , in surveying

the hardware and software issues in augmented reali ty regist ration, Azuma notes that

even the best-hardware has inherent limitations in prec ision and performance [11]. For

instance, GPS is Dot useful for short distances or indoors, ultrasonic sensors require

line of sight ope ra tion, and rad io-frequenc y and magnetic trackers suffer from inter

ference from nearby metal lic objects. This research concentrates on a visual-based

registration scheme, which can eventually be integrated with ot her modal ities .

Existing registration methods can be classified as featur e based and global im

age techniques (a detailed survey of image registration methods can be found in

Brown [30]). Featu re based regist rat ion techniques detect and t rack special features

in an image . The main challenge with these techniques is finding good features to

t rack. One approach is to search for features of int erest and compare them with a

database of features. This database of "feature templates " can produce real-tim e per

formance, like in Uenobara and Kanade (241). However , considerable time must be

spent to construct the act ual database, which does not lend itself well to uncontr olled

environments with unknown features and objects. Another featur e based registration

st rategy is found in the use of artificial fiducials or markers, which ilSe placed into the

scene (40]. Such fiducials can be designed with very distinguishable character ist ics,
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such as a unique colour or shape (e.g. ring) for easy and fast feature detection in an

image. A hardware variant is to place LED beacons into the scene, as demonstrated

in work like [141. But this requires the user to place the fiducials onto the scene in

advance, which is again not suitable for an uncontrolled environment.

Instead of using artificial fiducials, some registration algorithms search for natu ral

features found in an image tbat can provide a reliable motion estima te between image

frames. A corner is an example of it. natura l, reliable feature - a junction of markedly

different textures in an image. Previous work includes methods such as Zogblami

et aI [260J, whose geometric corner detection handles large frame displacements, and

Morimoto and Chellappa [161J, which specializes in estimating rotation. However,

these methods are not real-t ime. If found, environmental fiducials can provide fast and

easy image registration as with artificial fiducialmethods . The problem lies in quickly

finding suitable fiducials. I init ially experimented with fast fiducial image registrat ion

methods , but found them to be very sensitive to local scene motion as opposed to

the general camera motion (e.g. fiducials would often lock onto moving people in a

room rather than the background of the room). Global image techniques estim ate the

motion of all pixels of the image, and typically make use of some kind of opticalllow

estimation or minimization the overall squared difference between image frames like

[1661. These algorithms produce precise results , and they are robust. Their strength

lies in processing every pixel in the image frame. But as a result, many algorithmic

operat ions are required per pixel, for solving a set of linear equations, comput ing the

optical flow, estimat ing errors between frames, or building Gaussian pyramids. My

work avoids t he complexity of multiple iterations to find a optimum fit by doing a

single pass over an image in the frequency domain, which can be computed simply by

a few Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs ).

While traditi onal augmented reality like "Windows on the World" in [72J and

collaborative wearable AR systems like Kato et ai's Shared Space interactive table

top [114] and Schmalstieg et ai's mult i-user, multi-device augmented workspace [211}

featu re registered overlays in the wearab le user's field of view, none of the regietra-
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tion is leveraged to benefit a remote collaborato r on a desktop compute r and expand

the field of view beyond a video camera's field of view. Mosaicing for wearable aug'

mented reality is featu red in other research, such as 1149), where mosaicing is used

to register labels on people and objects . Starne r et al [227) mention the potent ial of

telepointing on a static final mosaic image generat ed on a server and seen by a remote

user, whereas I am intereste d in a live mosaic generat ed "on-the-fly" and locally by

the wearable testb ed. Mann's recent work in [1521and [1501 use a metb od driv ing

image mosaicing to exploit flat surfaces in the scene to render overlays as 3-D textu re

maps covering walls and signs. This research concentrates on simple 2-D overlays,

registered against a flat mosaic.

Kourogi et al's work in [124] and [126] feature a wearable testbed somewhat

similar to tbe testbed in chapter 3, and use mosaicing for fast registr at ion. They rely

on several multi-processor servers to perform the regist rat ion calculat ions but deal

with scaling and user movement issues by matching tbe head camera video against

multip le pre-generated mosaics for different locat ions. Keurogi et al's latest work

in [125) follows up the previous research by hybridizing the system with inertial sensors

to improve registrat ion.

5.2.2 Im age R egistration by P has e Correlati on

AugR employs image registrat ion by phase correlati on, iii. method th at aligns displaced

images by mat ching disti nct ive textu res, as opposed to individual pixel compari sons.

Frequency domain based image registration has a long history, but has largely been re

st ricted to only esti mating translat ion between image pairs th rough calculating phase

correlation (130]. By comput ing th e phase correlation via the Fast Fourier Transform ,

robust results are achieved, which can be implemented 0 0 real-t ime hardware [182).

Faster compu tat ion can be achieved at the cost of robustness and accuracy if the

phase correlation is computed only with one-dimensional FITs [31. DeCastro and

Morand i [62] and Lucchese et al [1421 propose frequency domain algorith ms that can
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search for rotation and affine transformations respectively, but they are compute

tlonally expensive. However, the image rota tion (about the optical axis) and scaling

information of an image can be found in the magnitude spectrum independently of

tr anslation. Reddy and Chatt erj i (199] exploit this property to implement an image

registration algorithm that can compute tr anslation, rotat ion, and scaling with only

three FFT s. I use this algorithm for our image registra tion application. The method

is described , following [199]:

First consider two consecutive images from a video sequence, I I and h . If they

differ only by a displacement (tu, 6.y), then

(5.1)

Applying the Fourier transform and the Fourier shift theorem gives:

(5.2)

Then note that the cross-power spectrum of FI and F2 (where Fi being the com

plex conjugate of F2 ) is

(5.3)

This result shows that the t ranslat ion information between h and h can be found

entirely in the cross-power spectrum. Ideally, the inverse Fourier tr ansform of the

above result gives an impulse located at (dx, dy). With real images, ther e will be

many "impulses" , due to different motions in the scene (e.g. people moving, parallax

effects) as wellas noise. I am only interested in the motionof the camera , and so I take

the largest "impulse" , which corresponds to the dominant scene motion (assumedly

from the camera). The process of obtai ning this result is the general phase correlation

algorit hm. Finding the dominant scene motion by just locating the largest correlation

peak demonstrates the robustness of t his met hod.
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Nowconsider the case where two consecutive images I I and h differ by a displace

ment , (l1x, l1y ), and a rotation , I1q, about the optical axis of the camera, i.e.

h(x, y ) "" II (xcosI19+ysinM -l1x, -xsinM+YCO!lM -l1y) (5.4)

By the Fourier shift theorem and the rotat ion property, the Fourier transform of

the above equation becomes

Since Ii and h are real images [i.e. real 2-D signals with no imaginary compo

nents), the rota tion information is entirely in the magnitude portion of the above

result. Tha t is, the magnitudes of FI and F, are related by

1F,(u,v)1= IFi(llcostJ.8+ vsinM, -ll sinM+ vCO!ItJ.0ll (5.6)

The magnitude of F, is a rotated version of the magnitude of Fl ' So, this is

converted to polar coordinates, then the rotation becomes a shift , and I can apply the

phase correlation method here to find 68 .

Finally, let us consider the case if I, is a scaled version of Ii , i.e.

(5.7)

where ( s~,s. ) is the scaling factor along the x and y axes. By the Fourier scaling

proper ty, the Fourier transform of the above equation is

(5.8)
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I can convert the axes to a logarithm ic scale, which turns scaling into a shift

( ignori ng the factor ~), i.e .

If I let u' = log u and u' = log v and take the magni tude of the above equation,

then

As with the rotation case, I can apply the phase correlation method here to find

the "shifts" , logSr and log Sr ' from whichI can get the scaling factor .

Knowing the results of the rotat ion and scaling cases, and lett ing 5 = 5., = 5, > I

can combine them to obtain

(5.11)

Thus, applying th e phase correlation method on the polar representation of the

magnitude spec tra can obtain the log of the scaling factor and rotation angle. T his

information can then be used to scale and rotate the original image t.. Th e phase

correla tion can t hen be reapplied between h and the scaled and rotated version of I I
to find t he t rans lation estimate (.6.1", .6.l/).

I implemented the phase correlation method following the implementat ion guide

lines given in [199]. I added new modifications to accommodate the type of images

AugR uses, i.e.

1. I obtain sub-pixel accuracy in the phase correla tion method by finding the max 

imum peak through a cubic inter polation around the discrete maximum peak

region in the cross-power spectrum.
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Figure 5.2: Registering "Lena"
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original image (upper left) registered with a shifted, clipped, scaled, and rot ated

version of itself (up per right ). The scaling and rotation are first computed and applied

(bottom left ) before tran slation is estimated and mosaic is generated (bottom right )
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2. Before scaling and rotation are estimated , images with the dimensions not equal

to a po.....er of 2 are clipped to a centered square of width and height equal to

the smaller dimension, and then scaled to the nearest lower power of 2 [e.g. a

160x120 pixel image would be clipped to a centered 12{)x120 pixel square, and

then scaled to 64x64). This uses more image information for alignment , albeit

in a scaled form. Just taking a subset at the closest power of2 (e.g. the 64 by 64

pixel square in the middle of the picture) could mislead the phase correlation.

3. Before transl ation is estimated , the images are rescaled to a square with a di

mension equal to the nearest lower power of 2 (e.g. a 160xl 2{)image would be

scaled to a 64x64square). Again, this uses as much image information as possi

ble. Clipping is not required at thi s stage, because only translatio n is involved,

which can he accommodated in a square through scaling factors .

Figure 5.2 demonstrat es the image registration algorithm for the original "Lena"

image (256x256 pixels) and a shifted , scaled, clipped, and rotat ed version of itself.

There are a few misalignment error s only around the left and bottom boundaries,

suggesting a correct translat ion est imat e, but problems with scaling. The angle of the

face appears aligned with the transformed version of the original image. In the initial

stage of the algorithm during the rotation and scaling estimate , some inaccuracy

is introduced when comparing the original image against the new information in

the rotated frame (the bottom left of the rotated image). While single pixel errors

from a tran slational estimate amounts to small perceivable differences, a few pixels

of error in polar coordinate space can amount to a few degrees or scaling factors of

change. Such differencestranslat es to many pels of error proportional to the arclength

traced in polar space, more notably for scaling, since it is a multiplicati ve term.

Compounding this problem, scaling in this polar transformation scheme is susceptible

to discretization errors. Because the polar coordinate view of t he image is essentially

a radial distance map overlaid against a regular horizoDtal /ver tical grid of pixels,

accurat e pixel measurements can he found closer to the center, while interpolation
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is needed for pixels at distant radii. Since radial distance is associated with scale,

the polar transfonn ation for phase correla tion is very sensit ive to scaling errors, and

cannot be relied upon for large scaling effects.

5.3 Aug R Imp lem en ta ti on

AugR went through two incamat.ions as an augmented reality prototype system. It

was originally designed to provide a tour of the lab for a single user, with preset

"hot-spots" that activated videos when gazed upon by the user (see Figure 5.3).

The original system used an earlier image registration algorithm using a feature

based scheme (see Chapter 6.3, page 110). Block matches were made to obtai n motion

estimates of identified feature points between the reference image and the current

image. From the motion estimates and tbe former positions of tbe "corner" points,

the projective tr ansformation that registers the image pair was computed. In our

early trials, I discovered that this method is very vulnerable to moving objects and

people, since it cannot distinguish the foreground from the general background when

choosing feat ure points.

Because of th is, I investigated the Fourier based method of registration. Upon

implementing the Fourier based image registration algorithm, I incorporated the new

algorithm , and redesigned the augmented reality prototype system to real.ize the field

worker j remote expert scenario. As shown in Figure 5.41., the application hegins by

settin g up a TCPjl P session for a remote expert or field worker.

Once a network connection is established between the remote expert and the field

worker, the field worker application conti nuously transmits video to the remote expert

as a stream of RGB 160xl20 pixel JPE G images and updates to the image moealclng

world mood using the Fourier based image registration algorithm . The remote expert

application constructs the resulting image mosaic, upon which the user can draw

annotations (see Figure 5.4c), which axe tran smitted back to the field worker, and
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(a)

(b)

Figure .5.3: Prototype Augmented Realit y System

(a) Virtual 1-0 Glasses + Camera (b) Screensbot with Overlaid Graphics k Video
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Figure 5.4: The Curr ent Version of AugR
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(a) Set up screen (b) Field worker View with Registered Annotations (c) Remote

Expert View with Image Mosaic and Annotations (the field worker's current viewport

is indicated by the sma ll rectangle near the printer)
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properly registered in the field worker's display (see Figure 5.4b). The remote expert

also tan zoom in, zoom out , and scroll around the image mosaic, as well as save the

entire mosaic to file and capture the video stream as a series of JPE G files. The

total speed (image captu re, registration, network transmission, scaling, rotating, and

rendering) of this program without opt imization averages about 1 frame per second.

If only 2-D tr anslation using phase correlat ion is used, the speed is about 3-4 frames

per second.

Figure 5.5 illustr ates more image mosaicing results. Figures S.5a and 5.5b corn

pare the original feature-based method with the Fourier image registrati on scheme

over the same video sequence. The sequence shows a wide camera pan with perspec

tive distortion due to objects at a variety of distances from the came ra. Both people

in the scene are moving (one person is working at the compute r and the other gets

up from his chair, walks around, and comes hack). Also, for brief instants, other

people in the lah walk through the scene. The perspective distortion and human mo

tion create the malformed image mosaic in Figure 5.5a. The perspective distortion is

still apparent, but the Fourier image registration algorithm is able to compensate for

extraneous motion, producing the better -looking mosaic in Figure 5.5b. Figure 5.5<:

shows a mosaic generated by the Fourier image registration algorithm under variable

lighting conditions. The camera begins on the left, where fluorescent lighting in the

lab dominates , and moves to the right , where sunlight from the windows eventu

ally overwhelm the camera. Despite t hese conditions, the algorithm is still able to

construct a comprehensible image mosaic.

5.4 D is cu ssion

Figures 5.4c, 5.5a, and 5.5b showthe effectiveness of the Fourier based image registra

tion algorithm, but the most apparent limitation is the lack of perspective correction,

since only translation, rotation, and scaJing are accounted for. Rota tional and scaling

terms are sensitive to error, more so for scaling. Despite these problem s and the low
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Mosaicing Result s
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Same video sequence ..... ith buman motion using (a) feature points, (b) Fourier reg

ist ration , and (c) another sequence demonst rating the Fourier regist ratio n algorith m

with varia ble lighti ng
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frame ra te , the camera can move at a moderate rate and the algorithm can produce

comprehen sible mosaics, because the Fourier meth od does not need large overlap be

tween frames . Also, the remote user can draw registered annotations effect ively onto

the live video mosaic being generated "on the f1.y~ by the wearab le tes tbed . Informal

use of th e system by the author and a few others noted a perceptib le lag (around one

second depending on the network traffic) but found AugR usable for short demon

strat ions.

With further optim izat ion, this may be a registration algorithm suitable for a

wearable computing application. But what about robustness? Regardless of how

powerful an algorit hm may be, it is inevitable th at some unforeseen pa thological case

will cause the registration to fail. Even automated compensation method s could fail.

Eventually user intervent ion may be needed to recalibrate the system . In the current

system , the remote expert is respons ible for recalibration, since any errors will become

rea.d.ily apparent in the image mosaic . The remote expert can recallbraee by dragging

the field worker's current viewport in the image mosaic (t he smaller rectangle around

the head in Figure 5.4c) to the desired position . This effectively corrects the current

image registrat ion by a disp lacemen t. This form of manual recalibration makes the

image mosaic into an intui tive user inte rface for correct ion.

As a prccl-of-concept, AugR implements fully the proposed vision of a wearable

augmen ted reality telecollaboration syste m, with its simple phase-correlation registra

t ion and presents a user interface driven by mosaicing entire ly on a wearable platform.

It uses mosaicing to compu te registration information, and to render a user interface

for remot e collaborators to interac t with wearab le computer users. By allowing re

mote experts to draw annotations onto a live mosaic , AugR overcomes the camera

field of view and interaction problems cited in earlier video collaborat ion studies. The

next chapter considers mosaicing as a general AR registration engine , and compares

AugR's phase correlation scheme agains t existin g methods.



Chapter 6

An Evaluation of World Modeling

M ethods

In Chapte rs 4 and 5, I presented II. range of wearable augmented reality systems.

The Personal Context syst ems in Chapte r 4 present an interface from only th e user's

activi ty and AugR in Chapter 5 leverages mosaicing as II. two-way telecollaboration

med ium . Underlying these d iverse interfaces is II. simple algor ithm to regist er virt ual

overlay s into the wearable user 's field of view on II. bead mounted disp lay. Specifically,

HANDEL presen ts left or right hand specific musi cal notat ion, Foot print attaches

instructi ons to th e user's feet , and AugR places the remote expert 's annotations cote

the weara ble user's viewpoint .

Thus, an AR registrati on scheme powered by sensory data inputs (e.g. from II.

camera ) is the computer' s model of th e real-world around the user, and puts vir

tu al information in sync with th e tangible environment . With no registr ati on and

no sensory input, inform ati on is totally detached from physic al reali ty, exist ing es a

phan tom tha t always shows up with no regard to what the user is doing or anyt hing

in the environm ent . Examples of this are typical P DA tas ks on a wearable, like cal

endari ng, messaging, and web browsing. With informat ion purely sensor dr iven with

no guid ing registra tion model, inform ation has som e empathy with the user and envi-

97
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ronmental awareness, but lacks any sense of physical space and still remains detached

from objects of interes t in the scene. Examples of tbis are sensory visualization and

notification, like reading a temperature or CPS coordinate readout , being reassured

by an affective user interface monitoring galvanic skin response and heart rate, or re

ceiving a reminder of a person's name from a wearable face recognizer. Sensory data

feeding registration produces information tha t can he attache d to scenery giving a

strong sense of spatial context. For instance, tbis can manifest as a GPS enabled map

with the user's location and direct ions to places of interest and virtual directions from

a Personal Context system or from a remote expert teleoperat ing a camera atta ched

to an object to repair.

My research investigates using mosaiciug as an AR registration technique. As

discussed in Chapter 5, mosaicing benefits teleccllaboratlon user interfaces as well

as the registration of virtual annotations . The raw motion information derived from

the same mosaicing scheme in Chapter 5 also power the Personal Context systems in

Chapter 4. Thi s chapter systematically compares a variety of mosaicing algorithms

as engines for augmented reality registration for wearable systems.

6.1 The Image Mosa icin g Approach

Image mosaicing constructs a single high resolution image, called the mosaic, by

combining together a series of low resolution images. To build the mosaic, a trans

formation mapping each image frame into the next is estimated. The transformation

contains a motion estimate of the camera. T he inter-frame motion estimates that

form the mosaic provide the orientation information of the camera during an image

sequence. Composing these estimates as perspect ive matrix transformations lets rno

saicing become an AR registration model, mapping between the virtual and the real

world reference frarnes. Such a mosaic could provide a reference image for transmis

sion to other users via the network or for video database archival [108J. Combining

the transformations with interpolation can lead to eupersampled super-resolution im-
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age mosaics [261]. Abo , such a mosaic can form the bas is for constructing a virtual

environment , possibly with dept h informat ion [234].

6.1.1 Cam er a Moti on Assumptions and P roj ectiv e Tr an sforms

Project ive mat rix transformations contain t ranslat ion on the image plane , perspective

chirp , zoom, and rotat ion arou nd the depth axis. For distant scenery, the watched

scene can be treated as a flat plane and 2-D trans lation on the camera plane can be

mode lled by proj ect ive t ransformat ion with little impac t from 3-D object parallax.

Mosaicing schemes tend to use some form of project ive transform or a subset (e.g,

affine, translat ion-only, etc) since the transfo rmations map well to camera motion in

man y picture-taking condi tions (e.g. non-moving photographer) , and the tran sforms

compu te nicely in linear algebra (1531. Even a 360 degree panoramic mosaic taken

from spinning the camera around a fixed verti cal axis can be mode lled as a series of

t ranslation-only transforms along the image x-exis.

The fundamental problem behind any image mosaicing algorit hm is to find the set

of projective transformations tha t will map each pair of images (a current frame and

a reference frame in a video sequence) such that the tran sformed images form into one

single, seamless image composite. The distinguishing factors of the algori thm are:

• how it finds the t ransformat ions between frames

• how fast it can find the transformations

• how much error is apparen t in the final composit e

• how well it can deal with different types of video sequences

6.1.2 Basi c Algor ithm

The process of creating an image mosaic is typically as follows:
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1. Image Acquisit ion

A series of images are captured from a camera , video, or any source of image

files. Acquisition may occur in real-time or separately from the oth er steps .

2. Image Processing

Some or all of the acquired images from the previous step are processed by some

kind of image processing . The image processing can serve a number of purposes:

to reduce noise, to simplify or accelerate the transform est imate in tbe next step,

etc . For example , a Gaussian Pyramid may be generated to itera tively improve

transform estimat ion from t he global to local scale.

3. Tra nsform Estimation

The images are compared to each other (usually image frames adjacent in

time ) and a transformat ion to merge them together into a single mosaic is

estimated. Many different schemes could be used to construct such a trans

formation . Schemes could be as simple as a translational motion est imate or

as complex as a perspective warping transformation. A complex model may

produce more accurate transformations, but is typically more complex to com

pute [e.g. solving the 8 param eters of a perspecti ve transformation versus a 2

dimensional block match).

4. Mosaic Const ruc tion

Once the transformat ions are estimated , the final est imated trans formations

are applied. on all the captured images and the result should be a single, unified

image mosaic. Often the tra nsformed images are blended together to eliminate

seams between frames arising from effects like placement errors, moving object s,

and lighting variatio ns over the scene and time . Some schemes even use the

constructed mosaic to do further estimation refinements.

The above steps can be refined further . A general image mosaicing algorithm,

loosely based on the approach described. by Mann and Picard [153}and [881 {as
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illustrated in Figure 6.1) is:
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1. Construct a Gaussian Pyramid for a video sequence (repeatedly lowpass filter

then downsample each video frame, generatin g quarter-sized, sixteenth-sized,

and smaller versions of the original)

2. For each image pair (a current image and a reference image) in t he sequence:

(a) From the lowest resolution to the highest resolution images in the pyramid,

refine an est imat e for the correspondence of points in the two images.

(b) Solve for t he perspecnve mapping between the finalized and predicted sets

of points from step (a).

(c) Apply the per spective transformation on the curren t image

The Gaussian Pyrami d provides a global-to-local search stru cture for mosaicing

param eters [331. The highly blurred images at the highest level in the pyramid leave

only maj or image features. By going from the highly blurred to the original image

in the pyramid , the algorithm attempts to avoid local minima of correspondence by

beginning with an image dominated only by major features and refining an iterative

search for the best correspondence points.

The simplest version of th is general algorithm would be as follows: Four points are

chosen, either arbitrarily or from some kind of feature selection scheme, depending on

the actual mosaicing algorithm . Once four points are determined , their corresponding

location in th e reference frame is needed. Depending on the mosalclng scheme, a

featu re matchi ng scheme or some approxima te motion model can be used to find an

area in the reference frame tha t best matches a corresponding area around or defined

by the feature points in the current frame. The areas form ing the "best match"

define th e feature poin ts in the reference frame. The feature points in the current end

reference frame can be applied to solvefor the perspective tra.nsfonn at ion paramete rs.

These parame ters are solved by substit uting the four original and four transform ed
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l0dfL0
Figure 6.1: General Image Mosa.icing Algorithm
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featur e points { (xhYd, . .. ,(x., Y.l and (x~ ,Y:> , . . ,(x~,Y~) respectively) into t he

general perspective tr ansformation equation :

(6.1)

where the perspective parameters au, • . ,an define sbear/ rotation, bill>, define

translation, and CI , C2 define perspective distor tion. The substitutio n forms the fol

lowing system of linear equations with eight equations and unknowns:

, ; " y, I 0 0 0 -XIX~ -YIX;

if. 0 0 0 " y, I - XIY; -YI Y;

, ; " 1h I 0 0 0 -X2X~ -!hX~ "
if, 0 0 0 " y, I - X2Y2 -Y1Y2 '" (6.2), ;

" y, I 0 0 0 - XaX3 - Y3X3 '"
if, 0 0 0 " 1h I - X3Y3 -Y3Y~ b,

, ;
" y, I 0 0 0 -x.x~ -Y4X~

!I. 0 0 0 " y, I -X4Y~ -Y.Y~

By solving this system of equat ions, the perspective parameters can be found and

the perspective transformation is constructed. Composing the transforms from the

beginning to any point in the video sequence generates a mapping from the image

display's coordinate frame to the current video frame's reference system. The question

of whether four point correspondences can be found accurately and reliability will

be discussed later . Clearly, an error in any would cause a significant error in the

transform, suggesting that a many point correspondence method with least squares

deviation of the transform paramet ers might be more robust .

Once the transforms are determined, a series of video snapshots can be warped by

composite tran sforms to form a single image mosaic. A remote expert '. virt ual anno-
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tation drawn on desktop rendered mosaic can be mapped to the current video frame

seen on a. head mounted display via an inverse composite transform. In Chapter 4's

HA:'\DEL, the translation components of composite transformation mat rix provides

head-motion estimates to infer whether the user is looking towards the left or right .

Simpler int er-frame motion can be derived from affine or simpler transfo rmat ions

{e.g. translation-on ly, rotation-only). Th is limits the possible kinds of camera mo

tion t hat can be modelled, but reduces the number of required points to mat ch and

the complexity of the set of linear equations. For example, a 2-D phase correlation

(described in 6.2.4) only computes a displacement vector , which is then applied to all

points in the image.

6.1.3 2-D a nd Cosmet ic Issues

Due to 3-D object paral lax, in-scene object motion, camera optics, and inaccuracies in

the registration scheme, t he final, composited mosaic usually is not truly seamless. Of

ten there is lighting variation amongst image frames, producing a "light-dark patched"

effect in the final image and sharp seams between composited frames. Th ere are many

solutions to this problem. A weighted image blending filter around the joined regions

can be applied as in [321. Szeliski and Shum's "deghostlug" method [219] is a variation

on the weighted blending filter idea, and Davis uses Vornoi regions to help map proper

blending areas [601. Peleg [184J spreads t he edge effect on the seams to a larger area

iteratively. Histogram equalizat ion can nicely balance the lighting level amongst t he

frames [89]. and can be applied during the initial motion estimat ion process to reduce

error from lighting effects. Camera distortion can be compensated by modelling the

opt ics with some "a priori" transform (often the inverse of a radial distor tion filter)

on incoming image frames. In his everyday wearable imaging system, Mann exploits

auto-gain control to integrate multiple images taken at different exposures to produce

a single lighting compensat ed result [151].

In my research, with the emphasis on registration rather than present ation, and
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fast and simple methods , I did not use blending to clean up the final image mosaics.

Being independent of the actual registration scheme, such methods could be applied

later to improve the appear ance of the mosaics for final render ing.

6.2 Existing Mosaicing Methods

While the mosaicing process can be generalized as a series of perspective t ransfor

mations, th e actual methods in practice vary in how t hey comput e the individual

t ransformations between frames . Typically t he interframe motion estimates are de

rived from consecutive frames , as suggested in th e general ized steps in the previous

sect ion, although some method s match against a global composite image (e.g. [60]).

This section will describe several approaches.

6.2.1 Predetermined or Manually Det ermined

The triv ial solutions to the interframe mot ion estimation problem include having a

human plan the motion in advance, or assess the motion "post-hoc" (or combine both

of these soluti ons). For instance , the early versions of Apple QuickTime VR [37] as

sumed a single 360 degree camera pan to captu re a cylindrical panoramic mosaic, and

some of the early packages for QuickTime VR allowed mosaics to be stitched together

when th e user manual ly selected corresponding control points between fram es. Nei

ther predetermined or manually determined methods would work well for a wearable

augmented reality system , since the user's motion is not predictable and manually

selecting control points is a tedious and distracting task .

6 .2.2 Brute Forc e

The brute force approach is an exhaust ive search on all parameters in the perspect ive

transformation matrix and match one frame against the next . The search can be
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driven by a greedy algorithm like a least-squares error comparison of the frame using

a proposed estima ted tr ansformation versus the target frame. Additional constraints

can be applied to narrow the search. For instance there can be geometric considera

tions (e.g. setting limits on perspective distort ion, scaling, rota tion, scaling, etc) and

Gaussian pyramids to narrow the search from a global to local scale. Despite these

measures, the brute force approach is a computat ionally time consuming process, and

not suitable for real-time use on a wearable platform.

6.2.3 Feature Tr ackin g

The global motion between consecutive frames to mosaic can be estimated by match

ing corresponding local feature s between frames. This assumes that unique, distinct ive

features are present in both consecutive frames. Tracking the positions of four fea

tures from one image frame to the next gives the eight points needed to solve for a

perspective transformation . Distinct and small features like corners, block regions,

and temp lates can be found by a variety of efficient methods [271 [198] 1205] [260]

[217] [80] [131].

Although simple and fast , feature-detection schemes suffer from a number of draw

backs. They can be thwarted by the absence of featu res in a scene, such as a uniformly

coloured or oversaturated wall or floor. Noise or textu re, like vegetation and wallpa

per, could introd uce false features. Automati cally and individually detected features

might not correspond to geometrically constrained planar objects (e.g. a set of corners

might be found on multi ple objects like .. moving person, a table, and the floor).

6 .2.4 Freq uency Dom ain

As detailed in Chapter 5.2.2 (page 85), global motion can be found using frequency

domain methods like Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) phase correlation. An alterna tive

to using the FFT is the wavelet transform such as the registra tion method in [96].
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The benefits include simple computa tion and robustness against local motion. Some

noise can be filtered (e.g. low-pass and high-pass) conveniently in the frequency

domain. A distinguishing characteristic of all of these methods is the use of the entire

image to form an estimate , whereas feature-based approaches usually consider local

neighbourhoods.

On the otber band, Chapter 5.2.2's FIT phase correlat ion can only estimate trans

lation and rotat ion. Rota tion estimati on in pract ice is very limited. Phase correlat ion

also requires a significant amount of overlap (50 percent) bet weenframes. Computing

the FFT does require more memory resources than block based schemes. Davis [60]

presents a robust FFT method combined with iterative search that derives a full per

spective transfor mation, although rotation is still limited to a maximumof 45 degrees.

Instead of matching two consecutive images, Davis matches a video frame against the

current composite of images. This increases the potent ial overlap area to register

with , but increases the memory requirements for the algorithm . Badra et al [12] use

another frequency domain scheme (Zernike moments) to compute motion estimates

efficiently, with less overlap. This scheme can robustly deal with large changes in r0

tation and translation and some zoom, but does not account for perspective distortion

parameters.

6.2.5 It er ati ve Search

Iterative approaches to mosaidng try to trace the path of every pixel between ref

erence frames and summar ize these individual local motions as a global perspective

transformation . Optical flow is a classic way to trace pixel motion [95]. Variations

of optical flow use different models to solve and optimize the flow equations, such

as Shum and Szeliski's gradient descent scheme [2191and Peleg et . al's image stri p

alignment [109] [183]. Mann and Picard [153] iterate an est imated versus an exact

model of pixel motion derived from opt ical flow.

These mosaicing methods often use phase correlation or block matching to provide
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an initial translational estimat e and bypass any local minima, and then use itera tion to

refine the est imate and discover the complete perspective transformation. Also the ir

creators report robust results against noise and in-scene mot ion. In addit ion, 3-D

and depth information can be derived from local pixel mot ion informat ion [1671 [234).

Comput at ion effort for each pixel may be an issue, alt hough methods like Mann's

repor t speeds of 5-10 frames per second {152J. Techniques like optical Bowassume

consecut ive frames have as littl e motion as possible [i.e. maximum overlap, or a

high video frame capture rate ) because the equations estimating the pixel motion are

derived from an infinitessimal sub-pixel grid. However, using phase correlation to give

an init ial translation "boost" tends to ensure the frames are closely aligned.

Mann and Picard's method has beenpresente d as a."repeated multi scale estimate,

relate , and resample approach " for mosaldng [1511. However, the method in practice

appl ies some frequency-based techniques besides using a phase correlation to initialize

the iterative search with a t ranslation . For each pair of images, a pure t ranslation

is first assumed , and obtained by phase correlation . If the MSE between images

from translation hILS improved, the translation is kept. Then the frames are assumed

to be rotat ed/zoom ed. The rotation /zoom transformation is estimated by equation

5.Il in section 5.2.2. If the MSE between images is improved, the transformation

is kept . Finally, the frames are assumed to differ only by a perspect ive chirp in the

x-direction . This is t reated as a camera "pan" , t hus the images are transformed into

cylindrical coordinates , and th e x-chirp is found by phase correJation in the cylindrical

space. If the MSE improves, the transformation is kept. The same is applied for a

vertical pan [y-chlrp). In conclusion, although it depends on iterat ion to fiDalizethe

exact transformation, Mann and Picard 's initialization using frequency-based methods

suggest the method is more of a hybrid of iterative and freque ncy techniques.
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6.3 An In it ial Invest igat ion into Feature Tracking

Early in my research, I investigated several approaches to feature tracking for me

saicing. Feature point selection determi nes the reference points to use for mot ion

estimation . In general , I estim at ed local edge a.c:t ivity, and candid ate feature points

were moved towards regions with higher est imated edge act ivity. The goal of esti

mating the local edge activity was to place feature points in areas where a motion

est imator can obtai n an accurate mot ion estimate (as opposed to flat uniform regions

from which no motion could be inferred) . The actual edge acti vity estimator was

based on a local Laplacian, i.e. a subtra.c:tion of the Gaussian low-pass information

from the original local pixel values. The edge est imator algorithm can be described

as follows:

• Obtain a local Leplecian around the current feature point (at the beginning,

the "current" point default s at the corner of the image)

• Sum the absolut e differences from th e local Laplacian to get a local edge activity

estima te for that point

• Repeat steps 1 and 2 for blocks neighbouring the feature point

• Move the featur e point to the block with th e highest local edge act ivity estimate

• Stop if the corner point no longer moves, or after a set number of iterations

Summing the absolut e differences of the local Laplacian was not a true estimate

of edge activity, however. Rather it was an est imate of local non-uniformity. Also,

this scheme did not guarantee the final corner points rest on edges - only that they

are in regions with some kind of edge a.c:tivity. However, this method was simple to

implement, and fast to compute. The block sizes used were 16, 8, and 4 pixels for

th e original and two levels of Gaussian pyramid . In a compromise between a precise
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estimate and speed, neighbouring blocks were selected at distances of half the current

block size away (i.e. 8,4, and 2 pixels away).

Two of the most successful methods I examined and their results are presented in

t he next two sections below. The other techniques were variations of the tint method

(translational block matching) .

Translational Bl ock Matching

Block matching compares the pixel values in a block around each feature point in

the current frame with blocks around the feature point in the reference frame (see

Figure 6.2 (a»). In order to handle non-t ranslation al motions from a camera (e.g,

rota tion), block matc hing required a very small motion between frames. Also, block

mat ching required the local neighbourhood to have non-uniformity (e.g. edges) in

order to distinguish any motion.

The goal of transla tional block matching is to estimat e the overall t ranslat ion

between the current and original image frames. The translatio nal matching scheme

used was a variation of the basic block mat ching method as described by Clarke

in [421. Instead of block matching each feature point individually, the algorithm

examined four feat ure points together . Thus, each relative direct ion wit h respect to

the corner points was examined in turn and the total summed absolute difference of

t he blocks around each of the corner points in that direction was taken . The total

summed absolute difference in each direction with respect to the corner points were

compared and the direction with the lowest difference was selected . This ensures that

there was an overall agreement in block matching predictions, which provided the

basis of an overall tr anslation. All four feature points moved equally in the same

direction as a result .
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(b)

Figure 6.2: Block matching and line match ing

III

(a) estimat ing motion using block mat ching between image 1 (reference frame) and

image 2 (b) esti mating motion using line matching between image 1 (Reference frame )

and image 2
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Line Matching

112

Whereas block mat ching attempted to find the best pixel match in a block, line

matching attem pted to find the best line match in a set of lines. A reference line

in the current image frame was defined by two end points, and a set of lines for

comparison was generated by moving one end point within a predefined block (see

Figure 6.2 (b». An init ial tran slation before line matching was important because line

matching did not model translation partic ularly well (fixing an endpoint and moving

another resembled stretching, shearing, and possibly rotat ion operat ions). The actuaJ

aJgorith m used was as follows:

1. Perform a translat ional block match and translate the current image

2. For each edge of the current image (defined by the corner points )

(a) Define a reference line in the current image, defined by the current edge

(b) Define a set of lines, by fixing an end point , and varying the other within

2 pixels

(c) For each line in the comparison set , compute the mean summed absolute

difference between the pixels in the reference line (in the current image)

and the pixels in the current line (in the reference image)

(d) Select the line with the least mean summed absolute difference, and update

corner points to match this line

The order in which edges were visited affected the results. Furthermore, certain

images could have more useful matching information in areas outside the edges [e.g.

an image could have blank edge regions, which would cause line matching to fail).

Thus, as a refinement , the line matching was applied iteratively with four different

patterns : the first patte rn was a clockwise trav ersal around the image, the second

was counterclockwise, the third was ill crisscross: upper left to lower right corner then
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upper right to lower left corner, while the last was t he crisscrossdone backwards. The

use of complementary patte rns helped verify results, and the variety of t hese patte rns

ensured the scheme was not restricted to specific areas of the image. At any point

during the iteration if the summed difference was eetimated to become worse, the

iterating was stopped.

When applied with a fast line generation algorithm , such as Bressenham's run-slice

line drawing algorithm [2], the line matching scheme was computationally fast . Line

match ing had. the advantage of comparing longer regions between frames, whereas

block matching was focused on concentrated blocks. However, the compared regions

were only 1 pixel in thickness, t hus the local context around the line was lost. To com

pensat e for this, the line matching algorithm was combined with a translational block

match . The translational block mat ch was done initially to provide a tran slational

estimate. Then the line matching algorithm was applied to provide a perspective

correction.

6.3 .1 Feat ure Tracking R esults

Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 show the results of applying translational block matching

and line matching. The first two were image mosaics generated from 320 pixel by 240

pixel sequences from Steve Mann's web site [146]. The ~Alan Aida" sequence in

Figure 6.3 was produced by a camera pan, with ecme ti lt. The "Claire" sequence

in Figure 6.4 consisted mostly of a camera panning left to right to left with varying

tilt to revisit parts of the image. The translational block mat ching and line matching

algorithms were compared to the results reported at that site using Mann and Picard's

algorithm. The image mosaics in Figure 6.5 a.nd Figure 6.6 were generated from

320 pixel by 240 pixel sequences taken by the author. The "Hallway" sequence in

Figure 6.5 was a camera pan similar to ~Alan AIda", but taken farther away from the

scene. The "Laptop" sequence in Figure 6.6 was taken from a head mounted camera,

undergoing motions analogous to the ~Claire" sequence (pan, tilt, revisit ing) along
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Figure 6.3: "Alan Aida" Sequence
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(a) Image mosaic using Mann and Picard 's Algorithm , (b) Image mosaic using 32x32

Tran slational Block Matching, (c) Image mosaic using 32x32 Translat ional Block

Matching with Line Matching
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Figure 6.4: "Claire" Sequence
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(a) Image mosa ic using Mann and Picard 's Algor ithm , (b ) Image mosa ic using :J2x32

Translat ional Block ~I a t ch ing. (c) Image mosaic using 32x3 2 Translat ional Block

Matching with Line ~1 atcb ing
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(b)

Figure 6.5: "Hallway" Sequence

JIG

(a) Image mosaic using 32x32 Translat ional Block Matching, (b) Image mosaic using

32x32 Trans lational Block Matching with Line Matc hing
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(b)

Figure 6.6: "Laptop" Sequence
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(a) Image mosaic using 32x32 Translat ional Block Matching, (b) Image mosaic using

32x32 Translat ional Block Matching with Line Matchi ng
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wit h rotation , trans lat ion, and some zoom. The tran slation&! block matcher and line

match er algorith ms operated with a 32x32 pixel ·~..indow slee.

The first two results s~· tha t th e trans1ational bkd. matching and line matching

algorithms were comparab le to Mann iUld Picard', ~thm" but CT1'OfS were still

apparent. The latter t'fl.'O~, Figure 6.S and Figure 6.6, variedin results. Figure 6.5

produced adequate results, but image eITOn we re visible. Figure 6.6 produced very

noticeable eITOn,due to the rotation and zoom. Despite tbei r failure to provide exact

orientation information for each frame, the algorithm s were able to obtain general

posit ion est imat es, which resulted in "choppy" but somewhat accurate image mosaics.

The average speed performance of the translational block mat cher and line match er

was in the same order of magnitu de, within 10 seconds per frame (including rendering

time) on a Pentium 166 with 32 Mb of RAM, Microsoft Direct X version 3.0, 2 Mb

of video RAM. Thls compared favour ably with Mann and Picard '. 6 seconds per

iteration on a 3-4 level Gaussian PYTamidon a HP735 (148] (they repcrt using 2-3

iterat ions per level, so the \ota1s~ estimation would be J6. 72 eecceds per frame).

However, 10 seconds per frame was st ill a long way £romreal-t imeperforma.noe. On a

later test with a Pentium Pro 200 workstMion, with 64 Mb of RAM, Direct X version

S.O, and 4 Mb of video RAM, the line matching algorithm raD at 3.4 JeCOIlds per

frame for the -Alan Alda- sequence .

For aDother comparison , the -Alan Aida., -C1aire- , -Hallway", and -Lapto p·

sequences were I'\U1 through a demonatratjon ~ion of the commerci al image mosaic

iD& program, VideoBrush Panorama (52J,which uses Peleg &lid Herman 's strip-based

algorithm (183). The results are presented in Figure 6.7 (note that the demonstrat ion

version of th e software in3erts & wate rmark into the background ). Speed measurement

on the same Pentium Pro 200 worksta tion configuration as described earlier gives 13

seconds for 30 frames in -Alan Aida" , or 2.3 frames per second (0.43 seconds per

frame), 19 seconds for 17 lr lLJlle5 in "Hallway", or 0.89 frame per second (1.11 seconds

per frame), 19 seconds for IS fr;ames in ~C1aire·, or 0.78 frame per second (1.27 sec-
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(d)

Figure 6.7: Im age- Mosaics Prod uced by Video Brush Panorama
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(a) "Alan AIda" sequence, (b) "Claire" sequence, (c) "Hallway" sequence, (d) "Lap

top" sequence
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onds per frame ), and 24 seconds for 30 frames in "Laptop" , or 1.25 frames per second

(0.8 seconds per frame). Although the speed varies depending on the "difficulty" of

the image [Le. a short ran ge pan like in "Alan Alda~ gave faster results than the pan,

t ilt , rotate, and zooms in "lapt op" ], the overall speed was superior , and the quality

of the final image mosaics match Mann and Picard 's results .

6.3 .2 Constrained Feature Matching: A Hybrid Approach

As observed in Section 6.2.3, a major shortcomin g of any feature based approach,

including the ones examined here, is that any error at any feature point can lead to

disastrous estimates. Thus, noise, sudden foreground motion , flat scenery, or any

thing else that can fool the local motion est imate, can produce a poor perspective

t ransformatio n result . Each featu re is being treated independentl y rather than as

a set of points constrained togethe r. Nonetheless, this investigatio n has inspired the

development of a new hybrid algorithm tha t addresses these shortcomings with claims

of speed and robustness benefits !2031. The new hybrid mosaicieg scheme combines

the strength of block match ing t o derive a t ranslat ion estimate and applies iterat ive

searching over a grid of local candid ate regions. The algorithm is sum mar ized as

follows:

First a translatio nal estimate is computed by performing a full image block mat ch

over an image pyramid. The block matching process is similar to that described in

Sect ion 6.3, but uses the overlapping region between a reference image and displaced

image over each pyramid level rat her than a local neighbourhood. The block matcher

computes mean differences between overlapping image regions for candida te displace

ments ranging up to half the image size. Estimates at each level of the image pyramid

seed the search at the next pyram id level for furthe r refinement. Lighti ng variations

(e.g. from automatic gain control ) are compensated by computing the mean greylevel

of the overlapping region at each pyramid level and using this to adjus t th e pixel values

for subsequent levels. Besides compensatin g for global lighting effects, the resulting
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translational estimate giVft good initial placeme nt for an. iterative sea.rcltrely illl: on

Ioc:alfeatures.

The seeccd part of thi, method places a grid of .... indows.. to compute candidate

tr aDsfonnations an.d to obwn 1oca1 pixel infonn aCion from t he images to mosaic. The

sampli ng windows combined toget her must span an. image frarne, and are const rained

to not overlap . Each window'. exte nts are dicta ted by an associated candid ate per

spec tive t ransformat ion. The goalof the second part of the method is to compute the

opt imum transformat ions of these windows to matth the t wo input frames . This is

done by ap plying a simplex opt imization search , using the t rans format ion peram etera

as the variables to solve for . and using the sum of absolute pixel differences between

corresponding windows in the image frames as the dri ving funct ion.

Basic.a.11y as the optim izat ion progresses, t he shapes and poeit ions of t hese search

windows in the input frames slowly change, as if a project ive t ransformation is being

ap plied to them, unt il the pixell within one image's window match up closely to those

in the warped window in the oth~ image frame. The perspective motion estimAte

between image frames are th C1l derived from the opt imum tran.sfonns found in the

_i ndov."S.

The use of simplex optimization puts this method more in common with iterative

Je.arCh schemes , but the use of a moving grid of windows to exwne local pixel

disparity hark ens back to the earlier at tempts in fea ture matching. Robinson and

Cheng [203) go into furth er detail and diSC\l5Sion abou t this new hybrid scheme.

6.4 An Evaluation of Mosaicing Methods

The mosaic lng methods listed here are only a sam ple of wha t is available in the liter

atu re. Beh ind ecufl method are d a.ims of speed and rohustness, but no quant itative

comparison against other tecbnlqu ee. I selected a diverse samp ling of mosaici ng al

gorithms to evaluate , &lid measure Uld compare their performance against wearable
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augment ed reality crite ria. T he selected methods are:
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• M ann and P icar d 's Vide o Orbi t s alg ori t hm (153]

Thi s iterative frequency domain method has been used to support wearable aug

mented reality work such as textu re mapping annotation s over advertising [152].

In the subsequent sections, I will refer to this algorithm as "Mann". Version

1.08 of the algorithm is used in th is evaluation , which is available online at {146/.

• D avis' p erspe cti ve FFT algorith m [60J

This frequency domain method goes beyond the phase correlation algorithm I

used in Chapter 5.2.2 by finding all the perspective transformation parameters.

It has additional robustness by matchi ng against a global mosaic rather than

individual frames. In the subsequent sections, I wlll refer to this algorithm as

"Davis".

• Videobr ush

Unlike all the other methods examined here, Videobrush is a commercial mo

saicing product. It is based on the iterat ive methods described in [1091 [1831.

In the subsequent sections, I will refer to this algorithm as "Vldeobrush".

• FFT Ph ase Correlat ion

Alt hough it only computes translati onal estima tes , the FFT phase correlation

estimator used in AugR in Chapte r 5 is included, for comparison purposes. In

the subsequent sections, I will refer to this method as ~FFT" .

• The Hybri d Approach

The technique described in section 6.3.2 is a new techn ique that primarily relies

on perspective constraint driven optimizat ion. In the subsequent sections, I will

refer to this method as "Rcbiuson".
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6.4 .1 Criteria
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There are three basi c evaluation criter ia important for a regist rat ion system on a

wearable platform:

• speed

The ideal algorithm should process image frames at real t ime speeds for any

virtual overlay s to be usable on a wearable computer. Although the processing

could be given to a powerful server and the results be delivered to t he wearab le,

this requ ires a reliable and responsive network connection . It is preferable that

all processing is local on t he wearable, min imizing any lag time , and making the

system indepe ndent of any support ing infrast ructure.

• accuracy

Balancin g speed is the need for an accura te world model inferred by the mosaic

ing algorithm . Accurac y determin es how well the algorithm 's model matches

against the real world. For instance , an annotation drawn with AugR in Chap

ter 5 should remain stabl e in the scene, and shoul d not wander as the user moves

around.

• re lia bility

Some.....hat tied to eccurecy , reliability refers to how often a mosaic ing algorithm

can consisten tly produce est imates below an error threshold in any situation.

An algorithm cou ld be very accurat e but unrelia ble, for example , if it can give

excellent estimates for only a constrained set of images and environmen tal con

ditions . On the other hand, a reliable bu t some what inaccurate algorithm could

produce passa ble or semi-passable results for all cases .

Unlike deskto p mosa.icing applica tions like remote sensing , speed is a significant

criterion because t he mosa.icing algorithm im pacts the wearable user inte rface's re

sponsiveness. Accuracy is also impor tant, notably in scenarios demanding precision
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(e.g. surgery ), bu t a user may be more forgiving while in motion using a wearab le sys

tern [36). Reliability 's im portance varies with applica tion. A system could be tuned

for a gua rant eed level of confidence for a specialized environmen t (e.g. a training

room , a lab), whereas a user may be more forgiving to a general-purpose system [e.g.

everyda y use in the real world).

The exist ing lit eratur e focuses on present ing final mosaics from long series of image

frames , and all algorith ms produce seamless mosaics. Rath er than repea t these efforts

in demonstr atin g overall effect iveness over mul tiple frames, I concentrated on testing

the algorithms systematically over specific perspect ive transformations (t ranslat ion,

rotat ion , zoom, and perspec t ive d istor tion) using image pairs . This evaluati on focuses

on robust ness and accurac y versus motion. I do not consider measuring the impact

of noise and ligbting variation , which can be a worthwhile study, but these can be

compensated against (as described in section 6.1.3 ).

6. 4.2 Procedure

The evaluat ion proced ure is as follows, and illust rated in Figure 6.8:

1. A da ta set of image pairs is extracted from a series of photog raph s. For each

photogr aph , a ser ies of known perspective transformations are applied to ext ract

image pai rs. The transfo rmatio ns themselves are small, moderate, and extreme

translation s, zooms, rotations, and perspect ive distortions . The transformation

parameters are chosen to represent different extre ma of mot ion, but are bounded

to ensure all the mosaicing algorithms have a fair chance of succeeding.

2. Th e set of image pairs are run against the evaluated algorithms . All the meth

ods are automated except for Videobrus h, which requires manual use, being a

commercial package.

3. The t ime taken to estim ate and construct mosaics is measu red for all methods .

Note th at alth ough Videobrush 's time is measu red, the measurement is par tial ly
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limited by human speed n.tw than a computer 's , because the Vid~rush IOft

'A-are must be manuall y operated.

4. The accu racy is measured for each mceaiced image pllir by computin g t he mean

squared error (MSE) of three of the visible coreers of the t ransformed frame

against the real corner posit ions from the ext racted frames in step 1. Thr ee cor

ners are only ava.il&ble for compar ison because of the overlap between the image

pairs. Visible corner pos itions rat her than perspective mat rices are compared

because VideoBrush, being a commercial package, does not return t ransfonna

tion paramet ers . Reliab ility is der ived from an analysis of the mean squared

errors , and will be d iscussed in Section 6.5

Other approaches to evalua ti ng mosaicing and augmen ted reality registration in

general include [l1 i ), [113), (118], [216], 192], and (166], but they often take

advantage of "inside information" provided by their syst ems software aDd hard ware

to ohtain accura te measures of perfoemea ce. For exam ple, one could use the t rans

format ion mat rix outp ut from an algorithm or magnet ic tracken to get performan ce

measurement date,

I took a more neut ral experimental approa.ch, treating the eVlluated systems as

"black boxes" . Thus, III mnbods are t reated to take in pict ures , and ret tllD mosa.itt'd

pictures . This provided a less rich dataset less incli ned to precise qUilLlltitative anal 

ysis than tak ing a more t raditional procedu re, iILIld requi red me to resort to image

processing for evaluatio n. But t his experi mental regime is not part ial to open-sourced

software appl icatio ns or closed commercial products.

The refere nce t ransfonn at ions were deliberat ely selected to provide a balance be

tween a variety of cases, and a reasonab le set of cases tha t could be processed hy

all the tes ted methods . A. seen in Figure 6.9, all t raDsformatioDl include a tr ill.lllla

t ional shift to ensure a similar "upper-left" to "lower-right" rectangul ar mosaic. The

reference mosaia were all checked agai nst the corner-finder to guarantee a set of ref

erence corner posit ions in all cues. Five basic perspec tive t ran . formations.,rota tion ,
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Figure 6.8: Ste ps to Evaluat e a Moeaicing Algori thm
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translat ion, shear , chirp (perspect ive distortion), and scale, are varied at three levels,

denoted as "close", "far", and "extreme". The dose and far cases attempt to test

response to small and moderate motion, whereas the extrem e cases seek to push the

limits, but hopefully still produce intelligible results. Three rathe r than four corner

points are comput ed in the mean squared erro r, to minimise confounding th e data

with any interpolation errors from computing a hidden forth corner in the reference

mosaics. Th e same corner finding process is appl ied to generate the reference corners

and the evaluated mosaics' corners.

6.4. 3 D at a Set

The photographs chosen to form the data set are a series of high quali ty greyscale

JPEG pictures over 6OOx390 in size (see Figure 6.10). The extracted image pairs are

256x256 in resolutio n and saved in BMP or PGM format (depending on th e algorithm

used). The selected photos are from the Corel Draw 6 di p art CD, and represent a

diverse set of real world imagery that a wearable computer user would encounter . In

door spaces, cityscapes, outdoor wilderness, people in action , individuals, and crowds

are depicted . The same set of transformations illust rated in Figure 6.9 were applied

to all the images, producing a data set of 135 image pairs (9 images, 5 t ransform a

tions, 3 t ransformation magnitudes) . Given the five methods being evaluated (Mann,

Davis, Videobrush , FFT , and Robinson), 675 mosaics were generated and examined.

6.5 Results and Discu ssion

6.5. 1 Ov erall Accur acy and Reliability

Figure 6.11 summarizes the accuracy and reliabili ty performance of the tested meth 

ods. Th e graph plot s how many mosaics had mean squared errors (MSEs) below

a MSE thresho ld from 0 to 100. So, a point such as (4,100) means that particular
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Figure 6.9: Reference ~Iosaics for all Evaluatf'd Transformations in Cit y Image Se-

quence
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(a)

(g)

(b)

(h)

(0)

(0

(i)

Figure 6.10: Image Set Used for Moeeicing Evaluation

Images from the Corel Draw 6 Clip Art CD ROM: (a) Police, (b) Neon, (e) Medical,

(d) Market, (f') Forest, (r) Crowd, (g) City, (h) Cathedral, (i) Waterrall
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algorithm create d 100 mosaics with a MSE below or equal to 4. Each curve shows

a different mosaicing method. A lower MSE score denotes a dose match between

an evaluate d mosaic against its corresponding reference mosaic. Thus , curves with a

near vertical slope near the y-axi s illustrate very accurat e algorithms. As the MSE

thr eshold increases, th e curves reach a plateau , since eventually all mosaic cases, good

and bad , will be included with a high enough MSE. So,methods that plateau at some

point offer a certain level of reliability (a consistent percentage of good or bad mo

saics). And rnosaicing methods with curves that reach the max imum plateau closer

to the y-axis indicate an algorithm with strong eccurecy and reliab ility.

With t hese considerations in mind , the Robinson and Mann meth ods have the

str ongest slopes for small MSE thresholds and reach a plateau earlier than the other

methods. Thus , both offer st rong accura cy results at a guaranteed level of relia

bility. However, the Robinson method has a signific:antly higher plateau (which is

eventuall y reached by the other methods for larger MSE thresholds) than Mann, sug

gesting st ronger reliability performan ce. Mann 's cur ve is st ill slowly growing over

MSE thresholds, and never reaches the platea u achieved by the other method s at the

end of graph , which suggests the method has a bi-modal performance: good results

given good cases, but catas trophi c results otherwise.

The Davis and Videobrush methods share somewhat similar performanc e curves,

with less vert ical slopes early on than either Mann or Robinson, bu t eventually attain

Robinson's platea u. Thus they offer somewhat less overall accuracy but eventually

achieve a consistent level of reliabi lity, with Davis being slower to achieve this level

than Videobrush. The FIT method, being a translation-only mosaicing method, faxed

the most poorly, but does achieve a higher plateau than Mann in the graph .

It should be noted that for higher MSE thresholds, it is harder to compare the

"goodness" of any algorithm 's mosaicing results. Larger MSE thresholds suggest

larger displacemen t errors, but th e compar ison becomes an analysi s of "bad" and

"worse" result s, both of which can correspond to equally unint elligible distorted im-
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Figure 6.11: Total Mosaj cing Results OverMSE Thresholds
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Figure 6.12: Average Mosaicing MSE under a MSE Threshold of 8
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Figure 6.13: Number of Mosa..icing Results under a MSE Threshol d of 8
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Figure 6.14: Average M05a.icingMSE un der a MSE Th reshold of 16
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Figure 6.15: Number or Mosaicing Results under a MSE Th reshold or 16
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agery. In Figure 6.11, all of the methods slope upwards consistently within a MSE

threshold range of 0 to 8, thus it should be said that all the evaluated methods are

capable of creating good mosaics and none of them fail completely during my evalu

ation.

Figures 6.12, 6.13, 6.14, 6.15 take a deeper look at the tr adeoffs between accu

racy and reliability by examining average MSEs and counts under specific thresholds.

Figure 6.11 shows the majority of methods with a sharp incline and beginning their

approach to plateau in the 8 to 16 MSE range. Figures 6.13 and 6.12 takes a snapshot

of the number of mosaics under MSE 8 for different transformations, and the average

MSEs of those mosaics under MSE 8 over different transformations respectively. Fig

ures 6.13 and 6.12 do the same th ing respectively for a MSE thres hold of 16. Cases

with no mosaics under the threshold are denoted as columns going above MSE 20 in

figures 6.12 and 6.14.

Comparing 6.13 to 6.15, there is a sharp rise or appearance of columns in the

charts, indicating a marked increase of mosaics under the MSE threshold of 16 rather

than 8 for metho ds like Mann and FIT. Other methods like Robinson roughly main

tain the same profile, indicating they reached their plateau. The high column values

indicate a majo rity of mosaics falling under the MSE threshold, further confirming

the case for consistently strong mosaicing results for such methods.

Comparing 6.12 to 6.14, there is a similar pattern, with a sharp rise of average

MSEs in cases with higher inaccuracies. Methods like Mann and Robinson, illustrate

their good accuracies within the thresholds by maintaining lower MSE averages despite

a change in threshold.
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6.5.2 Performanc e Per 'Iransformation and Picture Set , and

Failure Modes

The next set of charts , Figures 6.22, 6.18, 6.16, 6.20, 6.24, show the performance

of the algorithms over specific transformation s and pictures. In essence, each chart

gives a algorith m-specific "profile", indicati ng which transformation s and pictur es

the algorith m can handle best and worst. The charts plot the MSE result for each

transform over every picture set . Areas of the chart s with low bars indicate strong

accuracy results , whereas high bars show erroneous cases. A high frequency of high

bars suggests consistent problems, while a high frequency of low hars suggests good

accuracy and good reliability. The x-axis uses abbreviations o[ the transformat ions,

e.g. "ret.far " means "rotation [ar~ .

Figure 6.16 shows the profile of the Mann moseicing method . The results reflect

the hard failure/success case shown in Mann's performance curve in Figure 6.11. For

almost all the t ransformations except extreme translat ion, the Mann method has a

number of very successful mosaics around a MSE of 1 or lower. But the metho d

gives very high MSEs for specific image sets. This suggests the Mann method is very

good, and possibly superior to, other methods if given images similar to its successes

shown on the graph , or if its configuration parame ters are well-tuned for the desired

application. However, unforseen cases can result in unpredictable behaviour, whereas

other methods offer more graceful failure modes (e.g. the MSE for the Davis method

rises with increasing shear).

In figure 6.17, a few mosaics generate d by the Mann method are shown for high

MSEs. The topmost illustra tes one example of the Crowd image set, where for every

transformat ion except for close tran slation, there is a consistently high MSE. There

appears a tendency in Mann to apply a chirp t ransform, which appears to overwhelm

the final mosaics in the high MSE ceeee. The other two images show this bias to

chirping noticeably, hut less so. The chirping bias may create false optim ization

paths for an iterative scheme like Mann's in certain images.
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Figure6.16: Mcsaiclug MSE Profile for the Mann method
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Figure 6.17: Exampl e Mosaicing Failures for the Mann method
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Left images show reference mosaics, right images show evalua ted mosaics from the

M ann method
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Figure 6.18: Mcsaiemg MSE Profile for t he Davis met hod
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f igure 6.19 ; Exa mple Mceaici ng Failures for the Davis method
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Left images show re fe rence mosaics, right images show evaluated mosa ics from the

Davis met hod
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Figure 6.20: Mosaicing MSE Profile for the Yideobrush method
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Figure 6.21: Examp le Mosaicing Failures for the Videobr ush met hod

Left images show reference mosaics, right images show evaluat ed mosaics from the

Videob rush method
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Figure 6.22: Mosa.icing MSE Profile for the Robinson method
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Figur e 6.23: Exampl e Mosai cing Failures for the Robinson method
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Left images show reference mosaics, righ t im ages show evaluate d mosa ics from th e

Robi nson method
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Figure 6.24: Mosaicing MSE Profile for th e FIT met hod
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Figure 6.25: Example Moeaicing Failures for the FFT method
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Left images show reference mosaics, right images show evaluated mosaics from t he

FFT method
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Figure 6.18 shows the profile of the Davis moeelclng method . The Davis met hod

offers low MSE results around 1 for many images and tran sformations, and some

around a MSE of 2. Davis consisten tly has problems with the far and ext reme shear ing

and scaling, as well as t he extreme chirping t ransformations over all image sets. Thus,

it can be said th e Davis method performs consistently well for rotations, translations,

and some moderat e chirp and scaling , but does poorly over all image sets otherwise.

These results are consist ent with the use of phase correlation in the Davis met hod.

Phase correlation provides a reliable translat ion est imate, and to a lesser extent,

rotation (note that Davis has slightly higher MSEs in rotat ion) by phase correlating

a polar-coordi nate version of the image .

In figure 6.19, a few high MSE cases for the Dav is method are shewn. They all

show error in the initial displacement . Once seeded with a poor init ial d isplacement ,

the Davis method follows up with rotat ion and perspective effects, which it does

somewhat well for the top two cases. Visually, they appear "correct" , t hanks to its

post -esti mation blending and refinements. However , the result does not match the

transformation intended by the reference frame. In the bottom case, the two fram es

are different enough by a scaling factor to necessit ate a good initial displacement to

have any hope of prop er aJignment. Lacking a good initial displacement , Davis tr ies

what it can to align the two images. it obtained a scaled version of the second frame,

but incorrec tly assumed a rotation.

Figure 6.20 shows the profile of the Videobrush mcsaiclng method . Videobru sh 's

profile is similar to the results from Davis, with problems arising for far and extreme

shearing and scaling, and ext reme chirping. Also like Davis, its high MSE cases (see

Figure 6.21) are due to erro rs in the initial displacement estim ates. These results

are not too surprising, consider ing that vl deobrush was inte nded to be a commercial

desktop imaging appl icati on, reading in panorami c background shots from st ill and

fixed cameras. Such packages recommend a steady camer a sweep at a largely stat ic,

distant scene, which usually would not bave shearin g or scaling effects. The y appl y

blending techniques to produce visually appealin g mosaics, which are suit able for
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desktop use, but their actual transformat ions do not correspond to the intended case.

Figure 6.22 shows the profile of the Robinson mosaicing method. Overall, the

Robinson method offers consistent MSE results under 2 over most images and trans

formations. It has trouble with rotat ing and scaJing the Forest image set, and with

some extreme cases of shearing and scaling. Therefore, the Robinson method appears

to perform consistently well for all transformat ions and image types except for ro

tating images like Forest , and extremely sheared and scaled pictures. This supports

Robinson's strong reliability and accuracy curve in Figure 6.1l.

Robinson's high MSE cases are shown in Figure 6.23. One str iking difference

when compared to ot her methods is the lower MSE values for these cases. Whereas

Robinson's worst cases range in the 8 to 16 MSE range, others like Davis and Mann

feature examples over a 80 MSE. This fit s with the higher reliability observation

from Robinson's performance curve in Figure 6.11. While iterative techniques are

susceptible to false optimi zation paths, Robinson's iterative optimization is coupled

with the performance of its local "window" grids, which are all tightly constrained

to fit on the image frame and a cumulative perspective transformation. Thus, t he

multiple grids and their coupling offer some robustn ess even when in a failure mode.

Figure 6.24 shows the profile of the FIT mosalclug method . As expected, the

FFT gives worse results than the other methods overaJl, with its best cases in trans-

lation, which it was designed to handle. Even there , t ranslation MSEs are notably

higher than the other techniques. Since the FFT phase correlation is a single-pass

technique and processes the entire image frame to obtain a motion estimate, it lacks

the refinement steps offered by other iterati ve methods (and often these methods just

use a phase correlat ion to give a rough initial displacement estimate ). Even t he FFT 's

closest relation , the Davis method, fares better , since it aJsodoes a global transforma 

tion refinement against the current image mosaic. The FF T actually does better for

extreme translation , which relates to the technique's global approach in computing

correlations. Small displacements are harder to detect in phase correlation, since they
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may be considered as "noise", or not sufficiently global changes to warrant attention

by the FFT.

Figure 6.25 illustrates some of the cited shortcomings of the FFT method. Images

with a heavy semi-uniform texture like the Forest image set (topmost image), suggest

an unchanging background to a global method like FFT , even when there is actual

motion within the frame. The othe r cases show the FFT tryi ng its best to replace

the 6 other missing parameters of a perspective transformation with a 2-parameter

displacement .

6.5 .3 Sp eed

The next figure 6.26 show the average times to generate a mosaic from two images.

The times are constant regardless of transformation, but there are significant order

of magnitude differences in speed among the methods. The timing standard devia

tions over different transformations and methods are consistently around 10 percent

for each of the averages. Timing measurements only include the time to estimate

the perspective transformati on, not the times for image loading, saving, and mosaic

compositing.

Davis and Mann are the slowest, averaging 21 and 11 seconds respectively, on a

Pentium II 400 computer. Davis is understandably slowest due to its Matiab imple

mentation. Mann's method uses the C implementa tion of the VideoOrbits 1.0 code

available online [1461, alt hough a recent version described in 1152] suggest a more

optimized and faster implementatio n.

Videobrush is after Davis and Mann in slowness, averaging 1.7 seconds. The

slowness is somewhat influenced by the need for human intervention to control the

Videobrush application and presentat ion of a desktop user interface. But it is still

optimized as a commercial applica.tion , giving some speed compared to the other

methods.
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Figure 6.26: Average Mosaicing T imes per ImagePair

Note that due to the order of magn itude differences in speed, a logarithmic tim e scale

in milliseconds is used
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Robinson is the second fastest met hod, balancing accurate and reliable results

through optimizat ion with a well optimize<!search path and robust init ial block

based translat ion estimat e. Clocking at 0.29 s on average, the method could provide

optimu m performance on a Current generation computer platform.

The FIT gave the most dram at ic speed result , giving an average 6.3 msec. The

speed is largely influence by the implementat ion's dependence on the Intel Image

Processing Library [105J to compute the FIT, which provides a machine-level opti

mized library for each separate Pentium CPU. Since the only significant steps of phase

correlation technique involves a single pass with a fast-fourier tr ansform and inverse

transform, it is not surprisin g there is a high speed result given an optimized library.

The slower frame rate times described in Chapters 4 and 5, where phase correlation is

used in the Handel and AugR applications , would suggest slowdowns due to graphics

subsystem rendering, networking, and other issues. Nonetheless, an implementation

on a current generation platform wit h graphics acceleration hardware could yield a

real-time wearable experience.

6 .6 Co nclus ions

Figure 6.27 summarizes the discussion of mosaicing evaluation results. Given the

three driving criteria of accuracy, speed, and reliability, the results show strong ten

dencies in each of these areas for different methods . Reliability is computed as a

percentage of number of mosaics under a threshol d over the maximum number of

possible mosaics. The horizontal bars span left to right for each method , from it.

accuracy/timing /reliability measurement with it. MSE Threshold of 8, and the same

measurements for it. MSE threshold of 16.

General purpose met hods intended for desktop graphical use, such as Davis and

Videobrush take a middle ground between accuracy, speed, and reliability. They

do not need to be extremely accurate against a reference transformation, since they
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Figure 6.27: Mosaicing Accuracy Timing and Reliability

Each line goes from a accuracy,timing,reliability measurement at MSE Threshold 8

(left) to MSE Threshold 16 (right). Part ially filled circles indicate percentage relia

bility (numerical value also shown as a percentage).
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are primarily interested in nice looking image mosaics. Desktop applications are not

held up by real-t ime constraints , th us speed is less of a priority. Consistency can

be achieved at the expense of time, despite a lessened need for accuracy, and thus

reliability is not as strong as other meth ods.

The FFT method provides incredible speeds, but at great cost to accuracy and

reliability. Its lower-right location on the graph shows its speed advantage. At a MSE

threshold of 16, the tine spans much further right and still carr ies a low reliability of

i 9 percent , suggesting a higher frequency of inaccuracy than other methods .

Mann gives a tight line, on the left side of the graph. It provides excellent accuracy,

but somewhat variable reliability. While other methods eventually achieve 90 percent

or more reliab ility, Mann still st ays around the 70 percent range. This may reflect

more of its t ight tu ning for cases in real-world mosaicing on a head-mounted camera

platform, rather than encompassing all possible imaging applications. Timing is a

notable issue, but this may be better in Mann's current implementations.

Robinson shares a somewhat similar accuracy range with Mann, but with signif

icantly greater reliability and better timing results. These suggest an excellent com

bination of attributes for a robust, general purpose application , including a wearable

augmented realit y system, but not limited to that case. In any case, these favourable

results suggest furth er investigations with this new method.

In conclusion, I outlined the motivat ion for mosaicing as a engine for AR world

modelling, and the fundamentals behind mosaiclng schemes. After surveying the

general categories of techniques, I have selected examples in each category for a com

parative evaluation. Taking a "black box" experiment al approach, the evaluation

compared mosaicing accuracy, reliability, and speed using MSE measures, counts be

low MSE thresholds , and millisecond timings respectively. The FFT , Mann, end

Robinson methods stand out with respect to these three criteria. The FIT demon

stra tes significant speed while sacrificing reliability and accuracy. MiUlnillustr ates

strong accuracy, whereas the new Robinson method presents a powerful balance of all
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three criteria.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

As outlined in Chapter 1, the goal of th is research is to investigate bow augmented

reality interfaces can be achieved using imaging techniques. Image registra tion is

used to form a world model , and simple visual detection methods are used to assess

a user's intent ion and environmental awareness. From this , three areas are explored:

the idea of Personal Context, t he use of the mosaic as an interface, and a systematic

comparison of world modelling methods. In th is chapte r, I will summar ize and dis

cuss th e highlights from eachof these explorat ions and propose recommendat ions for

improvement and direction s for future work.

7.1 P er sonal Co ntext

Personal Context addresses the challenge of human-comp uter interac tion , and follows

the direction in ubiquitous , wearable, context-aw are, and pervasive comput ing where

computers take a more passive role than an "in your face" desktop experience , but

are attentive to ll. user 's needs and interests [225]. Like context-awareness in par tie

ular, personal context gauges the user's interests with curren t activi ty, and employs

augmented reality to present tim ely and relevant informa tion in th e user 's viewport

of the environment . However , personal context takes a narro wer focus than context
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awareness and ARt by concentrating its efforts on the user. Namely, the user's physi

cal interactions with t he environment are measured as potential cues for activity and

intention , which triggers an augmented reality response if deemed sufficiently relevant

to the current task and user's interests.

Two personal context applications, HANDEL and Footprint , were implemented

and demonstrated in this work. Their common theme is to have the wearable com

puter pay attention to the user's hands and feet, and deduce whether assistance was

needed in known tasks. For HANDEL and Footprint , the tasks were piano playing

and dancing, respectively.

HANDEL and Footprint were tested successfully on an acoustic piano for a short

musical pieceand for a short waltz respectively. While they proved to be very comfort

able to use, there are numerous improvements that can be made in the presentat ion

of musical and dancing context , and only focused on very basic examples.

In summary, the user's attention on body parts for guidance is the basis of my

demonstra tions of personal context . This is a natural gesture in many tasks, tbus

a user can simply concentrate on the task as if the mobile computing device was

not there in the first place. With only simple computer vision techniques, HANDEL

and Footprint demonstr ate such natural human-compu ter interac tion in their specific

application areas. And the use of XML in Footprint illustra tes tbe potential of XML

as a portable format to represent human activity in context for specialized wearable

computer applications and general purpose desktop computers .

7.2 The Mo saic is t he Int erface

Personal context, as well as context awareness in general, relies on the computer to

judge wbeu it is appropriate to place timel y, relevant information into an wearable

augmented reality user interface. Telecollaboraficn systems, on the et her hand, focus

on computerized.means to facilitate buman-buman interaction . I propose image mo-
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saics as a computer-supported medium for such collaborat ion in complex tasks, where

person al context could not playa sign ificant role.

As discussed in Chapter 5, t here ex ists a bod y of work in t elecollaborat ion, in

clud ing wearab le-based collaborat ion. They conclude with interest ing prob lem s to

be solved, notably a narrow field of view offered by an shaky, mov ing head moun ted

camera and a limit ed to olset for rem ote experts to explain the ir direct ions to a bus y

wearab le com pu ter user . 'The mosaic as t he in terface" an swers th ese chal lenges, hy

leveraging t he mosaicing algor ithm 's inherent AR registr ation ab ility to manifest the

syste m 's world mode l as live, growing big picture composite of the scene. The p icture

also becomes a drawing surface for t he rem ote user t o create an notations.

A t radit ional video window can also be drawn upon , but is really a visual izat ion

of one inst ant of ti me perceived by th e cameeaperson. Th us it is a naturally passiv e,

one-way med ium - used to great effect in oth er applicatio ns, like movies and television,

but assumed a cen tralized au thority geared towards broadcasting . Hence t he cited

difficu lt ies with t elep ointi ng in Chapte r 5: t he remote expert in a t elecollabora tion

syste m has to seize control of t hat instant nor mally managed by the field worker . On

th e ot her hand , approaches like freeze framing have the side effect of disrupting a

common t ime referenc e between remote expert and field worker .

Th e mosaicing interface demon strated by AugR presents a live world model of th e

scene, continuously organizing t he scene seen by the camera. The spat ial organization

is not only a physical map of th e scene , but also a te mporal map . The latest compos

ited image frame is like a traditional video window . However, the earlier composited

imag es show a pas t hi story of the user 's ac ti vity (mostly head motion). Thus a mosai c

user int erface not only offen a live view on th e curre nt scene , but also a unified spatial

and temporal view of the scene and current activity. Furthermore, the remote expert 's

annotations on this visualization are registered agains t the field worker 's fram e of ref

erence. T hese annotations are constantly shown in th e field worker' s tim e frame (due

to AR registration) but try to main tain spatial constancy.
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In compa rison, a freeze-frame video conferencing window gives a limited spati al

and outdated temporal view, and a rewiudable movie sequence provides a temporal

view without spati al relationships between movie frames. Annot at ions on neither offer

any spatial constancy needed by a field worker who must exist in latest t ime frame.

T hus, AugR, all iI. demonstr ation telecollaboration system powered by rnosaicing,

steps up from videoconferencing based collabora tion schemes with temporal/s patial

visual izat ion an d annot ations for the remote expert that are spatially and tempo

rally relevant for th e field worker. It uses "off-the-shelf" FFT phase correlation to

mosaic, which can already be used to run tradit ional AR registra tion models. While

the wearable user 's experience is not radically changed from previous wearable AR

systems, the remote expert has a greater toolset and view to enrich the human-human

collaborat ion experience furtber.

7.3 Systematic Comparison of World Modelling M eth

ods

Mosaicing bas a central role to crea.ting a world model for regist ration and visualiza

tion , as evidenced in Chapter 5 and discussed in Chapter 6. Even personal context

systems can benefit from world modelling, such as in HANDEL in Cbapter 4. Thu s, it

is important to evaluate mosaicing te chniques against criteria.suitab le for a wearable

AR experience.

The evaluation of mcsaicing method s in Chapter 6 presents a systema tic stu dy

into this need, focusing on the crit eria of accurac y, speed, and reliability. By taking a

neutral experimental approach, t he evaluation examined MSE errors and timi ngs for

a wide range of possible trans formati ons and images handled by mosa.icingmetbods.

Accuracy is rela ted to MSE error against a reference, reliability is determi ned to be

the percentage of test mosaics below a MSE error thresh old, and speed is perspective

t ransform estimation time for two successive image fram es.
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For a wearable AR experience, speed and accuracy are paramount compared to

reliab ility for specific applications. Fast speed allows real-time responsiveness. High

accuracy ensures correct placement of AR annotation s. Reliability really depends on

the current task. It is easier to tune an algorit hm for specific tasks and restricted

conditions, or perhaps use a suite of difference algorithms for different situations,

rather than use a single method for every case. What can be said about reliability,

however, is that it should offer a graceful failure mode: as conditions become more

extrem e it should be gradually apparent there is a problem. The system can then

indicate a failure, possibly with a visual indication of the current uncertain ty, or try

to compensat e (e.g. use another method).

The evaluation examined five mosaicing methods , including the phase correlation

scheme used in AugR from Chapter 5. The methods varied in performan ce against dif

ferent image types and tran sformations. Overall, the FIT phase correlati on, Mann's

VideoOrb its technique, and the new Robinson method stood out against the three

criteria.

AugR's FFT phase correlation showsgreat speed , which makes it suitable for real-

time use on a wearable platform. However, its restriction to translation estimation

meant much more limited accuracy and reliability compared to all other evaluated

methods . Other methods use phase correlation to provide a good initial estimate

before applying more accurate refinements , and thus a future version of AugR would

benefit more from otber metbods.

Mann's metbod demonstrates excellent accuracy but the tested implementation

suffered reliability problems. It failed dramatically with certain image sets where

other methods succeeded without any tuning. With a faster implementation, tuned

for everyday wearable use, Mann's method is desirable for a wearable augmented

reality platform, particularly for interactive applications using AR registration.

The Robinson method is a recently developed method, but its init ial implemen

tat ion shows great promise in speed, accuracy, and reliability. While slower than the
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FFT by an orde r of magnitude , it was faster than all the other tested methods, and

provided accuracy and reliability rivalling the best in those criteria . This would sug

gest the Robinson method is quite suit able for a general purpose platform, including

a wearable augmented. reality system .

The evaluation focused on pair-wise image estimation rather than enti re video

sequences, and used a limited selection of meth ods, although the dataset consisting

of all permutations of pair-wise images over multiple videos, transformations, and

algorithms would be daunt ing to generat e and analyze. The use of MSEs against

reference mosaics allows the use of closed commercial products in the test ing, but

yields less precise information than actual transformation matrix informati on available

in open source code.

7.4 Future Directions

There are a number of futu re directions for this research, which are categorized as

short term and long term directions. Short term directions address various limita tions

in this thesis, while the long term directions proposes new avenues and applicat ions

of the ideas intro duced here.

7.4.1 Short Term Directions

While they illust rate the point behind personal context and mosaicing interfaces,

the various prototypes implemented in Chapters 4 and 5 lack user data to refine

thei r user experiences and evidence to strengthen the claims behind personal context

and mosaicing as an inte rface. Besides criti quing and suggesting user-interfa.ce im

provements [e.g. graphics, responsiveness, interacti on), formal user stu dies need to

examine HANDEL, Footprint , and AugR's benefits (or det riments ) to learning piano

music, imp roving dancing, and enhancing remote expert-field worker teleccllabore

tion. HANDEL and Footprint can benefit from more complex and longer examp les
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of music and dance . A study of AugR should also compare user performance against

earlier investigations in video telecclleborarion described in Chapter 5.

Since the human-human teleccllaboration should be as responsive as face to face

interaction, AugR's lag time and overall performance need to be assessed. Also,

AugR's use of an interactive spatial/temporal mosaic is suscept ible to information

clutter . The remote user must consciously manage the placement and deletion of

annota.tions, or otherwise cloud the field worker's view. A possible improvement would

have a personal COntextsystem, tuned to the field worker's needs, filter out dated and

irrelevant annotations automatically. The use of a mosaicing algorithm should be

compared against other faster and more accurate registration schemes, like hardware

tracking or hybrid hardware-algorithm methods, where mosaicing param et ers could

be derived.

With regards to the evaluation of mosaiciug methods, while a considerable number

of test cases were examined over various methods, more comprehensive evaluations

are needed. The testing could benefit from a greater variety of imagery, including

frames captured from live wearable camera footage. Comparing image pai rs could be

expanded to comparing long image sequences. It would be worthwhile to compare

the results presented in the thesis against a conventional non-black box experiment .

Exact mosaic comer positions can be computed from transformation parameters taken

directly frOID the evaluated algorithms, and the same MSE evalua.tion scheme and

analysis in Chapter 6 can be applied. Also, a more general study focused on AR

modelling schemes, should introduce comparisons against non-mosaicing approaches,

such as pure hardware tracking systems and 3-D motion estimation computer vision

algorithms.

7.4.2 Long Term Directi ons

This research has treated personal COntextand mosaicing as two sides of wearable

augmented reality user interfaces. Personal context focuses on the user to create
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user-computer interacti on, whereas mceaicing uses the environmen t to generat e user

user interaction . Future research could examine how both can complement each other

in a single wearable user experience.

For example, mosaicing can provide a world model to stabilize annotat ions on

world objects, and personal context can enable interaction between body-centered

annotations with world-centered annot ations. I did a preliminar y investigat ion into

this using a modified version of AugR, which followed the use of coloured fiducials and

coloured objects in work like [40) (227). Figure 7.1 shows a gloved hand tha.t moved

a virtual annota.tion created and registered with AugIt A colour detect ion algorit hm

identified the hand and its overlap with the annotat ion to allow the annotat ion to

attach itself to the hand . Once att ached, the annotation is no longer registered with

AugR's mosaicing scheme, and relies on the colour trac ker (thus, the annotat ion

becomes part of the user 's personal conte xt ). The annotat ion is deposited back into

the scene by quickly swiping the hand out of the camera's view, which forces the

annotat ion to rely on AugR's registrat ion to stay fixed in the scene.

The earlier discussions recommended AugR be improved with a newer platform

and faster methods and a systematic usab ility evaluation . The suite of tools for a

remote expert and field worker could be expanded, such as enhanced and customiz

able telepointen, 3-D object, speech, etc . Some of the concerns about accuracy and

reliability highlighted by the mcsalcing algorith m evalua tion can be add ressed by

a user interface confidence indicator and tools to introduce manual correction (like

th e manual scheme mentio ned in section 5.4). The mosaicing algorithms could be

modified to incorporate and learn from user correction. Better blending techniques

and frame-by-fram e control could allow remote experts to see a more seamless mo

saic than in the current AugR system, and allow navigat ion to specific past frames

(which are normally covered up in a live, updatin g mosaic). In addit ion, AugR lacks

any tools for the field worker to interact back with the remote expert . Besides a live

video and audio link, gestural inputs and personal context effect, (e.g. glancing at

body parts) could form the basi' of such tools. Also, AugR was tested for one expert
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Figure 7.1: An example of a han d-based personal context with a mosaicing world

mode l

Each screenshot shows the field worker 's view on the upper left and t he remote expert 's

composite mosaic on the lower right. From left to right , top to down , the screen s show

a vir tual annotation created by t he remote expert being grabbed by the field worker 's

hand , and placed a different location
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and one worker. A st udy on the behaviour and development of toolsets supporting

a small team of several co-located and separated expert s and workers, as well as a

larger community of such individuals would be interesting future work. Similarly, an

examin at ion of how mult iple personal contexts can int eract with each oth er, or with

general purpose context awerenees is an open area for research . A simple case is how

a system like Footprint could support a pair of dancers, or a ballroom full of dancers

with and without personal context assistance.

With regard s to personal context itself, there are potential explorations into the

use XML as t he language to model for human-wearable inte raction . Spohrer [224]

proposes using an XML-based model of annota ting all objects in the world. The A

TON system [101] uses XML to model spatial position behind a navigation solution

using handhel ds and augmented reality for t he U.S Coast Guar d. The G·X ML project

is developing an XML specification for applicat ions integrating Geographic Infonn a

tion System (GIS) spatial data [58]. Dey et al [65] use XML to represent a user's

notes taken withi n a note-taking context awareness application. Ryan [208] and Ryan

et al [209] detail an XML representat ion of context dat a between a field report ing

system and server, but is biased for location and tim e context types. Kort uem ee

al [123]have an XML fonnat for user profiles which can be exchanged bet ween wear

able compute r users to facilitate mobile collaboration and discovery of colleagues with

similar inte rests. Whereas these other XML represent at ions cover identity, time, and

location, Footpr int 's XML notation represents activity . QuickSet in [178] is similar,

but more higher level, being a logical frame work for representing multi modal user

interface inte ract ion.

Also, at the tim e of the writing of this t hesis, OASIS, an internatio nal consort ium

promoting and developing XML stan dards, has announced a technical commit tee to

develop the Human Markup Language, HumanML [170]. Taking a very general ap

proach to human contextu al awareness, HumanML hopes to represent cultural , social,

kinesic (body language) psychological , and intent ional featur es within XML informa

tion. OASIS foresees HumanML applicat ions in a wide variety of domains, including
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artificial intelligence, virtual reality, conflict resolution, psychotherapy, art, workflow,

advertising, cultural dialogue, agent systems, diplomacy and business negotiation.

Future research into personal context could leverage Human ML and similar work to

create nota tions and annotated datasets for a wearable computer user's interactions

with other people and the world. Given a standard notation for human activity out

side the desktop, future work can examine how to tie such data with XML data stored

on traditional desktops and servers [e.g. user profiles, shopping preferences, online

transaction histories) to create powerful human-compute r interfaces.

7.5 Final Rem arks

In conclusion, this research achieved its goals, in presenting a number of novel aug

mented reality prototypes using image techniques for registration and user activity

detection . While not operatin g under real-world conditions with optimum accuracy,

reliability, and speeds, tbe prototypes showed real uses for the proposed concepts

of "Personal Context" and "Mosaic i!oII the Interface". All the prototypes operated

entirely on a self-contained wearable computer platform, that while Dot as power effi

cient or outdoors-hardened as other systems, was portable, networked, video-enabled,

and capable of limited registration and graphical overlays. A systemat ic evaluat ion of

different mceelclng registration met hods was also conducted, revealing potential suc

cessors to the phase correJation met hod used for AugR's mosaicing system. Finally, a

number of improvements and directions for future research are presented, delving into

further extensions of personal context , mosaicing, and how both can be combined for

future wearable augmented reality systems.
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